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PREFACE

This study r&premds me demerU in a broad program of regiorud research

being undertaZi by the staff of the Haynes FourMtm. As « ^
studies in economics represent

that economic research, combined with political and sociology ^
uUimately provide some understanding of the funMmenUd forces affechr^

life in urban areas and a basis for the formulation of sound publ^ pohey.

Small areas within the nation differfrom one another andfrom the nahon

as a whole. Their unique characteristics display extraordinary range, fe

in any area represents response net only to these regiorud peculianties,m

to the force of those of nearby and of more distant localities as well as to those

of larger areas of which it is a part. Areas seldom respond uniformly tom

same forces and precisely the same forces seldom exert themselves (gainst

two or more areas ai once. Complete understanding of all forces affecting

even a single urban area requires more knowledge than any individual or

group is likely to have, and fuff knowUdge of the general prindpUs of urban

society seems even more remote. Nevertheless, the aim of the Haynes Foun~

dation is to penetrate into this body of principles, and each regional study

undertaken by it represents some contribution to this objective.

This investigation has been preceded by two earlier economic studies, An

Economic Survey of the Los Angeles Area and Production Cost Trends

in Selected Industrial Areas, This volume represents an attempt to anower

certain questions raised in the two earlier works. As the reader will discover,

the present study raises many questions that are left unanswered, but, it is

hoped that some contribution is made to knowledge of the way in which

business cuclss reflect themselves in large industrial areas and of the causes

of differential cyclical pattern.

Heretofore stalistical studies of business cycles have been largely confined

to the study of nationol fluctuations with only occasional reference to jluctu~

otions in smaller areew. Afos^ economic studies of a guantitaiive nature hove

used the nation as the frame of reference, and data have referred to the nation

as a whole. Only in research in international economics has the problem of

interarea differences been met; unfortunately the lessons learned in the study

of this field have not often been applied to regions or areas lying within a

single sovereign state. This investigation is confined wholly to this unex^

ploitedfield of economic research.

Of necessity a pari of this study is concerned primarily with statistical

technique, and particularly with the problem of time series decomposition.

As far as possible, this material has been restricted to chapter ii. Readers

who are not concerned witti the problem ofmethodology and who are interested

principally in the resvUs may, therefore, skip this chapter. The economist
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cauTiot do so, however
, for knowledge of the method employed is, at times

ftosis to the mierpretoiion of materiah presented elsewhere.

Many persons hove contributed to this study, and the authors are heavily
indebted to them for assistance in the planning and execution of the work.
The research would never have been undertaken had it not been for the interest
and attention, at the planning stage, of Miss Anne M. Mumford, Dr,
Gordon S. Watkins, and Mr. E. F. Scattergood, Trustees of the Haynes
Foundation. Both Miss Mumford and Dr. Watkins have read and critideed
the entire manuscript, and Mr. Scaitergood, until his death, was a constant
source of stimuloiion.

Two members of the Haynes Foundation staff, Mr. Richard E. Speagle
and Mrs. Gloria S. Goldberg, contributed so much to this study that

might well be considered co-authors. Mr. Speagle assisted greatly in the early
stages of planning the work and in the preliminary statistical phases, and
Mrs. Goldberg, in the writing of the report. Additional invaluable assistance
was provided by Mr. Robert Williams and Dr. Armen Alchian of the Uni-
versity of Califomia, Mrs. G. N. Conly of Pomona College, and Mr. J. A,
Stockjisch, all of whom read and criticized the manuscript in first draft, by
Miss Phyllis DiBenedetto who made numerous editorixil suggestions, and
by Mr. Paid T. Silvius who prepared all the charts.

The authors owe a special debt of gratitude to Dr. A. F. Bums of the

National Bureau of Economic Research, to Dr. Rutledge Fining of the

University of Virginia, and to Dr. Robert D. Calkins of the General Educa-
tion Board. All read and criticized the manuscript and, as a result of their

suggestions, the study is far better than it otherwise would be.

In spite of efforts to resolve all differences between the authors and co-

workers with respect to technique and interpretation, same differences stiR

remain. The senior author must be held responsible for making decisions

at these points and, as well, for any errors that may be found in the work.

Of course, none of those who read and criticized the manuscript can in any
way be held answerable for its shortcomings.

p. N.

A. W.
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Chapter I

EEGIONAL AND NATIONAL BUSINESS
FLUCTUATIONS

Phenomena today referred to as business cycles in both popular and

scientific works are neither precisely, nor even generally, defined. Rather,

it is customary to assume that there is a consensus with respect to the

inPining of business cycles and to proceed directly either to an explana-

tion” of causal sequence or to a summary and restatement of a number

of causal hypotheses. Perhaps the principal reason for this remarkable

absence of exact definition is the diflSculty encountered in constructing

a definition that is suflSciently inclusive and, yet, which does not itself

give rise to further, almost insurmountable, problems of interpretation.

Most writers prefer to let the historical material and causal process pre-

sented serve the purpose, making their volumes both studies of the

cyclical process and definitions of “the business cycle.” The complexity of

the business process certainly provides ample justification for such a

course*
The Business Cycle : A Definition

W. C. Mitchell, in his book Bimnm Cycles: The Problem and Its SeUingj^

reached the last chapter before offering a definition. In a much later

volume, Bums and Mitchell observed that this definition *^is thus a tool

of research, similar to many definitions used by observational sciences,

and like its analogues is subject to revision or abandonment if not borne

out by observation.”^ Perhaps the present study will provide a basis for

some revision, but, in any event, Mitchell’s definition with minor modi-

fication is used as a point of departure and as a ‘^tool of research” in

the present investigation

:

Business cycles are a type of fluctuation found in the aggregate economic activity

of nations that organize their work mainly in business enterprises: a cycle consists

of expansions occurring at about the same time in many economic activities, fol-

lowed by similarly general recessions, contractions, and revivals which merge into

the expansion phase of the next cycle; this sequence of changes is recurrent but not

periodic; in duration business cycles vary from more than one year to ten or twelve

years; they are not divisible into shorter cycles of similar character with ampli-

tudes approximating their own.*

An important element within this definition is that cycles are found

where work is organized mainly in business enterprises
;
this element itself

^ W, C. Mitchell^ Business Cycles: The Problem and Its Setting (New York, National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1927).

* A. F. Bums and W, C. MitcheU, Measuring Business Cycles (New York, National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1946), p. 3.

* Bums and Mitchell, loc. dt.

[ 1 ]



2 Business Cycles in Selected Industrial Areas

gives rise to some very importantproblems* * Sometimes an economy
where work is thus organized is described as a “money economy^’; in
fact, some students feel that widespread use of money is essential to the
explanation of cycles. Elsewhere, this idea is buried in the term “capital'^

or “capitalism,” and cyclical variation is identified as emerging only with
the capitalistic system. Again, “profit system” is used to designate the
institutional framework within which cycles appear. Mitchell, in his

earlier work, chose the term “business economy” and described it as a
community in which most “economic activities take the form of making
and spending money. It is clear, however, that specialization of func-

tion and the exchange of goods and sendees are the essential characterise

tics of a “business economy,” and not money as such; money is merely
the tool.

Business Cycles and Urbanization

The history of cycles indicates that they become a recurrent feature of

society only as a high degree of specialization and exchange develops, and
only as the necessarily associated money economy becomes widespread.

Hence, they did not appear in feudal society, regardless of interregional

trade and manorial specialization, nor did they appear even in the

economics of medieval cities. Not imtil the beginning of the nineteenth

century did cycles fitting Mitchell's definition appear. Contrarily, the

growth of modem cities is of extreme importance, since one important

aspect of their development w^as the coincident rise of the business

economy. Modem cities developed par excellence the specialization and

exchange process which is the heart of the business economy. Indeed, it

w'as in the cities that this process developed most rapidly and continues

to do so today, and only in rural areas do subsistence operations exist.

Mitchell reports that “business cycles are primarily phenomena of

large-scale enterprise”® and indicates that the data from which this con-

clusion is drawn suggest that the employment decline following the crisis

is greatest for manufacturing, railroading, construction and mining, and

least for agriculture and retailing.® If cycles appear most clearly in fields

dominated by large-scale operations, they therefore appear in typically

urban businesses rather than in rural fanning activities where the scale

is generally small. In 1935, out of seven milhon farm umts, less than

42,000 employed more than five people each, but the small umts em-

« Mitchell, op. cit., p. 63. Not all students restrict in tto manner the historic^

study of cycles. See, example, J, A* Schumpeter, Sustness Cycles (New York,

1939), p. 225.
* Mitchell, op. cii., p. 87. ^ ^ r. ? 4 tr ^
* This conclusion was drawn by Alitchell from W. I. ICing, EtnploytneMf H^ts^

and Earnings in Prosperity and Depression: United SicUes^ 1920-192S (New York,

National Bureau of Economic Research, 1923).
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ployed 97 per cent of all agricultural wage earners^ On the other hand,

the seventy-five largest manufacturing corporations controlled 40.2 per

cent of total manufacturing corporate assets, whereas the forty largest

public utility corporations controlled 80.4 per cent of total utility assets.

These are typically urban businesses and, even though it is true that

services, retail trade, and construction are generally small yet also largely

urban, still the preponderance of large business enterprise is to be found

in, or adjacent to, urban areas.

Another recent indication of instability of urban, as opposed to rural,

business is the fact that relative price stability, usually appearing in fields

dominated by large-scale business, is almost invariably associated with

output instability: and relative price flexibility and competitive markets,

for example, agriculture, are associated with stable output. Thus, cities

exemplifying both functional specialization and large-scale, cyclically

vulnerable business may well be expected to be inextricably involved in

exaggerated cyclical swings.

The Rate op Urbanization

Continuing urbanization of the population has been one of the funda-

mental changes that has occurred in the United States in the last century.

Rural population declined from 65 per cent of the total population in

1890 to 43.5 per cent in 1940, while 40.1 per cent in the latter year lived

in cities in excess of 25,000 population.^® More significant even than this

is the fact that the percentage of the total population living in the thirty-

three industrial areas tabulated by the United States Census increased

from 25 per cent in 1890 to 44 per cent in 1940, whereas the population

density in these areas more than tripled, increasing from an average of

315 persons per square mile in 1890 to 1,143 in 1940. Table 1 presents

additional data indicating the relative growth in population of the thirty-

three industrial areas and of the six particular areas subject to more
comprehensive study below.

At the same time that population distribution was shifting in favor of

urban centers, and especially in favor of industrial areas, the relative

^ National Resources Committee, The Structure of Ike American Economy. Part I:
Basic Characteristics (Washington, 1939), p. 103.

® Temporary National Economic Committee, Bureaucracy and Trusteeship in Large
Corporations (Washington, 1940), Mono^aph No. 11, p. 5.

® National Resources Commtte^ op. cit^ pp. 147-148. See also F. C. Mills, Price-
Quantity iTiteraciions in Business Cycles (New York, National Bureau of Economic
Research, 1946), p. 54. Mil^ holds that durable goods have the highest quantity and
least pnce elasticity in business cycles of seventeen classifications of goods, whereas
American farm products have third from lowest quantity elasticity and crop products
domMtic, Kcond lowest. See also “The United States Steel Corporation: II,’’ Fortune’

Umted States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the United States. 19U0:Papumum, Vol. I, pp. 18, 25.
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significance of these areas as manufacturing centers did not grow so

rapidly; in fact, the thirty-three industrial areas taken as a group did not

grow so rapidly as did the United States.^^ An index of value added by
manufacture in the United States increased from a base of 100 in 1899

to 515.4 in 1939, whereas a similar index for the thirty-three areas

reached a somewhat lower figure, 509.1. Though the difference is small,

and might be only a reflection of inexactness in the census data, the areas

at least did not grow more rapidly than the nation. As a consequence of

this lesser rate of growth, the percentage of total value added by manu-

facture accounted for by the areas declined slightly, from 61.5 to 60.8.

TABLE 1
%

Percentage of Total United St.^.tes Population in the Thirty-three Industrial

Areas and in the Six Industrlal Areas^ 1870-1940

is:o ISSO 1S90 1900 1910 1920
1

1930 1940

Thirty-three areas 22.8 23.4 25.5 27.6 30.3 33.0 35.9 44.2

Six areas 3.6 4.2 5.3 6.3 7.4 9.0 11.1 n.2
Los Ansreles 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.9 1.8 2.1

San Francisco 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.1

Chicago 1.2 1.5 2.2 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.8 3.7

Detroit 0.4 1 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 1,2 1,7 1.7

Cleveland. 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 1 0.8 1.0 ,
1.1 1.0

Pittsburgh 1.0 lA 1.3 lA 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.6

Sorncx: G. E. McLaughlin. Growth ofAmerican Manufacturing Areas (Pittsburgh, 1938), pp. 51-35, and
United States Census of Population^ 1938, ^ ol. I.

The sLx urban areas studied here are Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh. They were chosen because

they embody several characteristics important in various of the thirty-

three census areas. The^’' have been selected partly as representative of

different rates of manufacturing growth. Los Angeles, Detroit, and San

Francisco displayed rapid rates of growth; Cleveland and Chicago

showed somewhat lower rates; and Pittsburgh, the lowest of the six.

These areas also represent various rates of population growth. Taken

together, however, they are unlike the others in manufacturing develop-

ment. The index of value added by manufacture for the six areas studied

increased from 100 in 1899 to 761.1 in 1939, so that their proportion of

total value added increased from 14.2 to 21.0 per cent.“ In view of this,

plus the fact that the producthut}' of labor in manufacturing increased

“ For an interesting discussion of the economic pattern and trends m
their patterns, see C. Clark, “The Economic Functions of a City m Relation to Its

Size/’ Eranometrica^ Vol. 13, No. 2 (April, 1945), pp. 97-113.

Derived from G. E. McLaughlin, Growth of Amertcan Manufacturing Areas

(Pittsburgh, 1938), p. 158, and United States Census of Manufactures,
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spectacularly over the same period (more than two and a half times)

it appears that specialization of function was increasing both in the

United States as a whole and in specific areas. Concurrently, population

expanded both nationally and in urban areas. These changes steadily

added to the significance of the cyclically vulnerable segments of the

American economy.

Regional Cycles Study: Purpose and Justification

Business cycles, therefore, are characteristic of cities, of urban masses

where both concentration of people and concentration of large-scale

industrial operations require a high degree of specialization. Thus, in

modern society, major urban centers are destabilizing areas. This does

not mean that cyclical swings are limited geographically to cities. On the

contrary, they are economy wide, but cities are focal points and might

well be termed ‘‘strategic” areas. Variations in business activity are

“contagious”; they are transmitted between business firms and indus-

tries by the complex relationships existing between them and between

areas by all of the economic ties that link one region to another. All inter-

regional economic relationships are the “carriers” of cyclical fluctuations.

The more dependent regions become upon one another, the more signifi-

cant these “carriers” become. Hence, the movement of people, of goods

and services, and of liquid assets are important factors in the analysis of

regional business cycles,^^

If certain regions assume strategic positions as destabilizing sectors

in an economy, they merit special study; their vulnerabilitymay permit a

reasonable forecast of general business conditions, and they present a

possible opportunity for the application of policy designed to bring about
some measure of stability that hitherto has not been fully explored.

Other, and perhaps more pressing, reasons exist for the study of re-

gional or industrial area cycles as opposed to the study of national cycles.

In small areas, the timing, duration, or amplitude may be substantially

different from that characteristic of larger areas. Indeed, Professor Allyn
Young remarked that “geography has something to say on the negative
side of the question of the significance of the notion of a ‘typicaP cycle.”^^

Bums and Mitchell raise, but leave unanswered, the question in connec-

TT
Solomon Fabricant, Lai>or Savings in American Industry, 1899-19S9 (New

York, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1945), Occasional Paper 23 p 11
and App. table iii.

i »

For a rather detailed and analogous discussion of regional cycles, see G. HaberlerPro^en^ and D&j^ession (Geneva, 1938), chap. 11. This discussion runs in terms
of the mternational transmission of cyclical variation, but Haberler says (p. 304) that
these factors operate, not only between countries separated by political borders but
also withm pohtical areas between different regions.”

19^f p^42
^ Afudysis of Bank Statistics for the United Stales (Cambridge,
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tion with their definition of a cycle, of whether “the several geographic

regions have substantial!}'' different cyclical movements/’^® What is even

more important than either the presence or absence of significant differ-

ences in cyclical pattern at any given time between areas is the proba-

bility that, over time, changes in the differences are occurring and that

these changes are related to factors which are subject to some measure

of control. Thus, for example, the Los Angeles area may be developing

in such a way that it will become more like the other areas in pattern or,

on the contrary^ it may be mo^ung in an opposite direction. Knowledge

of either change might lead to policies designed to limit, offset, or modify

such development.

The study of cyclical differentials, or of regularity in their change,

may be of greatest value to business forecasters. The discovery of leads

or lags between regions which are of regular character would permit fore-

casts of business conditions which are far more reliable than are now

possible. Business Week, in its report on the Far West market (April 12,

1947), indicates that history supports the belief that western cycles lag

behind eastern ones by sLx months.^’ Most frequently, the reference is to

“business cycles” as such, but often, and more cautiously, the reference

is to a lag of western business behind a certain industry or group of

industries which concentrate geographically in the East. In either event,

by the study of current eastern conditions, westerners could predict

what local conditions would prevail some months hence. Whether that

knowledge would intensify or attenuate local cycles is open to question,

but such forecasts would be possible.

Finally, a rather practical reason for the intensive study of regional

cycles is the fact that empirical economic research characteristically has

been oriented either toward the national economy, as such, or toward

single industries or firms. The w^hole field of regional economic studies

has been neglected. National studies of great significance have been com-

pleted by such institutions as the National Bureau of Economic Research,

the Brookings Institution, the Committee for Economic Development,

and many federal agencies. But with the notable exception of certain

investigations by the National Resources Planning Board and its prede-

cessor, the National Resources Committee, Frank L, Kidneris California

Business Cycles (Berkeley, 1946), and the several contributions of Rut-

ledge Vining to be found in Econometrica (July, 1945, and subsequent

** Bums and Mitchell, op. cil., p, 5.
^ i - 4 i * ^

See also J. H. Cover, "The Signi6cance of Regioiml Busine^ Analysi^s

of the American Statistical Associattm, Supplement Murch, 1929, p. lod. Clover
^ t ^ r- f f TTinrithQ Vinincr nnwever.

Vol. XIII (1945;, p. 208.
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issues), regional studies have been limited to a few masters’ and doctoral

dissertations that, for the most part, are unavailable to the majority of

students. National studies represent the examination of either aggregates

or avorfigGS, End a wealth of factual detail is lost thereby.

Working within the limits established by the definition, the objectives

of this study are: first, to discover similarities or differences in the tim-

ing, duration, and pattern of business cycles in the six selected industrial

areas; second, wherever possible, to identify causes for divergent cyclical

r0fLctioD*
Ideal Data for Regional Studies

In any statistical study of business cycles, a major compromise must be

made at the outset; ideal data for such investigations do not exist, and

the data most readily available are often inadequate for satisfactory

solution of the problem. In addition, there is no consensus on what

constitutes ideal data for the study of cycles. The answer depends largely

upon the specific purposes of the research. The purposes of this particular

investigation are, briefly, to compare the cycles in the several areas and,

where it is possible, to determine the causes for similarity or difference.

With such ambitious purposes as these, the compromise between the

ideal data and those utilized is great, though by no means fatal.

Fluctuations in the level and in the distribution of current income

payments among individuals are probably the most important aspect of

cyclical change from a social point of view. These fluctuations reflect

changes both in employment and in the differential rates at which the

various distributive shares of total income change. Coincident with alter-

ations of income are other disturbances in the economic system. Output
is changed, price relationships are disturbed, and investment processes

are altered. No business data are completely insensitive to cycles, yet

many phenomena, not strictly economic, but more properly social, are

likewise measurably affected. By July, 1942, the National Bureau of

Economic Research had analyzed 972 series referring specifically to the

United States and an additional 305 series relating to cycles in Great
Britain, Germany, and France. The processing of such a mass of material,

even if it were available on a regional basis, would be prohibitive in

expense, though undoubtedly the study of each series contributes some-
thing to our knowledge of cycles. Restricting the data to the most sig-

nificant series, and mindful of the necessary relationship between the
ideal data and the specific purposes of this research, the following regional
series might well be chosen, if available.

) Income, by distributive share and by income bracket.
) Employment, by occupation and by industry,
c) Income disposition, consumption by item, and saving.
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d) Investment and disinvestment by industry and by type.

e) Output, both physical and value, by industry.

/) Prices, by product.

g) Speculative activity, by type.

h) Imports and exports, by product or service.

This list, hot\'ever subject to objection it may be, indicates at once the

magnitude of the compromise that must be made. Few of these items are

available at all. For the nation as a whole, some of the series are unob-
tainable or fragmentary^, and the data on hand for small geographic

areas, and even for important industrial areas, are seriously limited when
compared with the information relating to the nation as a whole; never-

theless, series are available which pro\dde, indirectly, many of the data

most useful to the study of regional cycles.

Available Data for Regional Studies

This study uses as basic data four series different from any four appearing

in the list. These four series are bank debits, department store sales,

industrial and commercial power sales, and indxistrial employment.

Bank debits represent debits at reporting commercial banks, member
and nonmember, to deposit accounts of individuals, partnerships, cor-

porations, the United States government, and state and local govern-

ments. They include debits to time or savings accoimts, payments from

trust funds on deposit, and the payment of certificates of deposit.^® These

data are collected monthly by the Federal Reserve Bank of the district

of which the industrial area is a part, and do not necessarily refer to the

area as strictly defined by the census or to the major city therein. Even

if the debits were reported only by banks lying 'within the census-defined

industrial area, they would not reflect deposit activity generated wholly

within the area, since ownership of deposits is not restricted geographi-

cally, Nonetheless, the debit series reflect clearly the activity of deposits,

since the major banks in the trading area report, and since most busi-

nesses within the area maintain deposits therein.

Unanimity of opinion does not exist on the extent to which bank debits

measure or reflect the “volume of business.” In 1934, M. M. Drake re-

ported that “bank debits to indi^ddual accounts are not dependable

barometers” because they involve duplication (any i'tem may be pur-

chased more than once) and because they reflect speculative activity.^®

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sj^tem, Banking and Monetary /Sia-

(Washington, 1943), p, 231.
, rr^ i j *

American Statistical Association, Proceedings of the Amencan SUdisUeal As^km-

tion. Supplement, VoL 29 (March, 1934), ^The Reliability of Various Statistical ^nes

as City and Regional Business Indexes,’^
—'*Bank Debits^ ^ by M. M. I)rake. For a

recent and detailed study of the meaning of bank debit series, see G. Garvey, iwiw

and Clearings Statistics, Their Background and Interpretation (Washmgton, 1947;.
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On the contrary, the Board of Governors of the Federal Resei^e System

reports that “changes in business activity are closely linked with changes

in the volume of money payments made by check, of which bank debits

provide the best available single indicator/ Moreover, they recognize

that debits reflect duplication and transactions not associated with

current production and distribution. Their conclusion is that in a broad

way the data reflect business conditions by showing, among other things,

changes in the attitude of the public toward holding or spending money.

It is true that bank debits are affected by a multitude of forces; prices,

the physical volume of trade, the extent of speculative transactions,

credit and lending operations of banks, and the degree of vertical inte-

gration in the business structure are perhaps most important. It is also

true that debits increase in good times and decrease in bad. No single

index or variable, nor any composite of variables, is the best measure of

position with respect to the cycle. The fluctuations in bank debits are

one aspect of the cycle. Careful use of this series permits comparison of

“general“ business conditions which otherwise would be difficult or im-

possible. The fact that debits are affected by a large number of forces

makes them less subject to violent episodic changes which might occur

in department store sales, for example, as a consequence of a clerks^

strike. Debits, therefore, provide not only a good series for purposes of

comparing business changes in various regions, but also a basis against

which other less comprehensive series may be studied.

Department store sales constitute the second series utilized in this

study as basic data. “Department stores are general merchandise stores

with sales in excess of $100,000, usually of the full-service type, carrying

men's, women's, and children's apparel and shoes, furnishings and ac-

cessories, dry goods, home wares, and many other lines. Furniture and
hardware are often but not necessarily represented, although home
furnishings, draperies, curtains, and linens are almost invariably repre-

sented."^^

There sometimes are differences in the coverage of series for department
store sales because of differences in the variety of merchandise carried in

the several areas. Differences also arise when certain outlying districts

surrounding a given large manufacturing center are included in the
counting, and in other centers these districts are not included. In order
to clarify the exact coverage in the six manufacturing centers, with the
necessary detail of precise source, the reader should refer to appendix i

p. 197.

« Bo^ of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, op. cU., p. 230.
Umted StetraB^u of the Census, Sixteenth Cenam of the United Stalea: Cenaua

o/Btmness, Vol. 1, Pt. 1, p. 839.
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Department store sales constitute approximately 10 per cent of total
retail sales in the United States and ordinarily correspond closely with
total retail sales, because of the fact that department stores handle a wide
variety of products.^ However, there are some extremely important
items frequently not carried by these stores such as automobiles and
food, and, therefore, at certain times a department store sales series will

diverge from a retail sales series. This seems to be the situation in 1933
and again in 1941.^ Since the principal concern here is with interarea

comparisons, and since distortions are likeh’’ to be of similar nature
everj’where, failure to reflect retail sales accurately at all times is not a
major fault. Department store sales indexes do indicate changes in con-

sumer outlays and, therefore, are very much worth while in a study of

regional business cycles, both in permitting comparison and in presenting

changes in one variable that undoubtedly is an important causal factor,^

In using this series as a basis for the comparison between the areas,

some care must be exercised, since the relative importance of this type

of store, as well as the size of the indi%ddual unit, varies considerably.

The following data present the per cent of total retail sales accounted for

by department stores and the average sales per store in 1939 in the prin-

cipal city of the several areas.-^

City
Per cent
of total

retail sales

A^era^e sales
per store

(000 omitted)

Los Angeles 14.4 S2,965

San Francisco 12.4 4,325

Chicago 26.8 7,006

Detroit 15.0 7,654

Cleveland. 18.4 8,604

Pittsburgh 25.0 7,035

These differences seem to be a consequence of a variety of factors. Most

important is that department stores in the East handle food items,

whereas in the West the opposite holds true. As a result, stores handling

groceries, meats, and vegetables are much more important in the West,

** Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve S^'stem, “Revised Index of Depart-

ment Store Sales,” Federal Reserve Bulletin^ June, 1944, p. 2.

» Ibid.
. . * r

The significance of the study of such a series as this has been said to arise from

the “behavior of groups of economic agents whose modes of action and response, in

the social organization and technological environment of the society studied, are the

ultimate determinants of the levels of economic variables as well as their fluctuations.

Cf T C. Koopmans, “Measurement without Theory,” Rev^ of Economic Statistics,

VoL XXIX, No. 3 (August, 1947), p. 164.
^ ^ ^

** United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Censtts of the u ntied owies: census

of Business, Vol. 1, Pt. 3.
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Second, especially in Los Angeles, the relative importance of retailers in

the automotive group is very great, thereby lessening the relative impor-

tance of department stores; the same appears true of eating places. Thus,

differences in department store sales are a result of differences in con-

sumption patterns and of differences in the inventories typically carried

;

differences owing to the former cause need not be recognized as a basis

for questioning the pattern of the cycle revealed, but in the latter case

it is necessary to make allowances in order that the interpretation of the

cyclical pattern yielded by the series should not be erroneous.

Changes in physical output are important to business cycle analysis,

since employment varies more closely with physical output than with the

value of sales or of debits to bank accounts. Consequently, a reliable

measure of cycles requires the examination of series that are not directly

affected by prices. Defensible hypotheses with respect to causes of specific

patterns demand the use of such “real” series.

It is necessary to make clear the distinction between the two types of

series : bank debits and department store sales, generally speaking, are a

function of the physical volume of sales of goods, services, and rights,

and the prices at which these are sold; the other two series, industrial

and conunercial power sales and industrial employment, are relatively

free from the effects of price change. The latter are free except so far as

price affects physical output Qdlowatt-hour sales) and employment
(numbers of men)

Periods of monetary inflation and rapidly rising prices may be periods

of declining real output and, in extreme circumstances, of total economic
paralysis. Price increases may make debits or sales series rise, even
though the physical volume of output and of sales is sagging. On the

other hand, prices may fall, yet output rises. In either case, the picture of

the change is entirely different depending on whether physical or value
series are viewed. Students of business conditions in 1925 and 1926 in

the United States find commodity prices were declining at the same time
that employment and output were increasing.^^

The power series to be utilized in this investigation reflect activity in
nearly all branches of business, though, unfortunately, some of the series

have a broader coverage than others. These differences in coverage will
be taken into accoimt in the interpretation. For a detailed discussion of

26 For an mtensiye investigation of the relationship of business cycles to electric
power, see W. M. Perso^ and A M. Mathews, “The Production of Electricity as anIndex^ the Physical Volume of Business,” Remew of Economic Staiistics. Vol. X

(November, 1928), pp. 19^201, and A. E. Patton and O. Gressens, “Influence

^ Business^cles on Utdity Operation,” The Jmimal of Land and Public UtilityEconomics, Vol. II, No. 1 (January, 1926), pp. 41-47.
^

27 Excellent data for the years 1925-1930 are really available in Fabricant, op, ciL,
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the exact make-up and coverage of the series in various areas, the reader

is referred to appendix i, pp. 197-201.

Business cycles seldom fail to reflect themselves in fluctuations in

emplojTnent; it is for this reason that cycles constitute what might be
called the “most popular” economic problem of the times. Frequently,

welfare motives lead to the treatment of emplo3Tnent as the result of

cycles; elsewhere, emplo3Tnent is viewed merely as one variable among
man3". In this study the employment series utilized represents manufac-

turing emplo}Tnent alone. Hence, the series does not provide the coverage

which might make it possible to view it as a reflection of one of the major

consequences of c^^les. In fact, it is probable that manufacturing em-
plo^unent series move differently from total employment.

Nonetheless, such a series, covering a specific determinant, provides

an anahdic tool. Differential changes in empIo3ment (as well as in power

sales) between several areas reflecting differential movements in physical

output may reveal not only variation in the cycle as measured, but also

may^ pro\nde the explanation for variance in the cycle as measured by

other series. Narrowness of coverage may be either a \drtue or a short-

coming, depending on the contemplated objectives. Appendix i provides

detail on the employment series utilized in this study.

National vkosvs Local Economic Conditions

.\lthough it is obvious that national business conditions represent the

summation of those in the several regions and areas, it is of importance

to demonstrate that significant differences exist between local and na-

tional conditions before making an intensive study'- of the regions. Such

a demonstration is especially important when the areas investigated are

large; a possibility^ exists that they are well represented by national data.

To show clearly that the areas are not representative samples of the

nation, and that there is diversity^ in cyclical reaction between the nation

and the arra.^, se\'eral series have been studied. However, the techniques

App. i through viii, Thr‘«e arc:
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of analysis are not so detailed or elaborate as those to be utilized later in

the study of economic patterns of the six selected regions.

Since the areas to be studied, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago,

Detroit, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh, all represent somewhat specialized

manufacturing centers, their changes in manufacturing activity might

be expected to be different from those of the whole nation. On the other

hand, the nation^s manufacturing is, to a large extent, concentrated in

TABLE 2

Value Added by Manufacture in the United States and in the Six

Areas, 1919-1939

(Base of unadjusted data = 1899. Ratios of index to 1919-1939 trend)

Year
Los

Angeles
index

San
Francisco
index

Chicago
index

Detroit
index

' Cleve-
land
index

Pitts-
burgh
index

United
States
index

1919 80.4 113.8 96.2 118.3 108.5 116.3 103.7

1921 79.8 82.3 78.1 62.4 67.3 64.9 76.1

1923 99.7 105.8 106.3 109.6 114.0 121.0 107.9

1925 113.8 1
100.4 115.2 120.8 113.2 109.8 112.3

1927 126.0 106.8 119.4 109.5 111.2 108.6 116.2

1929 156.6 123.3 140.3 125.6 145.2 136.6 134.9

1931 85.5 93.3 79.9 73.0 71.0 64.8 84.9

1933 57.3 62,2 56.1 53.8 51.4 42.8 62.5

1935 79.8 88.4 81.3 94,5 79.8 73.3 84.3

1937 102.7 99.0 110.9 121.8 109.8 131.7 109.3

1939 114.7 125,3 116.4 111.2 128.7 130.2 107,7

Soukce: United SitUee CeneviS ofManufactures*

these and similar urban areas. The latter consideration would tend to
make fluctuations in the areas and the nation more alike. To test these

two possibilities, value added data have been taken from the Census of

Manufactures and have been processed in a manner designed to permit
comparison of the six areas and the United States. The original value
added figures were converted into an index, a straight-line trend for the

939 index values was computed, and the actual values were
expressed as a percentage of trend,^ The adjusted values appear in
table 4. These data and the data for industrial and commercial power
sales and bank debits appear in chart 1.

Biennial data such as those appearing in table 2 do not lend themselves
well to the study of cycles, for peaks or troughs might well have occurred
in the intercensaJ years. Thus, accurate dating of turning points in this
case is impossible. Also, the percentage change between low and high

A lengthy discussion of trend adjustment is to be found in chap, ii, pp. 33-^.
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points is only a crude basis for comparison, since values in years not
reported might well be extremes. Neither is the measurement of the dis-

persion of each series about its mean as satisfactory as if even yearly

data were available. Nonetheless, the data in each area have siTniTHr

shortcomings, and the intent here is merely to show that significant

differential stability exists between the national and local areas.

The year 1921 was a trough year in each area and in the United States.

In that year Detroit, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh were from nine to four-

teen points below the United States (therefore, relatively more depressed

in that year). Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Chicago, on the other

hand, were from two to sL\ points above. In 1929, uniformly a peak year,

all areas except San Francisco and Detroit were above the nation.

AJthough the per cent change from trough to peak as a measure of

amplitude has its shortcomings, since the point from which the change is

measured is of some relevance, this measure is usually easier to interpret

than absolute standing at the turning points. In four industrial areas and
the nation, where a continuous upswing in value added occurred between

1921 and 1929 (barring the possibility of recessions in the even years),

the percentage increases ranged from 50 in San Francisco to 116 per cent

in Cle\*eland. During this same inten^al, the increase in the nation as a

whole was 77 per cent.-* In Pittsburgh and Cleveland, between 1921 and

1929, an interv'ening cycle with a trough in 1927 makes direct comparison

mth the other areas and with the nation misleading.

^’^alue added by manufacture declined in all areas between 1929 and

1933.

At^

.

Trend-
adjusted index,

1»33
—

Per cent
decrease
from 1929

Los Angeles 57.3 63.4

San Francisco. 62.2 49.6

Chicago 56 1 60.0

Detroit - 53.8 57.2

Cleveland 51,4 64.6

Pittsburgh. ... 42.8 68-7

United States 62.5 53.7

The decreases hav’e a 19.1 per cent range. In the upswing following

1933, a peak in 1937 appears only in the United States, Pittsburgh, and

Detroit, for in the remaining areas, by 1939, the recovery was sufficient

*» The year 1924 wa.^, in general, depre?»s«e<i, and the absence of data for tlmt year

undoubleiily accounts for the comparatively long upswing reflected in the senes.
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to hide the 1938 trough and, therefore, a continuous increase in the

adjusted index values occurred between 1933 and 1939. The increases

from 1933 to 1937 were 74.9, 126.4, and 207.7 per cent in the United

States, Detroit, and Pittsburgh, respectively.

On the basis of these data the conclusion might be that in general

Pittsburgh is most unstable and San Francisco most stable. In view of

the very imperfect comparison, it is wisest to postpone judgment of

comparative stability and confine conclusions to the fact that, between

the areas themselves and between each of the areas and the United

States, there are wide differences in the cyclical reaction of their manu-

facturing activities.

Additional evidence of differences in business change in the areas and

the nation is revealed by some further measures. The method by which

the trends were fitted to the data makes the arithmetic mean of the

adjusted data very close to 100.0 in each case. The adjusted data have

been treated as frequency distributions and some ordinary measures of

dispersion about the mean have been calculated.^® These are the standard

deviation and the coefficient of variation (indicating the dispersion of

the distribution about the mean) . The latter is used wherever the arith-

metic means of the values in the series differ substantially. Thus, in

studying cycles as frequency distributions, the coefficient of variation is

used, since the means of the distributions are usually unlike. On the
other hand, in treating longer periods as distributions the means tend
to equal 100.0 and, therefore, the standard deviation is sufficient.

These data show that over the period, regardless of the number of
cycles involved and iJieir timing, the adjusted values tend to lie closer
to the mean (100.0) in San Francisco than, for example, in Pittsburgh.
Theoretically, assuming the distribution to be normal, 68 per cent of the

in
It has important shortcomings
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items will be found within the limits of the mean plus and minus one

standard de\Hiation. Thus, a wider spread about the mean is required for

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and Los Angeles to encompass 68 per cent of the

adjusted values than for San Francisco, Chicago, and the United States.

These measures, standard de^dation or coefficient of variation, add sub-

stantially to the description of the data and of changes in the data. Some
idea of pattern is apparent where othervdse only isolated changes are

noted. In later chapters, the latter measure will be applied to values lying

wholly within a single cj’^cle and will be utilized in the comparison of

cycles between the various areas.

CHART I

Recent Cycles in Value Added by Manufocture, Power Soles,

and Bank DebitSi United States and Six Areas
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CHART I - CONTINUED

Recent Cycles In Value Added by Monufocture, Power Soles, ond Bonk

Debits United States and Six Areas

Bonk Debits. I9I9-I94S*

Ratio of Index to 1919-1945 Trend

^ Sotirce Dirivitf from tfofo in AppoitOji II Uo^ortthmlo tcolo

Another indication of the divergences in cychcal reaction between the

areas is to be seen from the study of power sales data (see chart 1).

Though a detailed examination of power sales series will be made later,

at this point a comparison of yearly values serves fiu^her to demonstrate

the fact that “the cycle” is not everywhere the same. The values of the

trend-adjusted index of power sales at the 1932 trough in each area are:

Los Angeles, 79.7; San Francisco, 91.7; Chicago, 81.6; Detroit, 72.0;

Cleveland, 75.4; Pittsburgh, 71.8; and United States, 82.4.*^ Thus, the
United States value is 14.7 per cent more than that of Pittsburgh,

whereas San Francisco exceeds Pittsburgh by more than 28 per cent. In
the revival following the lower turning point, very different rates of

increase occurred. From the trough to the 1937 peak, San Francisco
increased 11.1 per cent; United States, 35.6; Chicago, 38.0; Los Angeles,
41.5; Cleveland, 48.7; Pittsburgh, 66.2; and Detroit, 71.7. Detroit’s
increase was almost double that in Chicago and in the United States.
Ite 1937 recession, as revealed by these data, shows similar startling
differences. Chicago and the United States declined 13 per cent; Cleve-

"The trough in S^IVancisco is 1933, md in the other areas, 1932. It should alsobe remembered that the San Francisco series includes residential power sales.
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land, 21; Pittsburgh, 27; and Detroit, 36 per cent. A negligible decline

took place in San Francisco, and Los Angeles was not included since it

had no trough after the peak of 1937. The data above show that great

differences appear between the several cities so far as cycles in manufac-

turing and in power sales are concerned.

Differences are not confined to cycles in manufacturing alone, but are

also to be found in other economic activities. To illustrate this, and also

preliminarily to compare timing and duration of cycles in the areas,

monthly indexes of bank debits have been processed (see chart 1), and

the relevant data from the 1920 peak to the next succeeding peak are

sho^\m in the table.^'

Area Peak dates
Duration
(months)

Mean
of index
values

Coefficient of
variation
(per cent)

Los Angeles 8/20, 2/24 !
42 103.6 18.2

San Francisco 6/20, 3/26
:

69 97.3 12.2

Chicago
' 8/20, 3/23 31 96.9 10.6

Detroit 2/20, 5/23 39 124.0 21.5

Cleveland S/20, 5/23
,

33 100.8 16.4

Pittsburgh 11/20, 1/23 26 95.8 15.0

United States
,

1

6/20, 5/23
;

35 102.4 10.7

» This cycle is not included in further timing compariBons because it does not conform to the limits

established in chap, iii, below.

These data show the earliest peak date to be February, 1920 in Detroit,

and the latest to be in November of that 3’^ear in Pittsburgh. Terminal

peaks range from January, 1923 in Pittsburgh to March, 1926 in San

yraiKjiscOj more than three years apart. The durations range from

twenty-six months in Pittsbui^h to sixty-nine in San Francisco. In

general, the variation coefficient indicates that Detroit varies twice as

much as the nation and that Los Angeles is more unstable than* San

Francisco, Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and the United States.

Trough dates likewise differ, for the date of the trough between these

peaks varies from March, 1921 in Los Angeles to March, 1922 in San

Fr£iEicisco.

In the remainder of the 1920 decade, there were several cycles in debits,

but none registered in all the areas. San Francisco, Detroit, Pittsburgh,

and the United States all had cycles with a low point ran^g from

1924 to November. 1926 and terminal peaks from November,

33 rurnine-point dates, based on the trend-ad]usteU index vames, repr

center month of the three months having highest ^d low^t average,

that any possibility of unusual deviations be discounted. See chap. lU.
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1925 to May, 1928. In the other areas there was no uniformity other

than a- general peak date in 1929. Thus, even in the early period of the

1920^3, when all areas registered a cycle somewhat similar in timing,

substantial differences existed; in the later period, no general cycle in

all areas could be identified.

The major cycle with peaks in 1929 and 1937 did appear in all areas in

bank debits, and in this case there was less variance in turning-point

dates than in the earlier cycle. Nonetheless, sufficient differences exist

to justify separate study, and it is this justification which is the aim of

this particular examination. The debit data are given in the following

tabulation.

Area Dates
Duration
(months)

Mean
of index
value

Coefficient
of variation
(per cent)

Los Angeles

P T P
9/29 3/33 4/37 91 78.6 29.8

San Francisco 10/29 3/33 1/37 87 83.9 32.4

Chicago 9/29 12/32 1/37 88 81.9 33.6

Detroit 10/29 3/33 4/37 90 69.6 37.5

Cleveland 9/29 5/33 4/37 91 75.1 30.9

Pittsburgh 10/29 11/32 4/37 90 79.3 28.8

United States 9/29 4/33 3/37 90 77.4 28.9

It is not surprising, in view of the violence of this cycle, that the

variance in turning points is small, only one month at the peak in 1929,

six months at the trough, and three months at the final peak.^^ Similarity

of terminal dates makes duration differences also small, eighty-seven to

ninety-one months. Mean values of the index, however, are quite differ-

ent: 69.6 in Detroit and 83.9 in San Francisco. The coefficients of varia-
tion likewise differ substantially.

It is obvious, from this brief consideration of manufacturing value
added, power sales, and bank debits, that there are significant differences
in the timing, amplitude, duration, and pattern of cycles between the
areas and the United States. It is inaccurate to assume that the study of
the character of national cycles reveals all the characteristics of cycles

^en the^ee monl^ used to determine turningpoints include March, the monthmcludmg the ba^ hohday, only the two figures entered into the average in each
case except Los ^gel^ and Sm Francisco. This might conceivably distort the tum-mg pomt somewhat, smce m Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and the United States.

1

thereby ^counted, whereas in Los Angeles and San Fran-c^co the low of March is mcluded m the average. In this particular instance, however
Angeles or San Francisco by

id^fiSn%^^^
values. Neither is the mean or the coefficient of variation altered
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in particular regions and areas. It is also unwise to confine a study of
industrial area cycles to one area. There is no substitute for painstaking
examination of the cyclical pattern in all geographic areas within the
nation, even though it be an endless task.

The Economic Pattern of the Areas

The most common explanation for a varying degree of stability that is

imagined or observed in a given area nms in terms of a “favorable or

unfavorable economic pattern” of that area. Usually a highly diversified

economy is considered a favorable pattern, whereas a specialized one is

considered unfavorable.^ Economic naivete sometimes leads to a desire

for diversification regardless of the specific economic pattern involved

and almost regardless of cost. The cost of diversification is measurable

only as the decrease in real income available which results from the

failure to capitalize on differential resource endowment. Specialization

of an area in the production of those goods and services which it can

produce at relatively the least cost and in the trade of these goods with

areas producing others has long been recognized as the basis for an

expanded volume of goods and services available. Deliberate diversifica-

tion might wnll reduce real income seriously. Economic instability

likewise involves a real social cost, and a balancing of the real costs of di-

versification against those of instability might well justify diversification

if it actually would provide stability.

WTiether such a policy w^ould yield the desired results depends in part

upon the specific economic patterns resulting. An area producing only

one item, such as bread, the demand for which is stable over the cycle,

very likely w^ould be more stable, however measured, than an area pro-

ducing several different luxury items or many producers^ goods items.

In any event, the economic pattern of each area may be an important

determinant of cyclical characteristics, and changes in these character-

istics over time may account for changes in the cycle. Therefore, the

examination of the economic pattern of the areas and of the changes in

the patterns since 1920 is essential. It will assist in the explanation of

cyclical variability, and it will test the validity of popular belief that, in

general, stability and diversification go together.

” This general thesis has very wide popular ac^ptance, both among profession^

and laymen. For example, in a National Broadcasting Company program ^ r

Notebook, KFI, June 16, 1947), the following observation was made: One of the

oldest and soundest of the proverbs is don't put all your eggs m one b^ket! WeU,

whether by accident or design, the southland has taken that advice. . . . It s go^ to

know^ that our economy is diversified. . . . The economic climate's mighty fin^

Again in this connection, William J. Fox, Chief Engineer of the Los

Regional Planning Commission, is reported in the Los Angeles Times, Mar^ 3, 1^7,

to have said, '*We must achieve balance, above all, and avoid becommg dependent

on too few sources of revenue/'
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Table 3 presents the percentage of total employment represented by

each of the major industrial groups in the years 1930 and 1940 for the six

areas and for the United States (the latter is included merely as a com-

mon basis for comparison).®® The data present a number of interesting

and significant facts, some of which relate to differences between the

areas and others which relate to the changes in the several areas between

the two census years. Probably, most nnportant of the former type is the

varying importance of manufacturing. Nearly one half of all employment

in Detroit is foirnd in manufacturing, whereas in the two western areas

approximately one fifth is so employed. Even in the United States as a

whole, the percentage is higher than in Los Angeles or San Francisco.

Chicago, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh lie about midway between these

extremes. On the other hand, the western areas employ larger proportions

in agriculture, trade, finance, services, and government, with the greatest

differences in trade, professional services, and government. Detroit, with

heavy emphasis in manufacturing, is relatively least developed in trans-

portation, personal, and professional services. Aside from manufacturing,

outstanding and unique differences occur: concentration in government

and transportation in San Francisco; specialization in amusements, per-

sonal services, and agriculture in Los Angeles; and the great emphasis on

mining in Pittsburgh.

The changes that occurred over the period represent changes that have

been widely recognized. In all areas trade, business and repair services,

and professional services increased in relative importance, whereas the

importance of construction and of personal services tended downward.
In the western areas by 1940, employment in trade alone exceeded that

in manufacturing.

Industrial area data are not available for 1920, but a comparison of

the cities in 1920 and in 1940 indicates that these changes were going on
in the decade of the ’twenties at least as rapidly as in the later period.

For example, the increase between 1920 and 1940 in the percentage of

total employment represented by trade in Los Angeles was from 18 to

25 per cent, 16 to 25 per cent in San Francisco, and slightly less in the
eastern cities. At the same time manufacturing emplo3anent as a per
cent of total declined from 31.6 to 18.2 per cent in the city of Los Angeles,
30.9 to 16.6 in San Francisco, and by smaller, but significant, percentages
in the other cities.

The extent of diversification in the areas is measurable in a number of
ways, none entirely satisfactory. The percentages in table 3 could be
treated as frequency distributions and measures of dispersion computed.

’‘These groups in the two census years have been made strictly comparable bvrombmmg and regroupmg the 1930 census data. Data for 1920 are available only
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Again the absolute range is a measure of diversification, a wide range

indicating concentration and a narrow one the opposite. Also, the per-

centage of total employment in the single largest industry, or the two,

three, or four largest, indicates the degree of specialization. The range

of the 1940 percentages (from table 3) and the per cent of total in the four

largest and in the single largest industries in the areas are shown in the

following table.

Area Range

. , i ™ :

Per cent of total employment

Four largest Single largest

Los Angeles 22,8
,

63.5 24.0

San Francisco 22.2 63.5 22.4

Chicago 34.6 74.3 34.7

Detroit 48.0 79.1 48.1

Cleveland 38.6 75.1 38.7

Pittsburgh 36.3 69.4 37.1

United States 22.5 67.8 23.4
1

There can be no doubt that Los Angeles, San Francisco, and the nation

as a whole are more diversified than the other areas, nor that Detroit is

more specialized. But diversification, per se, is not a particularly mean-
ingful concept

;
as mentioned above, the specific character of the economy

seems to be of far greater significance. The specific pattern, and hence a
better picture of the economies of the areas, is revealed, not by ranges

or general measures, but by detail such as that in table 3,

The nature of some of the industrial groups of table 3 is evident from
their titles, and differences between the areas of some groups (e.g., con-
struction) are small. Employees in construction in each area produce the
same things, and for a local market. The organization of the industry in

each area is similar.®® The same observations hold for many of the groups
but defimtely do not hold for manufacturing. For this reason, additional
detail referring to manufacturing is necessary in order that a useful pic-
ture of the differences in the several regional economies be available.

Specialization in Manufacturing
Table 4 presents the percentages of total manufacturing employment
accounted for by each of the major groups of manufacturing industries

Actu^j^ differences in the product of the construction industry do exist. In an^a^nsjant in population, but industrially growing rapidly, industrial construction
than residential construction as compared with an

growth has ceased. Such a set of circumstances is unlikely, and
the areas wiU be reflected in
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RS defined by the census in the years 1929 and 1939. These data show that
durable goods industries predominate in Pittsburgh and Detroit, em-
plojdng between 80 and 90 per cent of all wage earners in both 1929 and
1939 in those areas. Durable goods industries were somewhat less im-
portant in Cleveland, but, nonetheless, they represented 71 per cent of
the total employment in 1939. In Los Angeles, San Francisco, and
Chicago, durable goods are much less important. These three areas, in
their concentration in durable goods production, are much like the
United States as a whole. Detroit and Pittsburgh concentrate most
hea\dly in transportation equipment and in iron and steel products, re-

spectively, though the relative importance of these two groups declined

rather substantially in the ten-year inter\^al ending in 1939. The other

major industries in these two areas in the durable goods field are iron

and steel products in Detroit and machineiy in Pittsburgh. Though the

concentration in durable goods in Cleveland is high, there is wider di-

versification. In that area, the largest single group in 1939 was iron and
steel, but it employed only 30 per cent of all wage earners, whereas in

Pittsburgh 56 per cent were so employed. No single industry group in

the durable goods group in the West is as large, relatively, as transporta-

tion equipment and iron and steel in the eastern areas. The largest

durable goods group in Los Angeles in 1939 was transportation equip-

ment, whereas in San Francisco it was again iron and steel; but San

Francisco's iron and steel industry employ^ed only 14 per cent of the total

number of manufacturing wage earners.

Nondurable goods production ranks far lower in importance in the

East than in the West, though in Chicago a very sizable employment is

to be found in nondurable goods operations. In Detroit, for example, only

12 per cent of all wage earners are to be found in nondurable goods,

whereas the largest single nondurable goods group employs only 3.8 per

cent of the total. The next largest, chemicals and their products (in

Detroit principally a producers^ goods industry and which is closely

allied to automobile production), employ’^ed 3.7 per cent of all wage

earners. In contrast to the eastern areas, San Francisco's food industry

was the largest in the area, either durable or nondurable, accounting for

22 per cent of total employment. In Los Angeles in 1939, two nondurable

goods groups, food and textiles, exceeded in size the largest durable goods

group. It is interesting to note, however, that changes which were mak-

ing the areas more alike were evident in this decade. Durable goods pro-

duction in the two western areas was growing relatively, whereas in the

East (even in Chicago) durable goods production was declining in

relative importance. On the other hand, nondurable goods production

was declining in the West and increasing in the East, though the diver-

gences still are very marked.
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The Five Largest Manufacturing Industries

The five largest groups in each of the areas in 1939, whether they be

durable or nondurable goods, accounted for 64 per cent of total manu-

facturing employment in Los Angeles and San Francisco, 71 per cent in

Chicago, 78 per cent in Cleveland, 87 per cent in Detroit, and 88 per

cent in Pittsburgh. Obviously, there is far greater specialization within

manufacturing in the eastern areas than in the West, even when, in this

manner, we discount the magnitude of the single largest industry in each

area. Therefore, important differences in manufacturing exist between

the two western areas (Los Angeles and San Francisco) and the three

eastern areas (Detroit, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh). Chicago lies some-

what between these two extremes.

In every area, except Los Angeles and Cleveland, the proportion of the

total employment accounted for by the five largest groups was greater

at the trough of the depression in 1933 than in either 1929 or 1939. In

Los Angeles, the percentage of total employment increased steadily in

the five largest groups after 1929, and by 1939 this percentage exceeded

its 1929 and 1933 counterpart by a substantial margin. In Cleveland,

on the contrary, the five largest industries declined steadily between 1929

and 1939. Generally speaking, therefore, it may be said that the five

largest industries taken as a group in each of the areas are more stable

than the remaining industries in the area, though this does not necessarily

mean that these large industries are notably stable. It does mean, how-
ever, that a relatively larger proportion of the shock to employment from
cyclical fluctuation is absorbed by the less important industries in the

areas. Furthermore, of the five largest industries taken separately, the

larger ones absorb relatively less shock than the smaller ones. For exam-
ple, in Pittsburgh, iron and steel and their products employed 60 per
cent of total manufacturing employment in 1929, 65 per cent in 1933,
and 56 per cent in 1939. The five largest industries in Pittsburgh em-
ployed, however, only 4 per cent more workers in 1933 than in 1929,
and 3 per cent more in 1933 than in 1939. In San Francisco, likewise, it

was the larger of the major industries that declined least during the
depression, so that its relative importance increased.

Manufacturing employment consists of employment in a large variety
of activities, and the group data appearing in Table 4 somewhat hide
the character of manufacturing because "the specific industries within a
given group may vary widely. For example, in Los Angeles the transpor-
tation equipment group consists largely of aircraft and parts, whereas
in Detroit it consists almost completely of automobiles and automobile
parts. Thus, some consideration of the particular classifications (as dis-
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TABLE 5

The Five L^boest Inddstmal Classifications in Six Abeas, 1939

ClassijScation ,

Number of
wage earners

Per cent of
total

manufacturiog

LOS ANGELES
Aircraft and parts, including aircraft engines 14,364 10.6
Bread and other bakery products 6,335 4.7
Furniture, including store and office fixtures 5,843 4.3
Petroleum refining 4,290 3.2
Rubber tires and inner tubes 3,603 2.7

Total 34.435 25

Total manufacturing 134,989 100.0

SAN FRANCISCO

Canned and dried fruits and vegetables; canned and
bottled juices; preserves, jellies, fruit butters,

pickles, and sauces 5,424
;

6.6

Petroleum refining 3,787 4.6

Steel-works and rolling-mill products 3,778 4.6

Bread and other bakery products 3,647 4.5

Ship and boat building, steel and wooden, includ-

ing repair work 3,015 3.7

Total 19,651 24.0

Total rntantifftctiirinff . 81,732 100.0

CHICAGO

Steel-works and rolling-mill products 57,268 10.8

Electrical machinery, apparatus, and supplies 25,720 4.8

Meat packing, wholesale 19,281 3.6

Printing and publishing, book, music, and job 16,836 3.2

Bread and other bakery products 15,391 2.9

Total 134,496 25.3

Total manufacturing 532, 181 100.0

SorBCx: Untied SiaUs Cenxu* of Manufacixtrett 1959^

» Discrepancies owing to roundmg.
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TABLE 5

—

Continued

Glassification

DETROIT

Motor-vehicle bodies arid motor-vehicle parts . . . .

.

Bread and other bakery products

Nonferrous metal alloys; nonferrous metal prod-

ucts, except aluminum, not elsewhere classi-

fied

Machine-tool accessories and machinists* precision

tools

Machine-shop products

Total

Total manufacturing

CLEVELAND

Steel-works and rolling-mill products

Motor-vehicle bodies and motor-vehicle parts

Electrical machinery, apparatus, and supplies

Clothing, men*s, youths*, boys*, not elsewhere

classified—regular factories

Nonferrous metal alloys; nonferrous metal prod-

ucts, except aluminum, not elsewhere classi-

fied

Total

Total manufacturing

PTTTSBTJRGH

Steel-works and rolling-mill products

Glass

Bread and other bakery products

Machine-shop products

Structural and ornamental metalwork, made in

plants not operated in connection with rolling

mills

Total

Total manufacturing

Number of
wage earners

191,443

9,298

5,946

5,378

4,849

216,914

326,947

17,024

8,800

6,821

4,973

4,837

42,455

155,309

85,011

11,037

5,063

4,996

4,915

111,023

209,010

Per cent of

total
manufacturing

58.6

2.8

1.8

1.6

1.5

66.3

100.0

11.0

5,7

4.4

3.2

3.1

27. 3»

100.0

40.7

5.3

2.4

2.4

2.4

53. 1*

100.0

Discrepancies owing to rounding.
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tinguished from groups) that are important in the various areas is

essential. The five largest classifications (i.e,, specific industries) in San
Francisco employed 24.0 per cent of total manufacturing employment
in 1939; in Chicago, 25.3 per cent; in Los Angeles, 25.5 per cent; in

Cleveland, 27.3 per cent; in Pittsburgh, 53.1 per cent; and in Detroit,

66,3 per cent. The largest five, therefore, employ about the same per-

centages of the total in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, and Cleve-

land, though much higher percentages occur in Detroit and Pittsburgh.

The names of these five industries, together with the number of wage

earners and the per cent of total manufacturing employment which they

accounted for in 1939, appear in table 5. Comparable data for 1929 and

1933 appear in appendix iii.

In four of the six areas the five largest single industries (classifications)

showed the same tendency (an increase in relative importance at the

depth of the depression) as did the five largest industrial groups. The

two exceptions in this case, however, are Detroit and Chicago. The five

largest industries in the former grew steadily. At the same time, in the

latter (Chicago) the five largest industries declined substantially in rela-

tive importance, accoimting for 36 per cent of total manufacturing

employment in 1929 but only 25 per cent in 1939.

In summary then, it can be seen that the areas differ significantly,

with the greatest difference existing between the western and the eastern

areas, both from the point of view of all economic acthdty and from that

of manufacturing alone. They are alike only so far as they are important

industrial areas. They differ in absolute size, in degree of diversification,

and in specific economic pattern. These differences may bring about

divergent cyclical reactions, and then again the similarity that does exist

between the areas may be sufficient to offset whatever peculiar charac-

teristics might result from differences. In later chapters, upon completion

of the study of the timing, amplitude, and pattern of cycles in each of

the areas, an attempt vdll be made to explain the relationship between

the economy of each area and its cycles.



Chapteb II

SECULAE AND SEASONAL CHANGE
IN THE AEEAS

The empirical study of business cycles requires, at the outset, a solution

to the practical problem of eliminating from business data all changes

which are not essentially cyclical in character. This problem does not

present any difficulty of a conceptual nature once either the cycle itself

or the noncyclical changes are defined. Although a consensus does not

exist with respect to the criteria which establish the precise boundary

between these changes, the margin of disagreement is certainly small.

All that is required on theoretical grounds is consistency in definition

and in use. U^ortimately, the practical problem is substantially more

perplexing, for the way in which statistical series are processed in remov-

ing the noncyclical elements may affect the timing, amplitude, and

pattern of the cyclic residual.

Business changes are commonly classified in four separate groups

—

seasonal, cyclical, erratic, and secular—^but the bases for this fourfold

classification differ greatly. Seasonal variation is limited to periodic

changes occurring within a relatively short time span, normally a single

year, that result from either natural or institutional causes. Climatic

changes alter the conditions affecting both the production and the con-

sumption of goods and services; and institutional factors, such as unequal

length of calendar and work months, holidays, and the like, are also

important considerations. Seasonal variations are changes which are

sufficiently regular to be reasonably removed from time series by several

methods. The method adopted in this study by which seasonal fluctua-

tions are removed from the data is the subject of extended treatment

later in this chapter.

Irregular, sharp changes caused by random events arising outside the

normal business routine (episodic changes) must be differentiated from
other movements. They differ from seasonal change because of non-
periodicity, and they differ from secular movement both because they
are usually confined to short-term gyrations and because their origins are
usually extra-economic, found in accidental events not proximately asso-
ciated with volimtary entrepreneurial decisions. Events such as floods,

fires, and other calamities, together with strikes and random legal and
technological changes, are most commonly listed as causes of these
episodic, erratic, or accidental changes.

It is in the distinction between erratic and cyclical changes that the
greatest conceptual problem arises. Definitions of cycles seldom rest

[ 31 ]
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upon either cause or periodicity. In fact, most definitional attempts, as
distinguished from theories of the cycHcal process, often explicitly omit
random factors as a cause of cyclical fluctuation. On the other hand,
many descriptions and explanations of the cyclical process lean hea\dly
upon the existence of these accidental exogenous factors.

Distinction between these factors and cyclical changes can be made
only upon the basis of the time period commonly attributed to each.
Even a consideration of possible causes for each 3ields no satisfactory
basis for distinction, since the causal forces attributed to business cj^cles

vary from J. A. Schumpeter's "‘swarms of iimovations" to purely en-
dogenous phenomena, such as, for example, R. G. Hawtrey's “internal
drains”; also the accidental factors are sometimes attributed to strikes,

changes in law, and other matters not completel^^ isolated from “normal”
business processes. Both types of changes are, therefore, essential and
sometimes indistinguishable elements in business fluctuations.

Even though, conceptually, the distinction between these erratic

factors and cj’^clical changes is difficult to establish, empirical cyclical

studies commonly emplo^^ some means of discounting or ignoring what
appear to be wide random fluctuations.^ Such a policy can be defended

when the specific cause or causes of the de\dation are known or if it

represents a sharp break with the general pattern of the period in which

it falls, but there is no simple rule for dealing with these changes. The
use of mo\ang averages is sometimes recommended, but this may give

rise to pseudocj^clical movements owing to the mathematical spreading

of isolated peaks and troughs.- On the other hand, some extreme short-

term movements represent accentuations of changes of a longer and more

generalized nature and, therefore, should be taken into accoimt.

No uniform method for dealing with episodic changes is utilized in this

study. Though none of the graphic materials presented hereafter are

smoothed, the choice of turning points normally involved the use of the

center month of the three months hairing the highest or lowest total

immediately before a major upswing or downswing. In this way', single-

month peculiarities occurring at critical times were spread and

discounted. In certain cases, however (e.g., in Detroit, industrial employ-

ment in April, 1920; December, 1921, 1924, 1926, and 192/) wide

fluctuations in a single month were completely ignored in establishing

turning points. For all other purposes, such as measuring the general

pattern of cyclical behaAuorb}**^ the use of frequency distributions, all

monthly deviations were tabulated.

i F. Bums and W. C. Mitchell, ^f€asu^ing Businf^ Cydes, pp. 58-69, 64.

*
. Bums and ^litcheU, op. cit., pp. 63-64, and chap. viii.
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The Nature of Secular Change

The treatment of secular or long-term trend also presents importot

problems to the student of business cycles. The “common sense o

trend analysis, as Schumpeter points out, is that the normal usineM

situation itself changes in time”; the problem, therefore, is to disentangle

from the actual figures of each moment that pattern which is norma ft

that moment and with reference to which the actual <kta are to be

appraised.^ From this standpoint, the elimination of trend is as justifiable

as the adjustment for seasonal variation.

The best theoretical basis for secular adjustment is provided by the

differences between the causal forces at work in determining the trend

and cyclical processes. With respect to trend, the forces are conceived to

be operating gradually and over comparatively long periods of time; with

respect to the cycle, the forces operate in an oscillatory manner over

shorter periods. This basis for adjustment, though it explicitly involves

differences in the “usance” of the forces (in the periods over which they

work), implies an ability to isolate accurately the particular forces at

work and to describe the causal process. It has been argued that “if

trend-analysis is to have any meaning, it can derive it only from previous

theoretical considerations,”^ “Trend” in this sense is definitely the “real”

trend, as distinguished from the purely “descriptive” trend,® and re-

quires particular justification, as might be suggested by the stagnation

hypothesis, or some other theory of capitalistic development. This con-

sideration suggests the segregation of causes as such, but the fact still

remains that the rate of change in trend is partly a result of cyclical

variation and, conversely, cyclical characteristics are partly the con-

sequence of secular change.® However, semipermanent consequences of

cyclical variation might be assigned specifically to the category of forces

which should be classified as secular, on grounds of pure theory, leaving

the distinction between trend and cycles to be based upon the cyclical

causes which have purely transitory effects upon business. The utilization

of a trend in time series studies may be useful as a descriptive device,

even though it is not defensible on the grounds of being the consequence
of only long-run forces, and provided such use does not lead to unrecog-

® Schumpeter, Business Cycles^ Vol. I, p. 21.
* Cf. J. A. Schumpeter, “Mitchell's Business Cycles," Journal of Political Economy^

Vol. 45, p. 166.
® These terms, “real" and “descriptive," are utilized by Schumpeter, Business

Cycles, pp. 201, 20^-205.

_

* Cf. Edwin Frickey, “The Problem of Secular Trend," Revieu} of Economic Sta~
tistics, Vol. 16, pp. 201—202. Eondratieff states specificaUy that long waves (the same
as trend in most empirical studies) leave a definite stamp on cycles. Cf. N, H. ^ N^^dra-
tieff, “The Long Waves in Economic Life," reprinted m Readinos in Business Jvcle
Theory (Philadelphia, 1944), pp. 20-42.
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nized theorizing by implication. Since the purpose of this study is to
measure and to compare relatively unforeseeable business changes, it
seems wisest to revert to the “common sense"' descriptive trend, if it is
found expedient to deal with secular change separately.

In a statistical analysis of time series, several courses are open in the
treatment of trend. One is to ignore it completely; another is to adjust
for trend only when secular forces, as such, can be identified and their
strength measured; still another is to fit “descriptive” trends to all data,
looking upon them merely as norms from which to appraise the actual
series. The adjustment of data which is preferred by the National Bureau
of Economic Research may be interpreted as either the first or the last
course. The arithmetic mean of all the values with a single cycle is treated
as the norm from which C3"clical changes are measured.^ In the study of
any single c\'cle, this method involves either an assumption of the absence
of a real trend or a belief that trend adjustment is likely to create more
distortion than exists in the absence of such adjustment. However, in the
study of a series embodjdng several cycles, this practice may be inter-

preted Bs jdelding a discontinuous trend for long periods which is hori-

zontal during 2Jiy single c^^cle. If thus interpreted, this method represents

a somewhat curious compromise, since it involves the use of horizontal

trends within single cycles, regardless of their length, and at the same
time it involves the assumption that real long-run trends may be even
very sharph^ upward or downward.® It is certainly true that faulty trend

calculation may obscure or create C3^cles, but the same consequence may
result from the use of either no trend or no intracycle trend if some
positive or negative trend exists in reality. It is inconsistent to recognize

long-term forces invohdng increments or decrements, and at the same

time to treat the data in such a way that neither is recognized within a

c3"cle regardless of its length. In so doing the entire burden of adjustment

is placed on certain points in time that are fixed, not regularly, but by

the existence of irregular C3’'clical termini. If a “real” trend upward or

downward exists, it is characterized b3^ continuous change.

Regardless of the fact that time series decomposition on the basis of

separate causes is impossible, it still remains that there are few business

series that are not subject to some long-term forces that impart a distinct

upward or downward tendenc3^ to the data. There may be none in a series

of unemplo3ment expressed as a percentage of emplo3ment or as a per-

centage of total labor force, but such cases are exceptional. Since there

is little possibiIit3’' of establishing a “real” trend, the problem becomes

' Cf. Burns and Mitchell, op. cit., pp. 28, 33, 141-144.
« See H. A. Adler, A. F. Bums, and W. C. Mitchell, “Measuring Bi^ess Cycles; A

Review/^ The Annals of the American Academy of PolUical and Social Science^ July,

lM7,p. 141.
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one of deriving a descriptive trend and of remaining constantly aware

that the trend is ''descriptive,” although it may approximate the "real.”

The compromise in this study involves the recognition of trend by the

utilization of a continuous line fitted mathematically to the dataj this

practice should cause these trends to conform more closely to real trends

than any discontinuous line whenever real forces operate.

This decision creates several practical problems. A continuous curve

of any shape may be chosen, even one which follows the data as closely

as a moving average of short period. On the other hand, a straight line

may be fitted which does not lose value as a trend by too close a relation-

ship to the data (unless fitted to veiy short periods). Dr. A. F. Bums,

in Production Trends in the United States Since 1870, primarily uses

exponential curves fitted to ten-year intervals because "the percentage

rate of change provides the common unit which should prove most

satisfactory in comparing secular trends of industries.”® In the present

study, straight-line trends are used as descriptive trends from which to

measure month-to-month deviations. Though some students interpret

straight lines as carrying the implication of a "future increase without

limit, the trends of this study are not extrapolated, but are merely

utilized as representative of the data at hand. Both long-term and short-

term lines have been examined, with overlaps in the short ones, in order

to obviate the possibility of xmdue distortion as a consequence of trend

characteristics.
SEcnjLAR Trends in the Areas

As an indication of the nature of the trends in the several areas, table 6
presents the percentage of the regression coefficient to the ordinate at
the origin for the four basic series of this study. The trends themselves
are to be found in chart 2 and the formulae in table 7. Neither the table
nor the chart provides a basis for judging the "fit” of the trends, but this
basis is provided by charts 10 to 13 and by charts 15 to 22.

The data of tables 6 and 7 and chart 2 indicate clearly a number of
significant facts. First, growth in Los Angeles generally has been more
rapid than in the other areas. In only one case does the value in another
area exceed that in Los Angeles, and that is in the bank debit series when
the table 6 value in Detroit is 5.0 per cent as compared with 4.2 per cent
in Los Angeles. This is due largely to the fact that over the decade of the
thirties, Detroit declined less than did Los Angeles, whereas its increase

® A. F. Burns, Production Trends in the United Slates Since 1870 (New York, 1934),

Mitchell, B^Vicss Cycles, p. 221.

scribhieSi w EX = 0. This device forw S uncommon. For similar use, see James G.
Snuth^nH

Perio^cities Md Interrelationships” in B. ik. Beckhart, J.mith, and W. A. Brown, The New York Money Market (New York. 1932). o. 547
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before 1929 and after 1939 kept pace rather well. Second, Chicago's
trend is generall^^ low, in table 6 ranking last in industrial employment
and department store sales, next lowest in industrial and commercial
power sales, and third in bank debits. Third, between series, there is

more uniformity in the gro'vx'th of industrial and commercial power sales

and least uniformity in industrial emploj'ment,

TABLE 6

The Regression Coefficient as a Percentage of the 1932 Ordinate,
Selected Series in Six Areas

Area
Industrial

employment

(per cent)

Department
store sales

(per cent)

Industrial
and commercial

power sales
(per cent)

Bank debits

(per cent)

Los Angeles 13.3* 4.1 14 1* 4.2

1,5

1.7

5.0

1 9

San Francisco 7.2*^ 3.2 5-5^

Chicaeo 0,1*> 0.1*» 6.8®

Detroit

Cleveland

2.3»

2.0'*

3.3*’

2.0

7.0«

9.1'

Pittsburgh I.?**

1

0.2 8.4» 1.0

Sottbcie: Computed from data in appendix ii. Unless otherwise noted, trend covers 1919-1945 period.
» Trend, 1925-1945. Trend, 1921-1945.
b Trend, 1923-1945. • Trend, 1927-1945.
' Trend, 1920-1945.

There are many factors helping to account for these and other, less

ob^^ous, differences. In the first place, both Los Angeles and Detroit by

far outstripped the other areas in population groTsi:h. The rates of popu-

lation gTO\^i:h by decades since 1910 for the areas are given in the follow-

ing table.^-

Area
1910-1920
(per cent)

1920-1930
(per cent)

1930-1940
(per cent)

LfOs Aneeles S5.S 135.8
;

26.1

San Francisco 29.8 34.9 8.1

Chicaeo 27.9 32.8 3.2

Detroit 118.1 65.7 8.1

Cleveland 44.9 26.7 1.5

Pittsburch 19.6 15.0 2.9
1

4

Since 1920, Los Angeles grew in population twice as rapidly as its near^

competitor and, after 1930, it grew three times as fast. In the earlier

decade, though Detroit was far below Los Angeles, still it was grow-

ing far more rapidly than the remaining areas; and in the 1930’s, it was

challenged for second place only by San Francisco. Detroit’s most

“ United States Census of Population.
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rapid increase, however, came in the decade immediately preceding the

1910-1920 period. Cleveland, since 1920, and Pittsburgh, since 1910,

have experienced relatively and steadUy declining rates of population

increase with practically no growth in the last decade. At that time,

Chicago likewise experienced very little expansion of population.

The differential development of manufacturing in the several areas,

discussed in some detail in chapter i, also has its effects on the trends of

the series. Since the employment series utilized in this study represent

industrial or manufacturing employment, it is not surprising that the

TABLE 7

Trends in Indexes of Four Series, Six Industrial Areas

Area

Indtistrial
employment

Department
store sales

Industrial
and commercial

power sales

Bank debits

a b a b a b a b

Los Angeles 136.5 13.0* 106.5 4.4* 121.4 10.90 110.2 4.6*

San Francisco 136.3 8.1* 108.0 3.4* 92.5
i

4.8<* 120.3 1.8*

Chicago 118.1 0.1'> 114.0 0.8" 95.7 6.30 118.7 2.0*

Detroit 103,4 2.4« 118.1 3.7" 88.1
1

6.O0 118.3 5.9*

Cleveland 113.9 2.2^ 110.6 2.2* 111.7 9.7* 132.4 2.5*

Pittsburgh 111,0 l-Si- 120.2 0.2* 113.9 7.6* 126.9 1.3*

Soubcb: Derived from data in appendix ii. Origin is center of series. ZX 0. X » one year. The a and b
values are the value of the ordinate at the origin and the yearly increment, respectively.

• 1925-1945. d 1921-1945.
b 1923-1945. • 1927-1945.
« 1920-1945. ' 1919-1945.

closest relationship exists between trends in employment and in manu-
facturing growth; however, it is surprising that there is so little apparent

relationship between manufacturing growth and the trends in industrial

and commercial power sales. Trends in value added by manufacture

(which, from some viewpoints, are the best readily available measures

of manufacturing growth) may be expressed in the s£tme manner as were
the other trends described in table 6. The percentages of the regression

coefficient to the 1929 ordinate, referring here to 1919-1939 trends for

each area in value added by manufacture, are; Los Angeles, 3.6; San
Francisco, 1.7

;
Chicago, 0.4; Detroit, 1,7; Cleveland, 0.5; and Pittsburgh,

1.0. Manufacturing in Los Angeles, like its population, was increasing

more rapidly than elsewhere, and at more than twice the rates in the
other areas. The discrepancy between the San Francisco value as com-
pared with the employment percentage in that area in table 6 calls for

some comment. The latter figure, 7.2 per cent compared with 2.3 per cent
in Detroit in table 6, for example, seems inconsistent with value added
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CHART Z

Business Cycles in Selected Industrial Areas

Trends In Bonk Debits and Power Sales, United States and
Selected Areas, 1919 - 1943-
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trend percentages which are 1.7 per cent in both areas. This is due to a

purely mechanical difference between the employment trends
;
the trend

in San Francisco refers to the 1925-1945 period, whereas that m Detroit

refers to the 1920-1945 period. In San Francisco, Census of Manufactures

data reveal that the trend in industrial employment was distinctly

downward between 1919 and 1925. Thus, the trend from 1925 onward

has had a greater slope than would have been true had it not originated

in 1925, a somewhat depressed year, and had it been influenced by the

downward movement in the immediately preceding period. Although the

Los Angeles trend begins in the same year, 1925, the tendency between

1919 and 1925 was as steeply upward as in later years. Thus, the 13.3

per cent value for Los Angeles in table 6 does not distort the picture.

A somewhat opposite distortion occurs in Chicago. Its employment

trend in table 6 begins in a peak year, 1923, and though reference to

manufacturing census data reveals that the downward distortion is not

great, stiU it depresses the Chicago trend somewhat. Nonetheless,

Chicago’s value added trend had the lowest gradient, confirming and

explaining in part its almost horizontal trend in industrial emplo3Tnent.

Cleveland and Pittsburgh, like Chicago, grew slowly in manufacturing

over the period, which undoubtedly depresses values for these areas as

shown in table 6.

In connection with manufacturing growth, it is interesting to note that

the marked differences between the regional trends in industrial em-

ployment, department store sales, and bank debits do not appear in

industrial and commercial power sales. The values (table 6) ,
in the latter

instance, range from 5.5 per cent in San Francisco to 14.1 per cent in

Los Angeles.“ Even in Chicago the trend in industrial and commercial

power sales slopes sharply upward. Positive trends in this series are to

be expected in areas in which population and manufacturing are increas-

ing, but another explanation must be added in order to account for

positive power sales trends in those areas where such increase did not

take place. The added factor, one of great significance, is the rapid pace

of industrial electrification which occurred in this period. From the

beginning of the century, cleanliness, speed, flexibility, and economy all

led to the rapid substitution of electric power for other power sources.

From 1919 to 1939, the horsepower of all electric motors utilized in

American manufacturing tripled, whereas that of prime movers increased

by less than 10 per cent.

Peculiarly, Cleveland’s power sales trend approaches that of Los
Angeles in steepness, yet, at the same time, other trends in Cleveland
are low: value added by manufacture remained almost constant; popu-

“ San Francisco’s power series includes residential electricity sales. See appendix i

pp. 198-199.
’
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lation growth wa6 lowest or next lowest in both the 'twenties and the
'thirties; and in industrial employment, department store sales, and
bank debits, the increase was likewise slow. Qeveland's electrification
occurred at a faster rate than elsewhere

;
in Los Angeles, for example

there was a remarkable advance in manufacturing itself to support
electrification as a basis for a rising trend. The reason for this unusually
rapid electrification of industry in Cleveland lies in the character of its
manufacturing operations, specialization in iron and steel products and
in such steel-using industries as machineiy and motor-vehicle parts-
especially important is machine-tool manufacture. This general type of
actmty lends itself well to electrification and tends to draw more electric
power than some others, such as apparel and leather manufacture or food
processing, which rank high elsewhere.

Chicago reflects almost no upward long-run tendency in employment
and store sales, and in power sales it lags behind all areas except San
Francisco. In bank debits, however, Chicago assumes a growth which
exceeds that of Pittsbuigh and of San Francisco and approaches that of

Cleveland although, in absolute amounts, debits in none of these areas

increased rapidly. The Chicago Federal Reserve District, including both
Chicago and Detroit, showed a persistent gain in relative importance
from 1919 to 1929-1930, whereas, over the same period, the city of

Chicago itself grew substantially as a banking and financial center. In

1909 and in 1915, the value of shares traded on the Chicago exchange

was less than 1 per cent of those traded on the New York exchange (0.4

per cent in 1915) ;
in the years 1919, 1925, and 1929, this figure had risen

to 2.3 per cent, 3.1 per cent, and finally to 7.3 per cent. Although the

position of Chicago, relative to New York, declined thereafter, it never

sank to its earlier level; Chicago's share of the trading outside New York
continued at high levels. Combining this fact with substantial growth

in the principal commodity exchanges provides ample explanation for

Chicago's somewhat more favorable showing in bank debits as com-

pared with the other series.

The preceding comments concerning the causes for the differences in

the trends are by no means exhaustive. The fitted trends, however, are

meant to be merely descriptive. For purposes of this study, far more im-

portant than attempts to explain or justify the fitted trends, are their

effects on the timing, duration, and amplitude of cyclical variation.

The Effects of Trend Adjustment

Chart 2 presents two sets of trends for the six areas: trends in bank debits

and in industrial and commercial power sales. They are the normal

Cf. J. W. Angell, The Behavior of Money (New York, 1936), p. 68.
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values utilized in the adjustment of the series before proceeding to the

study of cyclical variation in succeeding chapters.” Similar trends have

been computed for both the industrial employment series and the depart-

ment store sales series.

CHART 3

Cycles in Bonk Debits in Detroit. 1922*1938

Chart 3 contains two series of the ratio of the index to trend in Detroit
bank debits which differ, in that one represents the actual series divided
by the straight-line trend fitted to the entire series, whereas the other
represents the actual series divided by the average of these values lying
within each cycle measured from trough to trough. This latter method
is that utilized by the National Bureau of Economic Research.
The formulae for the trends utilized are presented in table 7, The
See above, pp. 33, 34.
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divwgent rates of change reflected by these and by the data in table 6 and

Slow
™Portant effects on the cycle measurements employed

Wherever the trend is sharply upward, even a slight falling off in a hieh
rate of growth may cause a contraction in the adjusted series. Also notomy must the actual series increase, it must increase more rapidly tban
the trend in order that an e.xpansion in the adjusted series may occur,
k, ince, m most cyclical expansions, the rate of increase diminiahog
exp^ion approaches the peak and turning point, adjustment for up-ward trend will either leave the turning points unchanged or will advance
the upper and delay the lower one.^* Furthermore, recovery seldom pro-
ceeds at a constant rate from the turning point, but gathers momentum
for a tune, so that increasing trends may lead to a mechanically retarded
recovery. This retardation is not improper, and if Los Angeles and De-
troit should have uniformly longer don-nswings measured from upper to
lower turning points, this cause should be recognized. The test made of
the effect of trend adjustment on Detroit’s bank debits (see chart 3)
reveals, however, that adjustment left turning points unchanged.

If the trend is horizontal, an actual decrease in the series is required
in order that the adjusted series turn downward. Also, any increase in the
actual series will cause an upswing in the adjusted series.

W ith a downward-sloping trend, the actual series must decrease faster
than the trend in order that the adjusted series turn downward, and
decrease less rapidly to reflect an increase in the trend-adjusted data.
The cycle, measured from peak to peak or trough to trough, should not

generally be either shorter or longer as a consequence of trend adjust-
ment, since the changed duration of recovery is likely to be offset by an
opposite change in the recession. It is possible, of course, that trend
adjustment will eliminate or create minor cycles, for any differences in

the rate of change between the trend and the unadjusted data may cause
the adjusted series to move in a manner opposite to that in the unad-
justed data. To illustrate, Bums and Mitchell observe that ‘‘under cer-

tain circumstances, a specific c^’cle will be lost when the secular trend is

removed. Thus, if the trend is upward, a cycle will disappear in the

adjusted data whenever the rate of rise during a cyclical expansion of the

unadjusted data is no greater than the rate of rise of the fitted trend line

during the corresponding period. Similarly, if the trend is downward, a
specific cycle will disapp)ear whenever the rate of decline of a cyclical

contraction in the unadjusted data is no greater than the rate of decline

of the trend.’"*^

*• Burn*! and Nfitchf'll. ap. cii., n. 277.
” Ibid., p. 274.
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Cycles will be created, with an upward trend, if the growth of the

unadjusted series proceeds at rates alternately less or more than the rate

of trend increase. With a declining trend, analogous deviations in the

rate of decrease of the unadjusted data will create cycles.

Thus, since trend adjustment may both create and eliminate minor

cycles, and because it can only re-time, but not eliminate, major ones

in which the cyclical swing is large relative to the secular change, it seems

safe to conclude that at least the duration of major cycles will not be

affected by trend adjustments.^® Also, since horizontal trends cannot

create or eliminate cycles, series where deviations from the horizontal

are greatest are more likely to be distorted by trend adjustment. In the

adjusted data, if minor cycles should frequently appear in the Los

Angeles and Detroit areas or, on the other hand, if minor cycles do not

appear in these areas and they do appear in the others, these observa-

tions on the effects of trend may be relevant as partial explanations.

These effects of trend on upper and lower turning points, therefore,

affect both the duration of the two major phases and the timing of the

cycle. Areas of steep positive trends, such as Detroit and Los Angeles,

should lead at the upper turning point and lag at the lower one; areas

of milder positive trends, like Pittsburgh and San Francisco, may there-

fore display some tendency to lead at the lower and lag at the upper turn-

ing point. But consistent leads or lags that appear in certain areas must
be investigated to determine whether or not there is a possibility that
they are caused by trend adjustment.^®

This adjustment is also likely to have important repercussions upon
the amplitude of cyclical variation, with the specific effect depending
upon the method by which cycles are measured. One method is to deter-
mine percentage changes from peak to succeeding trough and trough to
peak, a technique which is obviously crude, for it cannot indicate the
extent to which the particular peaks and troughs are representative. To
illustrate, a downswing may involve a 10 per cent decline in the first few
months, a relatively long period of stability at that level and then a
further short, but sharp, decline to the trough, making the total decline
50 per cent. This figure badly misrepresents the amplitude of the decline
since a high “shoulder” exists and thus the peaks and troughs are un-
representative extremes. An opposite circumstance could well reduce the

duration might be altered because of unequal mechanical

f
ternunal peaks or troughs, but it is unlikely that such distortion wouldbe either frequent or consistent.

Mitchell found, for a number of test series which showed increasing

PP- 277-278. If a “real” trend is established

^nt^^sSdtot^^?S^»
lengthening a cyde from adjustment or nonadjust-
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usefulBess of percentage increases from trough to peak as a general
measure of the amplitude of expansion.

So far as these percentages are enlightening, and since they will later
be used merely as a first approximation in the measure of cycles, it is

worth while to point out their reaction to trend adjustment. As indicated
earlier, correction for upward trend may displace the turning points
advancing the peak and delaying the trough. This process places the
peaks in months whose unadjusted values are below the maxima of
the actuals, and puts the troughs in months whose values are above the
minima. Therefore, when the trend is positive, this displacement may
tend to understate both percentage increases from trough to peak and
percentage decreases from peak to trough when compared to the same
figures computed for the actual series. This effect, however, is likely to be
hidden by another consequence of adjustment. Dividmg the actual by
the trend values, or sometimes subtracting the trend, so affects the

adjusted values that it cannot be said, without knowledge of the direction

of the trend, whether the percentage decline from upper to lower turning

point, or vice versa, will be increased or decreased by adjustment. Some
valid generalizations may be drawn, though, with respect to the relative

effects of trends of different slope. A horizontal trend will leave the per-

centage change between turning points the same as in the unadjusted

data. Once the trend has upward slope, the percentage changes are

altered. The steeper the slope, the greater the \dolence done, for the

greater is the difference in the percentage changes between the adjiisted

and txnadjusted data. !More specifically, the percentage decline from peak

to trough increases as the steepness of the trend increases; contrarily, the

increase from trough to peak decreases with an increasing trend gradient.

Thus, in Detroit and Los Angeles, where sharp upward trends exist, the

alteration in the amplitude of the cycle measured in this way from the

amplitude before adjustment is likely to be greatest. Where trend is

more nearly horizontal, the difference in amplitude between adjusted and

unadjusted data would be extremely small. Results opposite to those

obtained in adjustment for upward trend will occur for a downward

trend.

At this point it is necessary to anticipate the more detailed discussions

of cyclical measurements given later in order to discuss further the effect

of trend adjustment upon amplitude. The pattern of a specific cycle may

be measured in several wa3’s. The Xational Bureau of Economic Research

divides the entire cycle into nine periods, expressing the average monthly

value in each period as a percentage of the average monthly value in the

total cycle, Cj’cles may be readily compared by the study of the standing

of these cycle '^relatives.^' The average standing in each period “repre-
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sents” the monthly values in the period, whereas the average for the

cycle involves the use of a horizontal intracycle trend.

In this study, the principal technique for the description and measure-

ment of cyclical patterns involves the treatment of each cycle as a fre-

quency distribution and the use of the usual measurements of central

tendency and dispersion. The comparison of the measurements of the

distribution of these values of the trend-adjusted data permits the ready

comparison of the cycles which the series reflect for each area. Thus, if

the mean of the values in a single cycle in Los Angeles is 85.0 and the

coefficient of variation 10 per cent, whereas in Cleveland the ine^re-

ments are 75.0 and 25 per cent, it is obvious which of the areas is in the

most favorable position and approximately what the major differences

are in the pattern of this specific cycle. The series themselves (appeaMg

on the charts which follow throughout the text) are plotted on logarith-

mic scale and cover a number of cycles. Hence, the nature of the distri-

bution is not apparent from an examination of the charts; their value

is primarily in presenting comparative rates of change.

When an upward trend is removed from a time series, the effect is

generally to reduce the upswing and to accentuate the downswing, so

that the pattern of the cycle is substantially altered. Reference to the

Detroit bank debits data of chart 3 illustrates this fairly well : one series

is adjusted for a horizontal trend equal to the mean of the monthly values

within each cycle, and the other is adjusted for an upward-sloping,

straight-line trend. The adjusted values, together with the percentage

changes for the peaks and troughs of four cycles, are presented in table 8.

These percentage change figures clearly show this consequence of trend

adjustment. A consistent difference does not reflect itself between the

means of the adjusted series because of the possibility that the actual

values within a single cycle can be either wholly below or wholly above

the trend. It is unlikely, however, that the standard deviation (or any
other measure of dispersion) will be greater for a series which has been

adjusted for an upward-sloping trend than for a series with each value

expressed as a percentage of the mean of the values. This is due to the

fact that the upward trend owes its existence to the upward tendency of

the data. It is true, of course, that the terminal peak of a single cycle may
be lower than the previous upper turning point, but it is imlikely if the
general trend of the entire series is upward. Only if the trend within the
cycle is horizontal or downward will the dispersion of the series adjusted
for the upward trend be greater than for the series adjusted for the
intercycle trend alone.

Trend adjustment significantly affects the duration, timing, and ampli-

Ibid., pp. 144-160.
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tude of cyclical variation, but it is not so important for the purpoeee o|
this study to know the precise consequences of any given types of adjust-
ment as it is to be aware of the probable differential biases introduced by
trends of different slopes. Remaining mindful of the limitations to the
accuracy of the basic data and of the possibility of effects other than
those to be expected on the basis of logic alone, it seems valid to conclude
that trend adjustment for all the series is unlikely to distort significantly

TABLE 8

Turning Points in Detroit Bank Debits, 1922-1938

Turning-point date

Actual.
adjusted for up-
ward. straigbt-

line trend

1

Percentage
change

from previoiiB
turning point

Act ual.

adjusted for
intercycle
trend only

Pcftwntagt
change

from previoua
tumitig jMint*

T January, 1922 97.2 75 3

i

P May, 1923 125.7 29.3 110.5 46 7
T August, 1924 106 2 — 15 5 IfU 5

T August, 1924 106 2 7R 1

P November, 1925 135.8

* -4 * V
1

27.8
i

110.0

» * • •

40.8
T October, 1927 110 4 — 18 7 106 0

T October, 1927 110.4 97.4

“a . O

^ «

P October, 1929 148.

0

34.1 143.3 47.1
T March, 1933 20 4 —86 2 23 5 —R3 fi

T March, 1933 20.4 • 4 # + 29.5

Ov .

* * * *

P April, 1937 84.7 315.2 146.0 394.9
T July, 1938 57.6

b

-39.1 93.4 -36.0

Sottbce: Derived from appendix ii.

• Turning points for both methods of adjustment ooincide.

the cyclical picture emerging from the adjusted data. WTiether no adjust-

ment for trends or adjustment for intercycle trends, freehand trends, or

fitted trends of any type is made, it is certain that trend (or lack of

trend) affects the cycle in many ways. So long as all series are treated in

a similar way, and so long as results are examined for possible bias, the

different techniques for trend adjustment are likely to lead to similar

conclusions*
Seasonal Varl^tion

The problem of removing seasonal variations is important because they

fall outside the adopted definition of cyclical movement in their repetitive

Intra-annual pattern. Though statisticians find it convenient to treat the

seasonal as an independent variable in time series, cyclical influences do

affect seasonal variations, especially their amplitude during boom years
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and depression years.^^ Also, the question of the method of segregating

time series components is not solved, since a time series may be looked

upon as either the sum or the product of its components.*^

Most methods of seasonal adjustment immunize the seasonal index

against irregular events rather successfully by excluding extreme items

from the arrays which yield the monthly index values; cyclical compo-

nents were excluded from the seasonal index both because the raw data

were divided by a centered twelve-month moving average and because

the adjusted monthly values were averaged to obtain it. Sometimes a

trend is computed beforehand, and trend values are either deducted from

the seasonal index or, as in the Falkner method,*® divided into the original
4

data in order to remove cyclical elements. In other cases, trend is re-

moved after seasonal adjustment has been completed.

The choice of technique used in this study was guided primarily by the

desire to make minimum initial commitments on trend and, at the same

time, to eliminate, satisfactorily, trend and cycle from the seasonal

measures. The option on trend was to be preserved, since trend is specifi-

cally one of the variables subject to detailed experiment and investi-

gation. The ratio-to-moving-average method seems most satisfactory in

answering the requirement, since there is no necessity for previous

selection of trend periods and, therefore, no problems at this point

associated with the question of trend continuity.*^ Furthermore, it yields

a narrower range of ratios than does the Falkner method, because the
norm is not a straight line, but a moving average, which follows the
cyclical pattern in the original series. This method is also desirable

mechanically, because it affords an easy means of observing the cluster-

ing of ratios which serves as internal evidence of discontinuities in the
pattern or amplitude of the seasonal variation.*® No continuous variation
in either amplitude or pattern was observed from one specific seasonal
to another, so that the use of moving seasonal indexes was not called for.*«

21 s. Kuznets, Seasonal Variations in Industry and Trade (New York, National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1933), p. 327.

22 p Cvox^n andp. J. Cowden, Appli^ General Statisiics (New York, Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1945), p. 469.
^ Me^urement of Seasonal Variations,” Journal of the Ameri-^n Siattsti^ Associ^ton, June 1924, pp, 167-179. For comments regarding the

Croxton and Cowden, op. pp. 469-471
and Cowde^ op. ciL p. 471, suggest that the trend period should coin-

sea^nal measure. No reason is presented for this and, for

ofThe adj^tm^te^^^^®®®^
^ coincidence would decrease the validity

evidence of se^onal breaks consists in actual information from business
appearance of new modele in the

“ opposed to the typical or average seasonal is the seasonal

SSa Si Ne».»*er, EU„enU,r.
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The specific method used differs little from the usual procedure found

in any textbook on statistics, so that it may be set down briefly. First,

ratios of the original index values to a centered moving average are com-

puted. Then the ratios are arrayed by months and inspected for signs of

^scontinuity revealed by a clustering of ratios for a number of adjacent

years. The occurrence and extent of such uniform clusters furnish the

basis on which the array is divided in order to compute seasonal indexes

for various periods. These indexes consist of modified means, excluding

the two extreme items in each period of the array and corrected so that

the sum is equal to 1,200.

The selection of “seasonal periods” calls for further comment. Mindful

of the conventional minimum limits of seven or eight years for a valid

seasonal index, a problem arose because of the clear-cut bunching of

ratios for four- or five-year periods, particularly during World War II.^

If the usual method is followed, the average will obscure the divergence;

but, if an exception is made, a better-fitting seasonal index might be

obtained. The latter alternative is adopted here because the “internal”

evidence is supported by “external” evidence (e.g., the years 1940 to

1945 were significantly different to justify such short seasonal periods).

It may be mentioned in passing that the goodness of the seasonal adjust-

ment was impaired in the terminal years of some series, because the

specific seasonals for such years showed that they might belong to pre-

ceding or possibly to subsequent periods. To illustrate, the specific

seasonals of some series for 1945 showed a considerable break from the

war pattern, suggesting that they may be harbingers of a new postwar

seasonal.^®

These seasonal variations are the results of three groups of forces:

climatic factors, the impact of customs and habits, and the peculiarities

of the calendar. Calendar influences may be taken out of monthly or

weekly data by an adjustment for working days, as in the department
store sales index compiled by the Federal Reserve Board. Another type
of mechanical disturbance affecting some data is exemplified by the year-

to-year shift of the Easter holidays; this, as well as other distortions

because of fixed holidays, can be adjusted by special techniques.^®

^ Burns and Mitchell, op. cii,, p. 47.
28 An ingemous, although highly subjective method of seasonal adjustment that

^ght deal with this difficulty is described by H. D. Barton, **Adjustment for Seasonal
Variation,*' Federal Reserve BuUetirif June, 194L pp. 518^526. The gain to the study
from these adjustments was considered too small in relation to their laboriousness to
make them worthwhile here. The probability of new postwar seasonal patterns is
noted also by the Bureau of Business Research of the University of Pittsburgh (Letter
to the Haynes Foundation, July 25, 1947).

29 Qf, ^v^d Index of Department Store Sales,” reprinted from the Federal
Reserve Bulletin, June, 1944, issued by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
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Considerations arising during the progress of the study su^ested that
seasonal variations, although a by-product, should be examined so far
as they are associated Tvith secular trend or with the cycles prevailing in
the sLx areas. Seasonal variations differ in amplitude and pattern both
from senes to series and from area to area; they also change, although
slowly, over a period of years. For the most part, detailed description of
seasonals will be confined to tables which appear in appendix iv and
^ present the indexes for each area by series. Also^ for convenience
the seasonal periods, average deviations and the ranges appear in table

9*

Any detailed discussion of the various seasonal indexes would necessarily
be lengthy and will not be presented here, since this study is not primarily
concerned with this problem. Instead, only generalized statements of the
seasonal patterns and selected e.xamples of important changes will be
presented.

To give an idea of the different seasonal patterns in the four series of
one area, the seasonal indexes computed for San Francisco are super-
imposed in chart 4. The lack of correlation between the spa-gnnnl patterns
in any period is apparent at once. Although the annual level of industrial

activity (as measured by industrial emplojunent or industrial and com-
mercial power sales and department store sales) correlates well with that

of a more general business indicator such as hank debits, the bond be-

tween them on a monthly basis is found to be elastic. Bank debits seem
to be unrelated to industrial activity, whereas the two measures of the

latter (industrial and commercial power sales and industrial employment)

^•ary inversely to each other.*® The seasonal pattern of department store

sales, in turn, seems unrelated to the industrial series and certainly is

not closely associated even with bank debits, except in the last month
of the vear.

Regional Se.\soxal Differences by Series

The seasonal index of bank debits is a composite reflection of a variety of

seasonal business experience. It is characteristic of such an index to have

a narrower range than its component indexes; for example, those of

debits that arise in the various branches of industiy, trade, and agricul-

ture offset troughs and peaks by their diverse timing. Similarly, we

might expect the seasonal indexes of regional bank debits to be marked

by a greater amplitude than the index of national bank debits and by an

appreciable divergence in pattern.

An over-all picture of bank debit seasonals in the six regions (chart 4)

reveals that the index starts close to the yearly normal, drops in Feb-

niaiy^ (partly because of the shortness of the month), reaches a spring

It should be remembered, however, that the power sales series in San Francisco

included residential electricity sales.
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peak in March or April and a summer high in June or July. Thereafter,

activity tends to fall below normal until October. November is uniformly

slow, and December is usually the highest month. Examination shows

that the range, as well as the average deviation of the indexes, increases

with the onset of the depression in the Thirties. This fact, largely owing

to higher December values, may be attributed to a change in the dis-

tributive sector of the economy.

Some interesting changes and differences should be noted. In the

Twenties, Detroit is rather stable apart from a low February. A change

occurred in the 1930—1945 period, when the spring months were high and

the autumn months low, except for an extremly high December. This

seems to be largely the consequence of changed seasonal in manufactur-

ing and of the enormous increase of automobile production in the Detroit

economy.®^ Also of interest is the fact that August and September or

September and November (1930-1945) are the trough months in Los

Angeles, whereas in nearly every other area the trough comes in Feb-

ruary (chart 4). In Cleveland and Pittsburgh there is an accentuated

December in the Twenties which is associated with the increasing impor-

tance of bonus payments to industrial workers and to the wartime de-

velopment of Christmas savings plans by banks. The June peak common
to both is characteristic of other large, heavy manufacturing centers.^*

Seasonal variations in department store sales are important because

they reflect both cash and credit retail activity and are a fairly reliable

index of income disposition throughout the year. The seasonal indexes

calculated from the aggregate activities of the several departments of

department stores (all different in seasonal pattern and amplitude), give

indications of the existence of changes in consumption patterns, though
they do not clearly reveal such changes.

The typical seasonal index of department store sales ascends from a
low January to an active sales period in spring, which may occur at any
time between March and June. The variance is sharp in the eastern
regions, involving as much as a 50 per cent increase between January
and the spring peak, but passes without much note in the western areas.
July is consistently the summer trough, though it is not so accentuated
in the West as in the East, whereas the recovery in August is uniformly
greater in Los Angeles and San Francisco. In fact, August approaches
normal in these areas.^^ September, October, and November are months
of increasing activity which reaches a peak in December.

Several strong tendencies are noticeable in the six areas. With the

Of total manufacturing emplojnnent, automobile production accounted for 63.7per cent in 1940m Detroit.
“ Cf. Angell, op. cit., p. 69.
** The normal referred to is the mean of the seasonal index, 100.
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CHART 4

Selected Seasonal Indexes
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onset of the depression, December becomes a relatively more important

month for consumers’ outlays and there is resistance to depressed

Christmases, but, during the war years, December declined again in

relative height. In all regions, except Chicago, the amplitude of the

seasonals is greatest in the ’thirties, and the average deviation is usually

high. During the war years, spring buying occurs earlier, and November

takes an unprecedented share of the year’s purchases because of attempts

to anticipate accentuated Christmas shortages and because of increased

consumer incomes. Except in Pittsburgh, the war years reveal the nar-

rowest range between the lowest and highest index value. The reason

for this is to be found in changing buying habits; hand-to-mouth buying,

characteristic of depression years, naturally tends to accentuate seasonal

peaks and troughs, whereas prosperity relaxes the necessity for delaying

expenditures. In the high-income ’forties, purchases are well distributed

throughout the year, and Christmas is anticipated in November shop-

ping.

Cleveland’s index displays remarkable similarity to that of Detroit.

In Cleveland, the spring peak is more pronounced and the one in Sep-

tember somewhat less so, but, nonetheless, these two areas are more

similar in seasonal pattern than even Los Angeles and San Francisco.

However, the September peak, sharp during the ’thirties and the war

years, is not apparent in the ’twenties, when the index from July to

December rises steadily. Apparently, before 1930, the industrial linkage

between Cleveland and Detroit was much weaker than in the later years.

The stability of the seasonal fluctuations in industrial and commercial

power sales reflects the diversity of the industries that make up the de-

mand, and the relative seasonal inelasticity of the demand for power
compared to the demand for other factors of production. In the three

regions where periodic changes in the seasonal variation were found (Los

Angeles, Chicago, and Detroit), the fluctuation became less pronounced
in later years, thereby reducing the burden to the utility companies
arising from heavy peak loads. This is borne out by inspection of table 9
where, with a minor exception, both ranges and average deviations
register a uniform decline.

The seasonal index of San Francisco is the notable exception to the
power sales index patterns, with the exception of Detroit’s index for the
war period, which is similar to that of San Francisco. It is inverted, being
high in January, sinking gradually to a trough in July, and then moving
upward to a high in December, but this pattern is largely a consequence
of accentuated residential demand in winter and depressed demand in
summer. In Los Angeles and Chicago the series do not include residential
sales; hence, their seasonal indexes are generally lower in winter than in
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summer. The decided convex character of the seasonal index in Los
Angeles and Chicago as compared ’svdth the marked concave pattern in
San Francisco also is to be explained by differences in the character of
the industrial demand for electricity. In Los Angeles, the monthly varia-
tions based directly upon climatic factors are small, whereas, typically,

the industrial demand of rubber manufacture, petroleum refining, and
ice manufacture, together with a summer agricultural pumping demand,
is sufficient to lead to a summer peak in the seasonal index. Industry in

San Francisco does not require large use of electric power.

In Detroit the seasonal index of power sales is unique, exhibiting the

most ^^^dely different values. Its unique pattern stems solely from the

predominance in the area of automobile and automobile-parts manufac-
ture and to the fact that the monopolistic characteristics of the industry

lead to more or less imifonnity with respect to the dates of model changes.

The sharp alteration in seasonal pattern in Detroit beginning in 1931 is a

case in point, for thereafter a steady decline in the seasonal index between

May and August occurred, whereas before 1931 the index held up fairly

well until August. At the same time, monthly passenger car factory sales

underwent a change of similar nature.^

Contrasted with the other areas, Cleveland and Pittsburgh have stable

seasonal indexes of industrial and commercial power sales. In these two

areas consumption of power is almost constant throughout the year. In

this connection, it is worthwhile to recall the discussion of the trend in

Cleveland’s power constimption. The industries of Cleveland adapt

themselves well to the use of electric power, so that, though little is used

for lighting and heating during summer months, industrial requirements

fill in the trough which might othenrise exist. In Pittsburgh a somewhat

similar situation exists, for the steel industrj^ exhibits a remarkably stable

seasonal pattern which, when supplemented by hea^'y machine manufac-

ture and a few others, provides an industrial demand adequate to fill the

usual trough resulting from summer weather.

In general, the emplojTnent series proved to be stable as far as seasonal

variations were concerned; except for San Francisco and Detroit, there

was no seasonal adjustment made. Detroit, however, presents an excep-

tional!v interesting seasonal index. As pointed out in connection with

power sales, a large proportion of the industrial employment in that area

is in the automobile industry'; consequently, its fluctuations affect em-

” Aufomobilc Manufacturers Association, Passenger Car Factory Saks ^
to rnitefi States Domestic Market and Foreign Markets, mimeographed. May, lydy.

Pig-iron production in the Pittsburgh district (thousands ^f
,

Sross tons),

averaged between 1919 and 1935, 517 in January' ; 524 in April, 4^ in Ju j ,
an

^ ^
Octol^r. Cf. Butrau of Business Research, University of Pittsburgh, Industrial

Daiabook for the Pittsburgh District (Pittsburgh, 1936), p. 97.
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ployment more than does any single industry in any other area. The

seasonal pattern is rather unusual because of the changes in the retooling

periods and because of the existence, especially in the early years, of a

consumption concentration twice a year, in the spring and autumn.^®

Retooling causes especially short and sharp fluctuations, occurring in

some years in the summer and in other years in the winter. This pattern

varies from year to year and from factory to factory.

Because of this changing seasonal pattern in Detroit, it is dfficult to

choose the best seasonal periods and at the same time to include a

suflBicient number of years in the period (e.g., one year December is very

low and the next year it is extremely high). As a result, some of the

troughs (especially in December) can be eliminated, but only at the

expense of creating some peaks. Thus, Detroit's employment is seasonally

unstable from 1920 to 1940. With the advent of war, the seasonal pattern

almost completely disappears and the range of the seasonal indexes de-

creases to 4.2. It is notable that the seasonal indexes in Detroit for em-
ployment are much like the indexes for power sales. Although the periods

do not exactly coincide, and an August peak in power sales in the earliest

period does not show in the index of emplo3maent, still, the similarity is

sufficiently marked to lead again to the observation that Detroit's

economy is governed by the automobile industry.

San Francisco, though altogether unlike Detroit, is the only other area

where seasonal adjustment is required. Here, again, the specific cause
is to be found in the industrial pattern of the area. Nondurable goods pro-

duction, emplo3dng in 1940 more than one-half of total manufacturing
emplo3Tnent, rises steadily to a peak in August, declines until January,
and then rises again. This is largely because of food-processing operations
which experience a summer and early fall rush and which employ roughly
one-half of all nondurable goods workers.

Decisions with respect to the adjustment for seasonal variation are
generally made on the basis of purely pragmatic considerations. Series
that have been corrected for seasonal change are not the series as they
would have been in the absence of all seasonal forces.^^ Seasonal variation
may well obscure cyclical turning points, and may even have sufficient
influence to distort measures of cyclical amplitude. Indeed, logic suggests
that there may be a different seasonal pattern in depression from that in
prosperity and, hence, makes unadjusted data misleading. During
cyclical declines, manufacturers and dealers are faced with an unstable
demand as a result of ^ffiand-to-mouth buying.” They, therefore, allow
their own operations to fluctuate with no incentive to produce for stock

subject, see Kuznets, op. cU., pp. 123-128.
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or to hold large inventories in anticipation of price increase. Because of
the tact that the central purpose of this study is the examination and
comparison of cycles in specific industrial areas, and because of the strong
evidence that seasonality differs between the areas so that differential dis-

tortion would result, adjustments were made. All series have been
adjusted wherever seasonal variations seemed to justify it.



Chapter III

THE TIMING AND DURATION OF REGIONAL
BUSINESS CYCLES

h

Cycles in the several areas may differ in many respects : in the dates of

the upper and lower turning points, in the total duration of the cycles, in

the duration of specific phases, in the amplitude of the cycles, and in the

rates of change characteristic of the phases and of given periods within

them. This chapter is concerned with the first two of these differences,

which, because of their close causal relationship, must be considered

together. There are, however, difficulties of an expository nature which

preclude a completely integrated examination of these two aspects of

cyclical change throughout the entire discussion. The cycles of this study

are too complex to permit simultaneous study of all the aspects. There-

fore, what might be referred to as the general theory of timing and dura-

tion will be treated first and separately; this discussion will be followed

by an examination of the timing of turning points in the areas; and

finally, a summary of average duration and conclusions concerning

duration and timing will be presented.

The Timing of Regional Cycles

The turning points of specific cycles arrive as a/ result of a conjuncture

of circumstances associated with accidental (episodic) factors and with

the process of expansion and contraction in varying degrees. Hence, they

may be described as either exogenous or endogenous or both in character.

Whatever the cause or causes of turning points, they are transmitted

from the point or points of origin through the economy in what appears
to be two directions. First, they are carried through the economic struc-

ture from the origin, vulnerable segments, to more rigid elements in the
economy by a myriad of interindustry relationships; every economic
activity is related to others, for each is dependent on others for materials
or services or for markets. Second, the forces responsible for the cyclical

downturn and upturn move geographically, primarily because geographic
specialization exists and because activity concentrated in any given area
may be either generally vulnerable or generally rigid. The basis for the
transmission of an impetus to recovery or recession is to be found in
interindustry ties, even though superficial observation may lead to the
observance of purely geographic movement.
Though the mechanics of transmission are obvious, factual studies of

the process, and particularly of the specific relationships, are few. An
original and interesting Quantitative study of these relationships is to

[ 57 ]
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be found in Inter-Industry Relations, 1939, published by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the United Statos Department of Labor in 1945.
]Many studies, not aimed directly at describing and measuring these rela-

tionships, by implication prove their importance, for the theoiy of the
transmission process itself forms the foundation of every major attempt
to develop an explanation of the business cycle.

One of the most comprehensive discussions combining the statistical

examination of the sequence of cyclical changes between various industry

groups and an examination of the causes for the sequence is that of J. M.
Clark in Strategic Factors in Business Cycles,^ The rationalization of the

sequences is based generally upon the familiar principle of derived

demand, upon such phenomena as differential durability of goods, altera-

tions in inventories, whether goods and sendees are luxuries or necessities,

and the influences of speculative operations. The net results of these

forces lead Professor Clark to the following conclusions:-

1) Between goods of similar durability, consumers’ goods move more promptly.®

2) Between goods of var3dng durability, the more durable move more promptly.

3) Construction contracts lead other actirities substantiaUy.

4) Automobiles, especially passenger cars, show a lead.

5) Production of consumer goods leads sales for consumption.

6) There is some indication that wholesale leads retail trade.

7) Between the same goods at different stages of production and distribution,

the goods at the earlier stages (farther from consumption) seem to lead.

8) Physical output series appear to lead price series by a small amount at the

peak.

On the basis of these general conclusions and upon the information

about the economy of the six areas developed in chapter i, a number of

timing differentials in the areas might well be anticipated. First, the

eastern areas, especially Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and Detroit, because of

concentration in durable goods production, should show some tendency

to lead the other areas. Detroit, producing a durable consumers' good,

automobiles, should reach turning points especially early. Pittsburgh,

specializing in durable goods at early stages of production, should also

show early turning points. Second, Chicago, Los Angeles, and San Fran-

cisco, where nondurable goods are relatively more important, should

show some tendency to lag behind; though to the extent that nondurable

1 J. M. Clark, Strategic Factors in Business Cycles (New York, National Bureau of

Economic Research, 1935), pp. 2^-73. j r ^
® Ibid,, pp. 71-73. These conclusions are based upon data unadjusted mr trend, ine

filial effect of trend adjustment on timing, however, usually seeins to be reasonabJ^y

small ; tests of the National Bureau indicate that in approximatriy two-th^ of tne

turning points examined, adjustment did not affect timing. See Bums and Mite ell,

^feasur^ng Business Cycles, pp. 277-278. See also above, pp, 41-42-

® The apparent inconsistency of this conclusion and 7 ^ probably due to tne

specific data included in the composite series examined by Clark. In general, it would

seem as if conclusion 7 is more valid than conclusion 1.
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goods are consumers^ goods, this would offset or decrease the lag. Third,

in areas where construction is relatively important, particularly Los

Angeles, the turning point should appear earlier to the extent that con-

struction colors business conditions generally. Finally, in areas where

trade and service activities rank high, some lag should be expected, since,

ordinarily, consumer buying moves downward or upward somewhat later

than those activities associated with physical production. This considera-

tion, therefore, might contribute toward a lag in such areas as Los

A Ti orpipG

The Duration of Regional Cycles

The essence of duration is a time span of a particular magnitude with

variable original and terminal dates, involving continuity, not discrete

points, as in timing. The duration of the cycles which the series in the

various areas reflect can be said to result generally from combinations

of the same forces that establish particular timing. Thus, differences in

durability, in the extent to which emphasis is upon consumers^ goods as

opposed to producers' goods, and in the relative importance of such

industries as automobiles and construction, all are important factors,

but of fundamental importance is the rate of growth of manufacturing

and of population in the area involved. This separate discussion, how-

ever, is necessary for a number of reasons.

First, though two areas may reach peaks and troughs at the same time,

the duration of their cycles may be different. For example, area A may
have peaks m 1923 and 1929 with one intervening trough, and area B
may have peaks in 1923 and 1929 with an additional intervening peak
and two intervening troughs. Such situations are not unusual and ob-

viously significantly affect the duration of cycles, however measured.
Examples of this are Chicago and Detroit bank debits between 1923 and
1929 or their power sales series in the same period (chart 6, p. 70).

Second, areas may have cycles of much the same duration, and even
with cyclical phases of approximately equal duration, but at the same
time the turning-point dates may be different. If, for example, each
turning point in area A lags one year behind those in area B, the duration
of the cycle and its phases will be the same in each, whereas timing will
be significantly different. An example of such a situation is found in
employment in Detroit and Cleveland between the peak in late 1922 or
early 1923 and the trough in 1933 (chart 6, p. 70). Though perfect
regularity of lead or lag is not existent in this case, it is obvious that the
durations are nearer alike than might be suspected from the considera-
tion of the timing alone.

Charts 6 and 7 are indefinite because no turning points
TheUW „<i
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Third, though the causes for differences in timing are likely to be those
which account for different durations, it does not necessarily foUow that

the specific effect upon duration can be foreseen from a knowledge of the

effect upon timing. In fact, the principal causes for a given dxiration

must bear upon the dating of the initial and terminal turning points;

therefore, two sets of causes account for a given duration, but only one
is responsible for either the upturn or the downturn.

The effects of growth on turning points and especially on the span

between them is a particularly important factor in any investigation of

duration. Nonrecurrent phenomena may displace single turning points

and, therefore, though they bear upon duration, they may more properly

be considered timing determinants. On the other hand, growth is likely

to affect the position of turning points in a consistent manner and, there-

fore, may be looked upon as a basic determinant of duration.

Growth permits relatively easy absorption of new ideas and techniques,

for all additions to plant can incorporate these new methods and liquida-

tion need not always precede their introduction. In general, this should

permit those areas favored by growth to gain at the expense of others as

competition for markets in the later phases of the upswings and of reces-

sions grows stronger. Stability or decline, on the other hand, makes the

introduction of cost-sa^dng innovations a difficult procedure, or else a

ver3" slow one, since the liquidation of outdated methods, machines, and

plants must precede the absorption of new techniques.® Thus, in areas

where manufacturing growth is rapid, the upper turning point shoxild be

delayed, whereas the unusual depression of costs in the downswing

should hasten the lower turning point. Therefore, the upswing should be

lengthened growth and the downswing shortened. It should be noted

that these effects are opposite, and thus are offsets, to those mechanical

effects of trend adjustment discussed in chapter ii.

However, even in areas where growth has been substantial over a long

period, it does not proceed steadilj' but at different rates. Typically, in

spite of a sharp growth trend, recessions are accompanied by a decline in

manufacturing rather than steady growth. For example, ^alue added by

manufacture declined in Detroit between 1919 and 1921 by 45 per cent,

whereas in Chicago, an area growing very slowly, it declined only 18 per

cent. Again between 1925 and 1927, 1929 and 1931, 1931 and 1933, and

1937 and 1939, Detroit’s manufacturing declined. Easy adjustment to

new cost-sa\’ing techniques does not exist in downswings to the s^e

extent as during recoveiy. Therefore, the shortening of the recession

is much less likely than is the lengthening of the upswing.

» The e-xistence of competitive condition mi^t
techniques regardless of cost, or the loss from liquidation might be less than

saving effect<?<l by the new methods.
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In somewhat the same way, population growth is likely to lengthen the

cycle, for such growth in a cyclical upswing tends to be somewhat more

rapid than in a downswing. Labor costs, or more particularly wage rates,

therefore, should not rise as rapidly as they otherwise would and should

prolong prosperity. In the downward phase, population growth slackens

so that some of the depressing effect on costs, and the consequent

stimulus to recovery, is lost. It is, therefore, more likely that population

growth will prolong the duration of the expansion rather than contract

the recession, so that the over-all duration of the cycle will be extended.

«

Population growth for another reason may lessen cyclical severity, if

not alter duration. A high rate of population growth in any area is likely

to be associated with somewhat unusual patterns of resource combina-

tion in all business enterprises. Particularly, there will be a tendency for

the proportion of labor as compared with capital utilized to be compara-

tively high, even in industries where fixed costs are important. This is

just another consequence of relatively low labor costs as compared with

the cost of other resources. In such areas, adjustments to expanding or

contracting markets will not be made through less or more intensive use

of ‘'fixed factors,” but are likely to be made more rapidly and with

greater precision through the employment of varying amounts of labor.

In those areas using relatively more labor, cycles, as measured by employ-

ment, are likely to turn downward earlier. Other series also, so far as

their fluctuations follow those of employment closely, should react in the

same way. A long depression permits reductions in fixed costs, but a

short recession does not. In longer ones, because of such reductions, wher-

ever the labor factor is relatively more important, the upturn is likely

to come earlier. In shorter recessions this result is less certain, because

fixed costs cannot be reduced. Heavier losses of producers, where fixed

costs are relatively more important, may lead to attempts to anticipate

the upturn and, therefore, may cause their employment to move upward
earlier than it will elsewhere. Thus, conditions leading to relatively heavy
use of labor may well affect timing and duration of cycles, acting differ-

ently on turning points according to the length of the preceding phase
of the cycle and the extent to which anticipations enter into business

decisions.^

® The migration factor in cyclical fluctuation is explored rather fully in Migratum
and Business Cycles by Harry Jerome (New York, 1926^ The study does not attempt
to analyze the particular effect of migration discussed above, nor the effect on small
areas. Jerome does note the possibility that the reaction of migration on wage costs
has been a factor in increasmg the intensity of boom periods and conseouently the

severity of the subsequent depressions^ (p, 242).
7 pother possible consequence of heavy labor utilization arises from the fact that

total incomes created from such variable cost business entemrises will tend to decline
more than will those in areas where fixed costs are heavy. The reason for this is that
fixed cost payments, creating income, do not decline in depressions so rapidly as do
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Chart 5 presents two indexes, one of factory empIo3anent and the
second of population, in Los Angeles from 1925 to 1945. These indexes
lend support to this position, for they show more rapid growth in popula-
tion in periods when employment is increasing than when employment is

falling off. The increase or decrease in the rate of population gro\s4h
CMAHT 5

Indexes of Manufacturing Employment and Population,
Los Angeles, 1925-1945
Pop4.lof)c« Empleyouftt
Rotl©

4m £cmm9»>e Smrmm/ «/ f»9 Lo$ 4r9C, Apptndis XVI

se6nis to lag about one year behind the change in the eniplo5Tnent series,

but a significant difference in the rate of population growth between

prosperous and depressed tunes exists. If data were available for all

areas, the support of the proposition (the lengthening effect of growth

on cycles is likely to be stronger than the shortening effect; hence, popu-

lation growth tends to lengthen cycles) would undoubtedly be even

stronger. The Los Angeles data do not provide conclusive e^udence,

however, because population continued to increase in California in the

fare of falling employment.

variable cost payments. Thus, effective demand wall tend to faU more m
which variable cost industries predominate, so that measurea_^her .P ^

ment (e.g., store sales) will move more rapidly, or more closely with employment.
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Some material bearing upon the growth of the areas was presented in

chapter i, but more detailed statistics may be useful at this point. Table

10 presents data on population increases since 1870, and table 1 1 presents

TABLE 10

Population Increase in Selected Industrial Areas, 1870—1940

(Per cent per decade)

Area 1870-1880 1880-1800 1890-1000 1900-1010 1910-1920

1

1920-1930 1930-1940

Los Angeles 118.1 203.9 67.9 196.0 85.8 135.8 26.1

San Francisco
i

68.3 30.4 20.8 43.9 29.8 34.9 8.1

Chicago 67.9 82.5 50.6 31.5 27.9 32.8 3.2

Detroit 30.1 43.5 31.9 47.7 118.1 65.7 8.1

Cleveland 43.2 50.7 41.0 44.4 44.9 26.7 1.5

Pittsburgh 30.4 48,6 30.3 43.8 19.6 15.0 2.9
1

1

Source: Philip Neff, Lisette C. Baum. Grace E. Heilman, Prodt^tion Coat Trenda in SdecUd Induatrial

Areas (Berkeley, 1948). p. 14.

TABLE 11

Index of Value Added bt Manufacture in Selected Industrial Areas, 1899-1939

(1899 = 100)

Year Los Angeles San
Francisco

Chicago Detroit Cleveland Pittsburgh

1899 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1904 245.0 152.2 128.2 151.6 125.3 117.8
1909 481.2 198.2 173.8 294 .

3

210.7 148.0
1914 776.2 263.2 217.0 614.7 267.2 160.5
1919 2,490.0 716.9 502.3 2,013.6 849.9 442.0
1921 2,765.0 540.7 411.6 1,106.7 521.8 242.1
1923 3,790.9 722.8 565.1 2,022.0 875.5 442.9
1926 4,730.3 713.1 617.8 2,315.3 860.4 394.2
1927 5,678.1 786.6 646.2 2,178.1 836.9 382.1
1929 7,612.1 941,3 766.4 2,588.7 1,081.1 471.2
1931 4,453.7 736.7 440.1 1,556.4 522.9 219.1
1933 3,190.2 508.2 312.0 1,185.9 374.6 141.6
1936 4,720.9 745.1 455.5 2,150.4 575.7 237.3
1937 6,437.8 861.1 627.0 2,859.3 782.9 417.4
1939 7,595.3 1,122.8 663.4 2,690.3 908.1 403.5

Heilman, Production Coat Trenda in Selected InduatHal

indexes of value added since 1899 in each area. These data show clearly
that, in terms of growth of population and of increase in manufacturing,
Pittsburgh is without question the most mature area, whereas Los
Angeles and Detroit are in earlier stages. San Francisco is in an early
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stage of development in terms of concentration in manufacturing,
whereas, in terms of growth, it is certainly well within the “middle-aged"’
bracket. Chicago and Pittsburgh are both definitely “older” than San
Francisco and Cleveland.

The effects of growth should, for example, lead to the following dura-
tion characteristics: Pittsburgh, with heavj’ concentration in manufac-
turing and ven' slow increase in population as well as in manufacturing,

should have long cj-cles. Los Angeles, the area growing most rapidly and
with the smallest concentration in manufacturing, shoiild have short

C3"cles-

The Effects of Tkexd Adjustment on Timing and Duration

The mechanics of trend adjustment may affect duration substantially

for a steep trend tends to shift upper turning points backward and lower

ones forward. Explanation of this mechanical shifting of himing points

was given in chapter ii, pages 40-43, but an examination of the probable

effects on the series utilized in this study was deferred. Such an inqxiiry

is necessary’ here, since any mechanical shifting of turning points will

obscure the effects of more basic causes for divergences in timing and

duration. This effect of trend adjustment must be considered series by

series, since trend slope ma\^ differ between the series within a single area

and between areas in a single series.

The bank debit trends in Los Angeles and Detroit are very steep, as

reference to chart 2 and table 6 will show. By the method of comparison

emplo3’ed in that table, they are more than twice as steep as the trends

in the remaining areas. Detroit’s trend is somewhat sharper than that of

Los Angeles, but examination of adjusted and imadjusted data (chart 3)

reveals that in Detroit the turning points were not displaced, and there-

fore duration was unaffected. Since the trend in debits in Los Angeles

is less steep, it is hkeh" that its timing and duration too are unaffected.

Trends in department store sales in the areas (table 6) are generally

lower than in debits, so that again the possibility of a mechanical shifting

is small. Of the areas, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Detroit have the

steepest trends, and if a displacement of turning points occurs, and con-

tractions are lengthened at the expense of expansions, it is likely to be

in these areas.

Probabilities of mechanical distortions because of trend in employment

are extremely difficult to establish because of the shortcomings of the

data. Computed trends are steepest in the two western areas, but this is

due in large part to the i>eriod over which they^ were fitted. However,

other sources, such as census data, suggest that, even if data to 1919

were available, their trends would still be steeper than in the eastern
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centers. In the eastern areas, Detroit’s trend is steepest, but even here

the slope is not steep enough to make a mechanical distortion likely, in

the western areas, the identifiable cycles are so few, but so pronounced,

that shifting is unlikely; stiU the possibility should be examined at a

later point when the data are available.

In power sales, all trends are very sharply upward, but the only one

which differs substantially from the others (Los Angeles) is even more

sharply upward. Its trend period largely accounts for this differential.

Because all slopes are steep, all are likely to be distorted in the same way

,

if indeed they are affected at all, so that relative timing and duration as

measured by adjusted power sales will yield a valid picture. The possi-

bility of such shifting, however, should be considered when the four series

for each area are compared.

The Timing of Area Cycles : General Statement

Table 12 presents data bearing on the timing of business cycles as

measured by bank debits in the six areas examined and in the United

States. The series for the nation is utilized merely as a bench mark from

which to measure the timing in the areas; it has been processed in pre-

cisely the same way as the series for the areas and represents bank debits

in 140 centers outside New York. On the average, Cleveland and Los

Angeles resemble the United States in timing, since the average devia-

tion (in months) of the turning points in these areas from comparable

turning point dates in the nation is zero. On the other hand, Chicago

generally appears to lead substantially, whereas the only area displaying

any lag at all is Pittsburgh. Though at this stage it is unwise to draw

generalized conclusions, the fact that only one area seems to lag behind

the nation may be significant. Particular care must be exercised, since

the average deviation (the total deviation in months in each area

from the national turning-point date divided by the number of national

turning points which in this case is six) conceals the magnitude of the

individual items, and since to this point only one series and six turning

points have been examined.

The total of the deviations, signs ignored, yields some indication of

the magnitude of the timing differentials, whereas a comparison of total

months of lead (— ) with lag (+) will support the evidence of the average.

In comparing the six areas, it seems that the greatest differences occur
in Los Angeles, where two points differ from the nation by nine and
eleven months, and the sum of the monthly deviations is twenty-four.
The total deviations in San Francisco are fewest (six) and its maximum
single deviation is two months, but it has a total of four months’ lead as
compared with only two months’ lag. These supplementary measures
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support the evidence of the average deviation with respect to Chicago s

lead. Total deviations are relatively great in Chicago; fourteen months

of sixteen are leads. In Cleveland and Pittsburgh, the total deviation is

moderate, and the total months^ lead is largely offset by lagging months.

General conclusions based upon table 12 might be summarized as

follows: though, in Los Angeles, the timing of bank debits differs sub-

stantially from that of the nation as a whole, this evidence indicates that

neither a consistent lead nor lag exists; San Francisco^s debits reflect a

timing similar to the nation; Chicago’s debits show a decided, but not

consistent, lead over the nation, and Detroit seems to resemble San

Francisco closely; the leads and lags of Cleveland’s debits exactly offset

each other; and Pittsburgh shows a slight tendency to lag behind the

nation and, hence, behind the other areas. Fewness of observations re-

quires that these conclusions be accepted only tentatively; the existence

in all areas of marked peaks and troughs not reflected in the national

data makes the foregoing treatment, at best, somewhat crude.

The problem of this chapter is not, however, one of measuring and
describing the differences between timing or duration in the areas and in

the nation, but rather of discovering, measuring, and explaining differ-

ences between the areas. Therefore, a more detailed study of interarea

differences is in order.

The same forces bringing about the divergence in turning points also

account for important variations in duration. A statement of particular

differences in total duration or that of individual phases is unnecessary,

for these derive directly from the timing of turning points and associated

causes. Some method of summarizing data on duration would be helpful,

however, for the detail is so complex that any underlying regularities are
hidden by it. Table 24 (p. 93) provides one method of summarizing this

material and vrill be presented following the chronology of turning points.
Any study of the timing and duration of cycles in the several areas is

complicated by the fact that there is sufficient diversity to make the
establishment of comparable cycles difficult or even impossible. For
example, in bank debits, the trend-adjusted data in all areas reflect a
trough in either 1921 or in the early months of 1922. However, when
Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit, and Pittsburgh reached upper turning
points in early 1923, Los Angeles continued upward xmtil February, 1924,
and San Francisco untfl March, 1926. Before the last date, Detroit had
experienced a full cycle, a peak in 1923, a trough in 1924, and a peak
agam in 1925. Under these circumstances the legitimacy of a comparison
between San Francisco and Detroit, Los Angeles and Detroit, or Los
^geles and San Francisco is open to question. The problem, it is true
becomes less difficult with the 1929-1937 cycle, for then there existed
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substantial similarity. This similarity may or may not continue; none-
theless, there is evidence in the period after 1937 of a complexity parallel-

ing that of the 1920 decade. The existence of this diflSculty is not without
its blessings, for diversity of cyclical reaction in the areas was anticipated

and it is in this complex picture that the existence of an orderly pattern
is to be foimd, if it exists at aU.

A Chroxologt op Ttjrxikg Points

Table 13 presents for each area and series a ranking of turning points.

The points included were selected as comparable ones by the rule em-
ployed in this work (when they appear in three or more areas and when
the spread at a peak or trough between one area and the one immediately

preceding or following it does not exceed fifteen months). The turning

points were ranked, and the ranking divided into three groups. Areas

ranking above three were placed in the first group, areas below three in

the third group, and areas which might be in either the first or third

because of ties were placed in the second group. Table 13 shows that in

emplojTnent and powder sales, Detroit tends to lead, but in bank debits

no lead in Detroit is evident. This is xmderstandable in view of the fact

that a durable consumers' good, automobiles, is hy far the most impor-

tant industr^^ in that cit3^ On the other hand, Chicago shows a tendency

to lag in empIo\’ment and pow er sales, and in this connection it is inter-

esting to note that, in this area, nondurable goods production is three

times as important as in Detroit and also that trading activities are

relativeK" more important in Chicago than in the other eastern cities.

However, Chicago appears clearlj^ to lead in bank debits, a phenomenon

noted before and associated unquestionably with financial operation in

that area. Los *\ngeles has some tendency to lag, with this tendency

most pronounced in debits and power sales. The similarity of the eco-

nomic patterns of Chicago and Los Angeles apparently does have its

effects on c3'clical timing, even though Chicago's debits show a pro-

nounced lead.

A durable producers' goods area such as Cleveland, on the basis of

a priori reasoning, should show a tendency to lead the more diversified

economies or, more particularh^ the oppositely specialized ^onomi^.

Table 13 indicates that emploNTnent and power sales, particularly in

Detroit, demonstrate this tendenc3" most clearl3\ In Detroit the only

lagging series is bank debits, whereas in Cleveland power sales also show

some tendenc3* to lag. Pittsburgh show’s a measurable tendency to lagi

especially in store sales and power sales. In San Francisco the lag of

department store sales is likew ise marked, but in other series no lead or

lag appears. Therefore, Los .\ngeles and Pittsburgh appear to show the
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most consistent lag; this is somewhat surprising in view of the great

differences between the two economies.

An examination of the bank debit series on chart 6 reveals the pe-

TABLE 13

Summary of the Cyclical Timing of Six Areas, Four Series

(Combined Peaks and Troughs)

Series Area
Number of
possible
positions

Number of

turning
points

Number of times area is in each

position in the comparison

First

1

group

Either
first or
second

Second
group

Employment Detroit 44 9

t

7 0 2

Cleveland. . .

.

44 9 4 3 2

Pittsburgh

—

44 9 2 4 3

San Francisco 24 4 2 0 2

Los Angeles..

.

24 4 1 1 2

Chicago 44 9 1 2 6

Bank debits Chicago 46 8 7 0 1

San Francisco 36 6 3 0 3

Cleveland .... 49 9 3 1 5

Pittsburgh 49 9 3 0 6

Los Angeles..

.

46 8 2 0 6

Detroit 49 9 2 0 7

Department Detroit 26 6 4 0 1

store sales Chicago 23 4 3 0 1

Cleveland .... 34 7 3 3 1

Los Angeles..

.

31 6 3 1 2

Pittsburgh 34 7 1 1 1 5

San Francisco 26 5 0 1 4

Power sales Detroit
j

39 9 7 0 2

San Francisco 27 6 3 1 2

Pittsburgh 38 8 2 2 4

Chicago 44 10 2 3 6
Cleveland. . .

.

38 8 2 1 6
Los Angeles..

.

31 6 1 1 4

Soxtbcb: Derived from data in appendix ii.

culiarities in each area in the amount of lead or lag of turning point dates,

and in duration of cyclical change. The most striking feature in chart 6
is the great similarity in timing after 1929, and the divergence before
that date. In 1929, only one month separated the downturns in all six

areas; in 1932, 1933, the spread was six months; in 1937, three months.
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and in the upturn of 1938, 1939, it had increased to ten months. Con-

trasted with this, the lower turning points in 1921, 1922, were as much

as twelve months apart, the downturn of 1923, thirteen months, and

throughout the remainder of the decade there was so much divergence

that it is impossible to compare all six areas. To reduce the detail to

manageable proportions, table 14 presents the dates of the turning points

in bank debits, with the earliest dated turning point at the left, and the

latest on the right; and table 15 presents the duration of comparable

cycles in debits in the areas. Where these turning points occur in the same

month, the areas and the dates are italicized. The points have been

selected according to method mentioned in chapter i, note 30. The ab-

sence of turning points before 1920 and after 1939 is because in these

terminal periods none could be identified.

The earliest turning point in debits occurred in Detroit in February,

1920. That area led all others by four to nine months, which is not at all

surprising since in February transportation equipment nationally began

moving downward. In automobile manufacture, February is also gener-

ally a very low month seasonally. Even though the data have been

adjusted for seasonal variation, it is quite probable that some elements

of seasonal change remain, and it is also likely that a seasonal downturn

in automobile production would hasten a latent nonseasonal decrease in

that industry and, hence, in Detroit's debits. The lateness of the down-

turn in Cleveland and Pittsburgh is associated wdth a number of things,

most important among which is the tardiness of the postwar slump in

the iron and steel industiy. This tardiness was largely because, one, in

these early years, the relative importance of the automobile industry as

a market for steel was not so great as it is currently; two, and conversely,

in the years following World War I, the construction and railroad indus-

tries were relatively more important markets for steel than they are

today. The sharp decline in the automobile industry noted above,

therefore, could not cause an early downturn of iron and steel produc-
tion, since steel operations were being supported by very strong activity

in railroads and, particularly, in construction.® As a result, basic iron and
steel production remained normal for the first nine months of 1920.®

Los Angeles led San Francisco by a full year in the upswing from this
first postwar recession; only Chicago and Cleveland followed Los Angeles
upward by six months or less. This lead is explainable almost wholly on
terms of the substantial boom in construction activity which occurred

fi Sr
of 1923, R&new of Economic Staiiaiics, Vol. VI (1924), p. 5.

Cf. Ir^ and Ste^ Institute, Ir^ Trade Review, Vol. 68, p. 1629; Temporary
Con^tee, T^ Baaing Point Problem, Monograph No. ^

Conference feoard, The EconomicAlmanac for 1945-46 (New York, 1946), p. 274.
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in Los Angeles in this period. An index of the total dollar valuation of

building permits in southern California from 1919 to 1925 (with the 1919

average equal to 100) is provided in table By March, 1921, the

index was nearly 150 per cent greater than in March, 1920 j
and, from

early 1921 until late 1923, permits moved steadily upward. It was not

until March, 1924, that monthly values began to fall below those for the

same month in the previous year, and even then they were roughly five

times as high, on the average, as in 1919; in none of the years following

1921 did they sink to 1920 levels.

This increase in activity in the real estate market was based upon

phenomenal increases in population in the area. Between 1910 and 1920,

population in the Los Angeles area increased 86 per cent as compared

with only a 30 per cent increase in San Francisco, whereas Pittsburgh

population increased in this decade by slightly less than 20 per cent.

What is more, the immediate postwar period in Los Angeles saw a con-

tinuation of the rapid increase in population; as a consequence, both a

“rear^ demand for residential and commercial structures and a specula-

tive demand made themselves eflfective. The annual increase in popula-

tion between 1920 and 1925 in Los Angeles was 16.7, 12.5, 11.1, 20.7, and

5.4 per cent. Thus, the early Twenties saw enormous increases in popula-

tion in Los Angeles, from 936,455 in 1920 to 1,737,570 in 1925. Reper-

cussions on the timing, not only of cycles in bank debits, but in all series

reflecting business conditions, are certainly to be expected.

Unlike Los Angeles, San Francisco did not experience the same popula-

tion growth in the immediate postwar period, for the annual percentage

increases between 1920 and 1925 in that area were 3.5, 3.8, 1.6, 5.4, and
2.8 per cent. Comparing these with the same values in Los Angeles, which
appear above, it is apparent that until 1924 annual percentage increases

in Los Angeles were from approximately two to nine times those in San
Francisco. Combining these low increases in San Francisco with the fact

that the war period itself did not provide a population increment in that
area of nearly the proportions of that in Los Angeles, the reason for the
contrasting position of the two areas (particularly the former^ eleven
months' lag) becomes apparent. Detailed data are not available for
population change in the other areas, with the exception of Cleveland,
but in that area between 1920 and 1925, the annual percentage increase
in population never exceeded 2.6 per cent. Measures of the number of
property transfers and of the volume of mortgage finance suggest that
the inflated level of building activity characteristic of Los Angeles was
not paralleled in Cleveland. It seems certain, therefore, that population

See p. 76, note to table 16.
These data are from H. W. Green, Cleveland Market Data Handbook, Real
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growth and the attendant developments in construction were the unique

factors in Los Angeles and account for its substantial lead into the re-

covery from the depression of 1921.

The downturn in 1923 found Pittsburgh leading Los Angeles by thir-

teen months, for Pittsburgh reached its peak in bank debits in January

,

1923, whereas the upswing in southern California continued until Feb-

ruary, 1924. The other areas, however, followed Pittsburgh in rapid suc-

TABLE 16

Index op Building Pebmits in Southbbn Califobnia, 1919-1925

(1919 = 100)

Month 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925

Jan 37.0 182.8 148.0 347.6 529.3 629.7 543.4

Feb 49.2 151.6 148.0 351.6 641.8 712.9 501.6

March 40.2 105.5 251.2 366.0
,

680.5
,

571.1 501.6

April 62.9 144.1 276.9 490.6 559.8 509.8 516.8

May 83.6 121.5 291.8 371.1 669.5 416.0 588.3

June 78.5 257.8 251.2 394.1 638.7 429.7 556.2

July 80.8 208.6 230.1 344.9 582.4 489.4 469.1

Aug 109.4 300.8 310.5 473.4
1

818.0 588.3 603.9

Sept. ...... 107.0 299.7 354.3 424.2 597.3 566.0 521.1

Oct 164.4 243.0 380.1 462.5 726.2 462.1 473 .

4

Nov 234.0 266.8 378.9 523.0 644.5 477.0 477.7

Dec 150.8 151.6 374.2 376.9 685.2 546.9 655.5

SotTBCE: Security-First National Bank of Los Angeles, Description of the Security-First National Bank
ofLos Angeles Index ofBusiness Activity in Southern California and Its Component Series, December, 1945.
The data represent penmts issued in the unincorporated areas of Los Angeles and San Diego counties,
and in the forty-nine cities in southern California having the highest permit valuations each month.

cession, with Chicago reaching a peak in March, 1923, and Cleveland and
Detroit in May of that year; San Francisco's recovery from the trough

continued to March, 1926, and its peak lagged more than fifteen months
behind the latest area, Los Angeles, which reached the upper turning
point in Februaiy, 1924. Application of the arbitrary rule (that a spread
between two consecutive turning points in excess of fifteen months
justifies separate treatment) precluded the notation of the San Francisco
peak in table 14. The spread of nine months between Los Angeles, the
latest, and Detroit, the next latest, is explainable largely in terms of the
high level of construction activity in southern California and by the fact
that the output of consumers' goods, unlike basic materials, remained

Property Inventory of Metropolitan Cleveland, 1945, pp. 57, 63. The population
fagures are for Cuyahoga County only, whereas the Cleveland Industrial Area includes
also L,or^ County. The latter represents such a small proportion of total area popu-
ation that it is probable that the Cuyahoga County data represent satisfactorily
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high. Pittsburgh s leading position in this downswing, despite the fact
that iron and steel in the nation as a whole did not turn down until the
middle of the 3'ear, is connected with the shifting and growing emphasis
on light steel products as opposed to Pittsburgh’s heavier items and to
abnormal stocks of merchant pig iron that had been accumulated. Be-
tween the trough of 1921 and the next succeeding peak, the production of
steel ingots and steel for castings increased 108 per cent in the nation
and only 91 per cent in the Pittsburgh district.^ At the same time the
the production of automobiles, the principal market for light steel, con-
siderably more than doubled and, b^^ 1923, reached a level of output
actually 15 per cent above the 1935—1939 average.^® The relatively late
downturn in automobile production accounts for both the lag of De-
troit behind Pittsburgh and also, probably, for Cleveland’s tardy down-
turn. Pittsburgh, not so closely associated with this steel market, did not
recover from the 1921 trough to as high a peak as Detroit, nor was its

expansion as long as those of Detroit and Cleveland.

San Francisco, as mentioned above, presents a special case, since it did

not reach an upper turning point in debits until March, 1926, more than
a year and a half later than Los Angeles, San Francisco was not favored

by unprecedented construction acthdty as was Los Angeles, but e^ddence

suggests that San Francisco was participating in the general statewide

growth that characterized the decade of the ’twenties. For example, the

relative importance of trading operations in that area increased sub-

stantially, as reference to table 3 (p. 22) shows, whereas trends in indus-

trial emplojTnent and store sales increased out of proportion to the small

increases in population of the San Francisco area. These state-wide

forces likewise exerted much influence on Los Angeles, but in this area

construction so dominated conditions that a cycle, generally comparable

in pattern, but different in cause, with that experienced in the East, was

superimposed upon the underl^dng movement.

An upturn in the latter half of 1924 occurred in all the areas (except

San Francisco, w^hich moved upw^ard steadily from 1922, and Chicago,

w'hich characteristicaUy moved upward earlier in September, 1923), with

the maximum lag (Pittsburgh behind Cleveland), only three months.

Cleveland turned upward in July, 1924, Detroit and Los Angeles in

August, and Pittsburgh in October. Possibly the fact that Cleveland and

Detroit mo^ ed upw'ard several months ahead of Pittsburgh is related to

the sharp increase in automobile production (1/ per cent between 1924

^ Bureau of Business Research, University of Pittsburgh, Industrial Databook for

the Pitisburgk District (Pittsburgh, 1936), p. 30. The data were adjusted for tond so

that the percentage figures refer to change in trend-adjus^d, not the law, data.

** Data from Automobile Manufacturers Association, Detroit, Michigan; mimeo-

graphed tabulation, undated.
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and 1925), but the smallness of the spread makes the wisdom of such a

conclusion somewhat doubtful. Oddly enough, the whole cycle ending m
the 1924 trough, except for Chicago, has been said to be '‘the one cycle

of the past twenty-five years which appears to have been a fully norma

cycle when considered in the light of business cycle theory.”^^ However,

the use of the word “normal” may be questioned; it seems that in this

cycle episodic factors were less important than is oftentimes the case.

Support to the belief that this particular cycle was exceptionally “or-

derly” in nature is given by various data provided by Bums and Mitchell

which indicate that nine of ten manufacturing industries reached the

turning point in 1924 within a span of only four months; the one industry

which deviated from this pattern was tobacco.^® In addition the fall and

the rise of commodity prices were gradual, and physical output also

reacted slowly.^*

The atypical nature of the depression following 1929 is observable at

the outset by the fact that bank debits in all areas reached an upper turn-

ing point in either September or October of 1929. Los Angeles, Chicago,

and Cleveland turned down in September; Detroit, Pittsburgh, and San

Francisco, in October. In this connection it should be remembered that

the data which were originally index numbers, and, consequently, only

samples of the universe, are subject to two types of error, one involving

the nonrepresentative nature of the particular sample represented by

the index, and one affected by the adjustments made by necessarily

arbitrary techniques. For these reasons, the data are not sufficiently

accurate to identify as real such small differences in turning points.^^ For

purposes of this study, therefore, this peak must be looked upon as one

which appeared simultaneously in all areas. The downturn in the fall of

1929 was precipitated by the collapse of stock prices, and the early

phases of the recession were unquestionably a reflection of the chaos in

financial markets. This may account for the unusual near-coincidence

of the peaks in debits and, even though it may involve some digression,

a comparison of the picture of debit turning points in 1929 with other

series, not so intiinately associated with financial affairs, is worth-while

at this point.

The discussions of the remaining three series will not be so detailed

as that for bank debits. The bank debits series is generally more in-

clusive and, in this period, more complete in each area than is true

for the other series. To give so detailed a discussion of store sales, em-

L. P. A3rres, Turning Pairds in Business Cycl^ (New York, 1939), p. 147.
Bums and Mitchell, Measuring Business Cycles^ p. 68.
Cf. Federal Reserve Board, Twelfth Annttal R^ort^ Washin^n, D.C., pp. 2-3.
It may be significant that steel and pig-iron industries lagged behind automobile

production. Cf. Review of Economic SiaJLisiics, Vol. XII, No. 1 (February, 1930), p. 3,
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ployment, and power sales would often involve repetition, and the

incompleteness of these series would require the explicit statement of

innumerable qualifications.

In department store sales (table 17) the turning points appear to have

a much wider spread than for bank debits. Chicago and Pittsburgh led,

turning downward in February, 1929, followed by Detroit in June,

Cleveland in September, Los Angeles in October, and San Francisco in

TABLE 18

Duration of Cycles in Department Store Sales in Selected Areas

Peak-to-
peak dates

Trough-to-
trough dates

Area
Duration
(months)

Explanatory remarks

1923-1929 Detroit 71 There are no comparable cycles

Cleveland. . . . 74 in more than three cities until

Pittsburgh 74 the expansion starting in 1933

1929-1937 San Francisco 92

Pittsburgh 94

Los Angeles . . . i 95

Cleveland. . .

.

95

Detroit 96

Chicago 98

1933-1938 Los Angeles. .

.

60 The San Francisco period ended
Detroit 61 almost two years later than
Cleveland. . .

.

64 did the others, but is included

Pittsburgh 64 even though not strictly com-
Chicago 68 parable

San Francisco 84

Source: Derived from data in appendix ii.

March, 1930. Hence, between the earliest and latest month, an eleven
months' lag exists. The earliest downturn in store sales preceded the
downturn in the bank debits by seven months. San Francisco is the only
exception in that its downturn in sales lagged five months behind debits
(it turned downward latest in both series).

Industrial employment and industrial and commercial power sales
(tables 19 and 21) do not provide so valid a comparison as do the other
two series because of some lack of comparableness between the series, but
it is significant that in both cases the downturn occurred earlier.^* In
neither case can the turning point in Los Angeles or San Francisco be
identified, but in the remaining series as a group the points fell between
October, 1928 (employment in Detroit), and September, 1929 (employ-
“ Cf. chap, i and app. i.
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TABLE 20

Duration op Cycles in Industrial Employment in Selected Areas

Feak-to-
peak dates

1 Trough-to-
trougn dates

Area
Duration
(monibs)

Explanatory remarks

1923-1926 Detroit 21 Los Angeles and San Francisco

Pittsburgh 35 excluded because of lack of

Chicago 36 data

Cleveland .... 40

1924-1927, Detroit 36 Los Angeles and San Francisco

1928 Cleveland .... 39 excluded because of lack of

Chicago 43 data

Pittsburgh 43

1925-1929 Pittsburgh .... 35 Los Angeles and San Francisco

Chicago 36 excluded because of lack of

Detroit 36 data

Cleveland, , .

.

36

1927-1933 Chicago 58 Los Angeles and San Francisco

Pittsburgh 58 excluded because of lack of

Cleveland .... 64 data

Detroit 67

1929-1937 Cleveland. . . . 92 Los Angeles and San Francisco

Pittsburgh 95 excluded because of lack of

Chicago 96 data

Detroit 103

1933-1938 Detroit 63

Cleveland .... 63

Chicago 65

Pittsburgh 65

Los Angeles. .

.

71

San Francisco 78

1937-1943 San Francisco 69 Detroit not included because of

Pittsburgh 73 an extra cycle

Los Angeles..

.

73

Cleveland. . .

,

74

Chicago 75

Sottbcb; Desrived from data in appendix ii.
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TABLE 22

Dcration of Ctcixs in Indfstblu* and Commercial Pover Sales in

Selected Areas

Pe*k-tcK
pe*k dbtes

Trouafa-tO'
txou^ dates

Area
(months'!,

ETplftnatiify remarks

1921-1924 Chicago 31 Cleveland—no turning point

until 1927

San Francisco 33 Pittsburgh—data not available

Detroit 41 Los Angeles—data not available

1927-1933 Cleveland . . ,

.

63 Chicago—continuous expansion

from 1924-1929

Pittsburgh Los Angeles—^no turning point

Detroit 64

until 1933

San Francisco—continuous ex-

pansion from 1924-1931

1929-1933, Pittsburgh 49 Los Angeles—no turning point
1934

Chicago 52

until 1933

San Francisco—data not com-
parable

Cleveland .... 60 Detroit—continuous expansion

1

from 1933-1936

1933-1934
i

Los Angeles..

.

18 San Francisco and Detroit data
Chicago i 18 not comparable
Cleveland .... 19

Pittsburgh 19
1

1933,1934- Cleveland .... 37

1

1

San Francisco and Detroit data
1936,1937 Chicago 43 not comparable

Pittsburgh 44
Los Angeles. .

.

48

1934-1938,

1939

Cleveland ....

Chicago
43

44

San Francisco and Detroit data
not comparable

Pittsburgh 44
Los Angeles..

.

55

1937-1945 Detroit 79
Cleveland .... 80
Pittsburgh.

.

SO
Los Angeles..

.

90
Chicago 95
San Francisco 104

Sor»c«: Dentied from data m ^ '
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ment in Chicago). Evidently, the bank debit series does overstate some-

what the similarity in turning points as a result of its sensitiveness to

security trading. Detroit's lead in the ‘*real” series (power sales and em-

ployment) as opposed to its lag, or at least equal standing, in bank debits

is understandable in view of its emphasis on the manufacture of auto-

mobiles (chart 7). On an analogous basis, the lag of the real series in

Chicago as opposed to its lead in the money series is understandable.

The divergence in the dates of the store sales peak in Chicago and in

San Francisco is somewhat unusual in view of the substantial similarity

between the areas but, when it is recognized that department store sales

in Chicago are affected by the operations of mail order houses, this differ-

ence hardly seems unreasonable. Again Bums and Mitchell provide sub-

stantiating material on the basis of their treatment of series describing

the movements of ten manufacturing industries. They point out that a

peak was reached as early as September, 1926, in stone and as late as

November, 1929, in food and leather. Eight out of the ten turned down-

ward between Febmary and November, 1929, however.*^

Unusual Turning-Point Dates Before 1930

Before examining the post-1929 period, it is worth-while to reconsider

the preceding decade to pick up the occasional odd turning points that do

not seem to conform to the more usual pattern. Specifically, the late

1926 trough in San Francisco, the May, 1927 peak in Pittsburgh, and
the May, 1928 peak in San Francisco and its subsequent May, 1929

trough require some special consideration. Detroit, San Francisco, and
Pittsburgh showed an extra cycle following 1925 (in San Franc isco^s

case, two extra cycles) which gives to these areas turning points that are

imique. These cycles appear in the series of chart 6 and are most apparent
in debits and employment. This half-decade has been said to contain a
trough in 1924, a peak in 1926, and a trough in 1927; these dates, in

fact, are reference cycle dates of the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search. However, the series utilized here do not indicate a clear-cut,

economy-wide cycle, since only in the three areas mentioned above does
even the semblance of such a cycle appear.

The peaks of November, 1925 and March, 1926 which appear in bank
debits in Detroit and in San Francisco seem to be isolated downturns and
are reflected neither in similar movements in other areas nor in similar
movements in store sales in the same areas.

Pittsburgh's bank debits showed a six months' recession starting in
May, 1927, which is paralleled by employment in Pittsburgh but not
closely by movements in other areas. True, this decrease in debits is

Bums and Mitchell, op, cU,, pp. 68-69.
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overlapped by more protracted declines in the remaining Pittsburgh
senes, owing, in general, to the previous speculative excesses in steel
production, to the termination of the real estate boom, and to falling
railroad earnings, but these hardly account for the peculiar timing of the
peak, May, 1927.20 Unlike San Francisco’s 1926 peak, this one is not
short-lived, but represents a six months’ high level of values. Perhaps the
significance of this peak is magnified by the subsequent rate of fall which
far exceeded the rates of change in debits prior thereto. In any case, the
cumulative effect of certain events in periods immediately adjacent to
this peak vei^^ likely bears a major responsibility for it. On the one hand
are the successes of the Che\T'olet and the Frigidaire; on the other, the
shutdown of the Ford Motor Company, and a severe coal strike. These,
together vath the longer recession in employment in Pittsburgh, could
well account for this unusual movement.

This cycle in emplo3Tnent is similar in every area, whereas it appears in
power sales only in Detroit. The Cleveland and Los Angeles power series
are not complete enough to reveal such a cycle, and Pittsburgh shows a
cycle too slight to record. It would, thus, seem that debits in Detroit
are sufficiently related to employment to reflect decreasing industrial

employment, but, in most other areas, other economic characteristics

were sufficient to maintain rising debits in the face of some important
signs of weakness. San Francisco’s recession from March, 1926 is almost
solely a consequence of the stock market recession of February of that

year. Study of chart 10 in chapter v reveals that the peak recorded in

San Francisco was very narrow; for only the first three months of the

year were the bank debit values abnormally high. In months other than

these, the movement was almost consistently upward, indicating that

even though other series show some recession in this period, its reflection

in bank debits borders on the episodic, as opposed to the purely cyclical,

peak.

San Francisco alone, and then only in bank debits, shows a full cycle,

peak to peak, between May, 1928 and October, 1929. Again, however,

this peak is narrow; this time only two high months, May and June,

account for it. In the other series for San Francisco, a definite peak either

occurred late in 1929 or else that period marked the end of a plateau.

Bank debits, however, have this marked turning point in 1928, with the

1929 peak a somewhat lower, but nonetheless decided, turning point.

The fact that this unusual phenomenon appears only in debits, and only

in San Francisco, suggests again that financial activities may be Ihe

principal cause.

Between 1928 and 1929, the volume and values of shares traded in-

Schumpeter, Business Cycles^ Vol.II, p. 790, and Review of Economic SUiiistics,

Vol. X, No. 1 (February, 1928), p. 3.
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creased in the major financial areas, such as New York and Chicago,

and remained roughly constant in Detroit and Cleveland, yet in San

Francisco the value of shares traded declined 56 per cent and the number

of shares likewise declined substantially, San Francisco's 1928 peak

reflected extraordinary activity in several securities listed only on that

exchange, such as the Bancitaly Corporation (which in the immediately

preceding years had been expanding rapidly) and the Magnavox Com-
pany, and in the securities of several companies that were primarily

California concerns, Richfield Oil and Kolster Radio Company. Also,

May and June of 1928 represented a minor peak in the volume of se-

curity transactions, whereas new security issues in April, May, and June

were extremely high. Thereafter, prices, trading, and new issues declined,

all to recover later in the year. In the meantime, however, the stamp of

this flurry remained on San Francisco's debits, but was erased elsewhere

by the recovery.

The Timing op the 1932, 1933 Trough

The dating of the trough of the great depression presents a few interesting

contrasts. The trough in debits lies between November, 1932 (Pitts-

burgh) and May, 1933 (Cleveland) Los Angeles, San Francisco, and
Detroit all reached the trough in March, 1933, and Chicago did so in

December, 1932. In series other than bank debits, Pittsburgh, more than
any other area, appears to have two troughs within six months of each
other (chart 6) ;

the first occurred late in 1932 followed by some recovery,
and then there was further recession into early 1933.^^ At least it may
be said that Pittsburgh tends generafly to have a flatter trough than the
other areas. This tendency is especially apparent in the employment and
power series and weakest in store sales. Though the latter series fluctuated
widely in late 1932, it fell steadily to March, 1933, xmdoubtedly as a
consequence of persistent price declines. Recovery in the other series
before the 1933 collapse is associated with climbing physical output."^
Monthly output of steel, in fact output of all manufactured goods in the
nation, ceased to fall in the middle of 1932 and it is, therefore, quite
reasonable at least for a minor upswing to occur in Pittsburgh. Though
data are not available to compare Pittsburgh's monthly changes in ouput
throughout 1932 and 1933 with those of the United States, the entire
output of steel in 1933 exceeded 1932 in Allegheny County (Pittsburgh)

in March 1933 ^ case was compUcated by the bank holiday
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by 74 per cent and in the United States by only 65 per cent. Thus, justi-
fication for improvement exists, not only in bank debits but in all busi-
ness series in Pittsburgh in the fall of 1932.

In other areas lesser emphasis on industrial operations accounts for
the somewhat later, and apparently sharper, trough. Cleveland, whose
bank debits were two months behind most cities in turning upward in
1933, likewise lagged somewhat in the employment upturn. In this area
the final breakdown was more catastrophic than elsewhere. The move-
ment dowmw^ard from February to March in all series in Cleveland was
extremely sharp, and though recovery thereafter proceeded rapidly, it

did not do so at a pace sufficient to prevent a shifting fonvard of the
turning point computed in the usual way. Thus, in this case, the method
of selecting the point (averaging), together with the accentuated one-
month decline, mechanically delays the upturn. In view of this and of

the comparatively short lag (and its probable lack of significance),

special examination of causes for a lag is unnecessary.

The 1937 Peak

Between 1933 and 1937 an upswing occurred which, unlike usual re-

coveries, led to a dowmtum in the midst of rather depressed business

conditions. National income in current dollars in 1937 was 19 per cent

below 1929 even though, between the troughs of 1933 and 1937, national

income had increased 67 per cent. Employment by 1937, however, had

nearly regained the 1929 level, whereas industrial production somewhat

exceeded the 1929 level. Nonetheless, the increase in the labor force left

an average of six and one-half million wmrkers imemployed in 1937. This

recovery was also unusual, since it w^as what has been called a “consump-

tion recovery' ’ and was characterized by a failure of business to make

investment commitments beyond immediate requirements.^^ This imique-

ness made the recovery somewhat precarious, or at least more vulnerable

than would otherwise have been true, so that the 1937 downturn occurred

short of full recovery. A comparison of the timing of the downturns in

the various series in tables 14, 17, 19, and 21 lends some support to

this thesis. In department store sales, downturns occurred from April

to November, 1937, wffiereas the other series, affected more by business

decisions and less closely related to consumption, moved downward

earlier—bank debits between January and April, employment between

April and September, and power sales between October, 1936 and August,

1937. Also, there appears to be a lag in store sales behind the other

A. H. Hansen, Fvll Recovery or StagnMum (New York, 1938), p. 274. For s<^ces

of data, see footnotes to appendix v, below. See also A. H. Hansen, tiscal rottcy

and Business Cycles (New York, 1941), p. 63.
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S6ries when single areas are examined. For example, store sales in San

Francisco lagged behind debits ten months, five months behind employ-

ment, and thirteen months behind power sales. This lag in Pittsburgh

was five, three, and six months in debits, emplo3mrient, and power sales,

respectively.

The several causes for the 1937 downswing largely account for the

differences in timing that appear. Of all the areas, finance is most im-

portant in San Francisco and Chicago, and in these areas, therefore, a

rapid response to a tightening of credit as a result of increased member

bank reserve requirements is to be expected.^^ In bank debits these two

areas were the first to turn downward; in power sales, San Francisco was

first and Chicago third; whereas in store sales, Chicago was first and San

Francisco last. In employment small differences separate the turning

points in the several areas. The lag in the downturn of store sales in San

Francisco is easily accoimted for, since consumers^ goods production is

so important there and since this area serves a wide trading region.

It is interesting that Cleveland's downturn in employment, power

sales, and debits came in the same month, April, and store sales lagged

four months behind. Seldom do the points in most series coincide. It is

not characteristic in other cities at this turning point, nor does the coin-

cidence seem to occur frequently at any other turning point. It would seem

as if this phenomenon is also associated with the peculiar “consumers’

goods” nature of the recovery. Cleveland, where the manufacture of

steel plate, machine tools, and machinery is concentrated, is an area

which would be in this instance geared more closely to consumption than

an area such as Pittsburgh, which is concentrated in production far re-

moved from consumers’ goods stages. Another indication of the unusual
character of this downturn is to be foimd in the fact that Detroit’s series

moved closely together: debits, employment, and store sales turned
down in April, May, and June, 1937, respectively, whereas power sales

led, turning down in December, 1936. This one deviation is possibly

because of the difficulties of seasonal adjustment and should not obscure
the similarity of the other series. Of course, this particular timing is asso-
ciated with factory sales of automobiles which reached a peak in April
and declined precipitously thereafter. The unusually rapid reaction of
store sales in Detroit is unquestionably a consequence of the unique
distribution of income by source, though data on this point are unavail-
able. However, the dependence of such a large block of the population
on wages, and especially on wages in an industry so markedly suffering

increased in August, 1936, and again in
reserve requirements were doubled over their
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from . r^ion as was the automobile industry, is certainly likely tolead to almost simultaneous decreases in consumer purchasesThe only notable peculiarity of Los Angeles is that power sales tendo ag some^ hat m the downturn behind the other series. Elsewhere there
is a marked tendency for power sales to lead, at least in this period Thistendency to lag is a result purely of the seasonal adjustment. The divi-sion of the unadjusted inde.x values by the moving average yielded
^mlues for power sales m July and August, 1937 that were extraordinarily

'alues were, therefore, omitted from the arrays fromwhich the seasonal mdexes were computed. Consequently, the seasonaUy
adjusted values were higher than they would have been had the seasonal
inde.x bwn higher from the inclusion of these values in the array. The
possibility of faulty adjustment in this sense cannot be eliminated and,
in fact, from time to time may distort adjusted series. Proper statistical
procedure indicates only that note be taken of distortions of this type
No means of avoiding them exist. In any event, with this “mechanically
e.xplainable” exception, the series in Los Angeles at this turning point
offer no unusual characteristics. Los Angeles appeared to occupy an
average position, neither leading nor lagging.

The 1938, 1939 Trough

The trough occurring either in 1938 or 1939 oflFers some unusual and
interesting contrasts. Detroit moved upward first in employment and
power sales. San Francisco led slightly in debits, and Los Angeles led in

store sales. San Francisco’s lower turning point in department store
.sales is not recorded in table 17, however, since it lagged behind Chicago
by some seventeen months, until February, 1940. Los Angeles, leading in

department store sales, is latest in debits (the opposite of San Francisco).

The substantial lead of Los Angeles in store sales, together with some
lead in Detroit, is to be accounted for by several factors. First, popula-

t ion in the Los .Angeles area rose rapidly in 1938, at a rate of nearly 10,000

persons per month. Second, wage rates moved upward, in spite of de-

clining emplojTnent. Sales thereby were maintained and even increased

in the face of depressed emplojunent, debits, and power sales. Detroit's

lead in debits is slight, but is associated with an early upturn in employ-

ment and in power sales and mth general wage increases in the automo-

bile industrj- during 1938.

Perhaps the most significant difference in this recover^’ is the lateness

of power .sales and employment in both San Francisco and Los Angeles

to turn upward. .A number of innovations and increases in the capacity

of the .<!teel industiy, together with a growing exDort demand for arma-

ment gave to the hea%y manufacturing centers of the East an impetus
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to recovery not felt in the western areas until somewhat later. Though

Los Angeles particularly experienced a delayed benefit from foreign

orders, the output of the aircraft industry declined or remained constant

throughout the greater part of 1938. By the end of 1939, however, the

direct effects of war were apparent in the West. The aircraft industry

almost doubled its output in that year alone. The nature of the stimulus

to recovery from this depression is alone suflBcient to explain this general

lag of the West.

Only two series, power sales and employment, show upper turning

points terminating the wartime recovery and prosperity in all cities. The

TABLE 23

Ranking of Turning Points, Four Series Combined, Six Areas

Area

Number of
possible

turniDg-point
positions

Number of
turning points

First
group

i

!

Either first or
seoond group

Second
group

Cleveland 165 33 12 8 13

Pittsburgh 165 33 8 7 18

Detroit 168 32 20 0 12

Chicago 157 31 13 5 13

Los Angeles 132 24 7 3 14

San Francisco .

.

113 21 8 2 11

Soubce: Derived from data in table 13» p. 69.

value series, debits and store sales, can hardly be expected to turn down-
ward in the face of the price inflation and the enormous increases in

consumers’ outlay that were occurring. The series that are relatively

unaffected by price turned downward with the declining volume of war
orders, as should be expected. San Francisco, a shipbuilding center,

began to lose in employment in March, 1943, whereas Cleveland, Pitts-

burgh, and LiOs Angeles followed in the middle of that year, some three
months later. Detroit and Chicago did not turn downward until the
year’s end. Little justification for further detailed examination of this
downturn exists, however, since the causes can hardly be called normal
and the pattern is unlikely to be duplicated under peacetime conditions.
The foregoing detail with respect to timing of turning points may be

summarized by the following data which represent totals of the figures
for each area appearing separately for each series. Thus, out of 158
possible rankings, the thirty-two turning points in the Detroit series
tend to lead some of the other areas twenty times (not always are the
same areas compared because of the absence of comparable cycles)
whereas in only twelve cases do Detroit’s points fall in the last half of the
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rankings, Los Angolcs and Pittsburgh indicate a strong tendency to lag
In Pittsburgh^ the number which might properly fall into either the first
or second group is relatively large, whereas for Detroit and Los Angeles
it is either nonexistent or rather small. Chicago, San Francisco, and
Cleveland show neither a lead nor a lag. These results are somewhat
contrary to those derived from table 10. The principal reasons for th is

divergent result are that the results shown in table 10 refer only to
bank debits, involve fewer turning points, and involve not only the
presence or absence of lead or lag, but also their length* Table 10 indi-
cates clearly that Pittsburgh lags some, that Detroit leads, and that,
especially in recent years, Los Angeles tends to lag.^® Contrarily, on the
basis of table 10, Chicago shows a marked lead but, when all series are
compared on the basis of the ranking above, no such lead is evident.

Although it is yet too early to be sure, it would seem that the cycle in

Chicago as measured by bank debits differs substantially from the cycle

otherwise measured, primarily because of the unusual significance of

financial operations in that area.

Conclusions: Duration

Table 24 presents for each series in each area the average monthly dura-

tion of both phases and the average total cycle. These, like all averages,

hide detail
;
shortness of certain series makes the comparisons of average

duration of somewhat dubious validity. I\Tierever the error that is intro-

duced by this shortness of the series appears great, the cycle duration in

that series was not computed. For example, for only two series in Los

Angeles can average duration be measured. This area's employment and

power sales are too short to permit the computation of significant aver-

ages. Generally, their interpretation as measures of the absolute differ-

ence in duration either between series or between areas is risky. However,

their use as indicators of the order of the areas and of the series from

shortest to longest duration is very much safer. This table, together with

detail appearing above, suggests the foDowing conclusions with respect

to duration.

One of the striking facts revealed by table 24 is that cycles in store

sales are generally much longer than those in the other series. In only

one case is another series longer, Pittsburgh's emplo3mient. This differ-

ence between store sales and the other series does not arise from different

time coverage at all. Rather, it is due to the resistance of consumers to

reduced living standards.

*• Total months of lag and lead are the same in Ix^ Angeles, but lags occur more

frequently j
were it not for an eleven months' lead in 1922 associated with an ex-

traordinary boom in construction, there would be a marked total month lag in

Los Angeles.
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Another interesting matter which these data reveal is that in nearly

every case the expansions exceed the contractions in length. Two in-

stances exist (store sales in Cleveland and Pittsburgh) in which con-

tractions are longest; these probably result from the application of the

somewhat arbitrary rules for establishing turning points, for the long,

gradual recession following the 1923 peaks in these areas was accom-

TABLE 24

Average Monthly Duration of Expansions, Contractions, and

Total Cycle in Four Series

Los
Angeles

San
Francisoo

Chicago Detroit
Clevo*
land

Pitts-
burgh

Bank debits

Average expansion 48.3 29.3 47.3 26.0 43.0 29.6

Average contraction 19.5 19.6 18.0 23.4 21,5 18.6

Average total cycle 67.8 48.9 65.3 49.4 64.5 48.1

Department store sales

Average expansion 75.0 76.5 51.0 i 54.0 29.3 28.3

Average contraction 20.3 27.0 32.0 23.0 32.0 30.8

Average total cycle 95.3 103.5 83.0 77.0 61.3 59.1

Power sales

Average expansion ft 45.5 37.8 35.6 ft ft

Average contraction a 34.7 22.3 22.8 ft ft

Average total cycle a 80.2 60.1 58.4 ft a

Employment
Average expansion a a 40.3 28.7 35.0 37.6
Average contraction a a 20.5 20.4 22.0 22.0
Average total cycle ft ft 60.8 49.1 57.0 69.6

Soubce: Derived from dftta in appendix ii.
* Nonoomparable series; shortness of series distorts measure of duration.

pamed elsewhere by a high plateau, with no identifiable trough until after
1929. A veiy slight change in the choice of turning points would give
these areas a typical expansion-contraction relationship.

Third, high rates of growth in an area, regardless of the method of
measurement employed, do not guarantee that cycles will tend to be
either especially long or especially short. Neither Los Angeles nor
Detroit, areas growing rapidly, consistently display long or short dura-
tions. Further, areas in which growth has ceased, or in which growth is
slow, fail to display either especially long or especially short cycles.
Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Chicago bear this out.

Fourth, there is some evidence to indicate that Pittsburgh, a durable
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producers^ goods area which concentrates in production at a stage far
removed from the consumers' level, and in fact what might be called a
manufactured raw materials area, has relatively short cycles in general.

Fifth, differences between average cyclical duration measured by the
four series in the same area are least in Cleveland and Pittsburgh. The
similarity of these two areas and their divergence from the others may
stem from the predominant influence of manufacturing operations on the
economy of the two centers. Except in department store sales, Detroit
resembles Cleveland and Pittsburgh. In cities where finance and mer-
chandising, particularly wholesale trade, are relatively more significant,

a greater variety in cyclical reaction is manifested.

Finally’', and most important, specialization in manufacturing, or in

any particular type of manufacturing, does not in itself seem to be suffi-

cient to guarantee any particular relative duration. Cycles are much too

complex phenomena, and their causes too diverse to permit simple gener-

alizations to suffice as explanations for divergent durations. Each series

and each cycle in each area demands individual study.

Conclusions : Timing

Early in this chapter, a statement of the sequence to be expected in

cyclical timing was presented. This statement was based upon the a priori

theory of cyclical fluctuation and upon the examination of certain na-

tional statistical series.

About the only conclusion which may be drawn from this chapter in

support of this analysis by Professor Clark is that automobiles do show a

consistent lead as reflected in the lead of employment in Detroit at

nearly every turning point. It may be possible to support Clark on the

basis of the timing of the employment series a little further. Cleveland, a

durable producers' goods center, very often leads most other areas and is

frequently second only to Detroit. It is unfortunate that data are not

available to allow a comparison of the western areas with the eastern

over the entire period, for it would be possible, if such data were avail-

able, to test the expected sequence further.

The employment series generally behaves in a manner much more

consistent than the others, imdoubtedly because it reflects activity in

each area of a specific type of manufacturing. The other series, and espe-

cially bank debits, are a consequence of the reaction of many economic

activities. They show no such consistent pattern as emplo3mient. In

department store sales, the turning point positions in the areas shift

frequently between 1920 and 1940. Perhaps it is possible to argue that

San Francisco lags, but such a conclusion is by no means completely

defensible. Bank debits and power sales offer nothing to support the
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general theory of cyclical sequence, the latter possibly because of the

almost insoluble problem of seasonal adjustment in Detroit and because

of the lack of comparability between San Francisco and the other areas.

At peaks in which activity in security markets is an important factor,

bank debits in San Francisco and Chicago tend to lead; whenever the

crisis is unaccompanied by speculative financial operations, this tend-

ency becomes much less obvious.

The one generalized conclusion that can be made on the basis of the

data presented in this chapter is that the evidence does not support the

belief that business cycles travel from East to West and that, therefore,

in general the western areas lag. One other study has taken this position,

and the data presented therein cover a part of the period examined here.^^

Though the data used in the study mentioned, like those of the present

study, fall short of the ideal and though the period covered is quite brief,

it would seem that the conclusion, “there is no basis whatever ... for the

opinion that fluctuations in general business occur first in the East, then

in the Middle West, and finally in the Pacific Northwest” is substan-

tiated by the present study. There certainly is no basis for the opinion

that fluctuations in general business as measured by such series as bank
debits occur first in the East and then in the West. Any conclusion that

more specific business conditions move from East to West must definitely

be limited and can be valid only with respect to specific eastern areas

compared to specific western ones.

The discussions and materials presented in this chapter indicate rather

clearly that, so far as turning points and duration are important, business

cycles are diverse and that the statistical study of business cycles based
upon general national series may well lead to serious error as a conse-
quence of the fact that the time series utilized may not be representative.

It is certain that the method of study employed in this investigation is

subject to the same criticism as that levied here against the study of
cycles based upon national data. The series which are utilized represent,
for example, emplo5mient in manufacturing, but very diverse reaction to
underlying causes is unquestionably reflected in the individual compo-
nents of the total employment series. A different picture of business
cycles, complicated but possibly more enlightening, might well be re-
vealed through the examination of data of narrower coverage. The fact
that employment, bank debits, department store sales, and power sales
indicate differences in timing and duration within a single area and differ-
ences between different areas suggests the necessity of yet more intensive
research.



Chapter IV

THE AJVIPLITUDE OF AREA CYCLES

Two TECHNIQUES ETC employed in this study as measurements of the
amplitude of fluctuations in the indi\ddual series and in establishing
differences in amplitude between the areas. Both have been illustrated

in chapter i. They consist, first, of the percentage change between suc-
cessive turning points in the trend-adjusted data and, second, of measure-
ments of the dispersion of the indi^ddual trend-adjusted values around
their own mean. The second measure of amplitude also provides indi-

cation of the pattern of change, “pattern” being used here to mean the
various rates of change that characteri2e the phases of the cycle, thus
contributing information additional to that provided by percentage

change alone. Since chapters vi and vii will be a comprehensive investi-

gation of cyclical patterns in the industrial areas, the present one will

be confined to the less refined, but nevertheless significant, measure,

percentage change.

Postwar Adjustments and the Middle 'Twenties

Table 25 and the upper series of chart 8 (Bank Debits: Turning Points

and Amplitude) present material on the comparative amplitude of

fluctuations in the areas studied. The table show’s specifically the per-

cent^e*change by comparable cycles. The imusual characteristics of the

first post-World War I cycle, as compared to those fcOowing in the decade

of the 'twenties, are immediately apparent. First, all areas experienced a

sharp setback terminating either in 1921 or early in 1922, whereas in the

later years the movement w’as not alw’ays reflected in all areas. Second,

the decrease varies substantially between the areas, a 46 per cent in

Detroit, but only 13 per cent in Los Angeles. In later years, the spread

narrow’s considerably. This recession seems to be a reasonable presenta-

tion of the postw’ar shakedown which follows inflationary war finance

and shortages of particular items, both consumers' and producers' goods.

Between the summer of 1920 and the end of 1921, wholesale prices

declined by more than 40 per cent, from a peak of well over 160 (1926 —

100) to a trough of little more than 90 in the early spring of 1922. This

price decline alone is sufficient to account for severe debit decline. The

conclusion is not that there is a single cause, but rather that it is a prime

cause. Betw een 1920 and 1921, national physical output of manufactur-

ing industries declined only 19 per cent,^ and freight traffic, measured by

1 Solomon Fabricant, The Ouipul of Manufacturing Industries, 1899-1937 (New

York, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1940), p. 44.

[ 96 ]
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revenue ton miles decreased only 25 per cent.^ The more rapid recession

in prices compared with output indicates clearly that the debit decline,

ranging up to 46 per cent, is more closely linked to price change.

One writer has noted that a peculiarity of this national downswing

was the unusual stability of consumer spending
j
this, along with booming

construction, sufficed to convert the recession into a rather early re-

covery.^ The evidence suggests that this was not universally so in the six

areas, for in Los Angeles, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh (three of four areas

for which sales and debit data both are available for this cycle) depart-

ment store sales declined first (chart 8). Only in San Francisco was this

sequence reversed. Nevertheless, in most cases the decline in debits was

greater than in sales (compare tables 25 and 26), except in Los Angeles

where the debit decrease was only 13 per cent, and the sales decline

slightly more.

In chapter iii the role of construction between 1920 and 1921 in Los

Angeles was mentioned; here again this industry appears to be a decisive

factor, for there is little evidence of a recession more than two or three

months long in construction. This industry apparently bolstered up

activity sufficiently to maintain debits at very high levels in spite of

more severe downswings elsewhere. It even maintained debits above store

sales which were a stabilizing factor themselves nationally and in other

areas. However, the stabilizing effect of construction in Los Angeles can

be overemphasized, for reference to chart 1, chapter i show's manufactur-

ing activity in the area to be nearly constant. In Detroit and Pittsburgh,

though, sharp decreases were registered. In these areas, trend-adjusted

value added by manufacture declined 47 and 44 per cent, respectively,

between 1919 and 1921
;
in Los Angeles the decline was less than 1 per

cent.^ This differential variation in manufacturing is partly explainable

by the familiar acceleration principle, which accounts for typically wider

fluctuations in producers’ goods industries (and sometimes the opposite

movement of producers’ and consumers’ goods industries) than in others.^

* National Industrial Conference Board, The Economic Almanac, 194S-46 (New
York, 1945), p. 256.

* The deeme in national trend-adjusted debits was 28 per cent.
S. H, Slichter, **The Period 191^1936 in the United States! Its Significance for

Business Cycle Theory,** Review of Economic Siaiieiics, Vol. XIX, No. 1, p. 8.
® Output of steel ingots and steel for castings in Allegheny County (a major part

of the Pittsburgh industrial area) adjusted for trend, itself, declined 50 per cent b^
tween the 1920 peak and 1921, and then increased 91 per cent to the 1923 peak. (From
data published by the Bureau of Business Research, University of Pittsburgh in the
Indjietrial Databook for ike Pittsburgh District (Pittsburgh, 1936), p. 30, and a special
tabulation prepared by the American Iron and Steel Institute). In the machine-toolmdus^, one which is very important to Cleveland, the recession to the 1921 trough
was 82 per cent, again on a trend-adjusted basis. {Survey of Current Business 1940
Supplement, p. 139.)

* ^

* For a comprehensive statement of this principle, see G. Haberler, Prosperity and
Depression (Geneva, 1938), pp. 80-98.



TABLE 26
Percentage Changes m Adjusted Bank Debits in Selected Areas, 1921-1946

Turning- Phase
A.

Increase
0.1^

point date ending City KfX

decrease Explanatory remarks

— ...
(per cent)

1921, 1922 T Detroit —46
Cleveland .

.

. . -41
Pittsburgh -36
San Francisco -33
Chicago -27
Los Angeles.

.

. -13

1923, 1924
,

P Los Angeles.

.

.

Pittsburgh
Cleveland . .

.

.

!
52
42
35

San Francisco omitted. Turning point
occurred more than hfteen months
later

Detroit
Chicago

29
21

1923, 1924 T Detroit -16 ^ San Francisco omitted. Turning point
Cleveland .... -13 occurred more than fifteen months
Los Angeles.. , -11 later
Pittsubrgh -10
Chicago -10

f

1925, 1926,

1927
P San Francisco

Pittsburgh
Detroit

54
31
28

-19
-18

These represent peaks of extra cycles

1926, 1927 T Detroit.
Pittsburgh

Theserepresent troughs of extra cycles

San Francisco -13

1929 P Chicago 83 !

Cleveland. . ,

.

51
Los Angeles. .

.

40
Detroit 34
Pittsburgh 27
San Francisco 20

1932, 1933 T Detroit -86
Cleveland. . .

,

-72
Chicago -72
Los Angeles . .

.

-71
San Francisco -65
Pittsburgh -64

1937 P Detroit 315
Cleveland .... 102
Chicago 90
Pittsburgh—

'

87
Los Angeles..

.

87
San Francisco 57

1938, 1939 T Detroit- ...... -39
Pittsburgh -37

1

Cleveland, . . . -30
Chicago -28
San Francisco

:

-24
Los Angeles. .

.

-24

1943, 1944, P Detroit 218 Other areas did not have turning

1945 Cleveland. . . . 169 points at this time
Pittsburgh 150

SocBCE: Derived from data in appendix ii. Data are adjusted for trend and seasonal variation.
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100 Business Cycles in Selected Industrial Areas

The relatively \aolent recession and recovery in Cleveland and Pitts-
burgh, therefore, are not surprising.

The recovery from this postwar trough shared certain peculiarities
with the preceding recession. Increases in debits ranged from 21 per cent
in Chicago to more than two and one-half times that figure in Los
Angeles. The increases from this trough seem to be unrelated to the
p^e^ious decline (It should be noted that comparisons of per cent in-

crease and decrease in the same series are invalid, for per cent decrease
is limited to 100. Comparative position of the areas in the downswing
and the upswing can, how ever, be derived from these data.) : LosAngeles
declined least from 1920 and increased most from 1921

;
Detroit decreased

most and increased next to least. Only the western area recovered its

previous postwar peak in debits. Prices again are a basic cause for this

low’ degree recoveiw" in debits, for they remained fairly constant through-

out the remainder of the decade, never recovering their 1920 levels. By
1922, manufacturing output had surpassed 1920, and in 1923 it was far

higher. After this c}- cle ending with the peak of 1923, price level changes

ceased to affect debits severely (and other series, too) because of their

relati\’e constancv to the end of the decade. Many of the characteristics

differentiating this cycle from others, especially its asymmetiy, are due

to the ^^olence of the accompanying price changes. The variations be-

tween the areas in this cycle must be assigned to other causes, such as

differential construction fluctuation and variance in the reaction of

manufacturing in this postwar readjustment period.

Beginning in earh^ 1923 (early 1924 in Los Angeles), a downswing

began w hich terminated in 1924. This recession is noticeable in debits,

emplo\Tnent, and pow er sales, but is not reflected in store sales except in

Detroit. The dowmswung in store sales in Cleveland and Pittsburgh is

not comparable since it did not end until 1928. The following table shows

that it was a comparatively mild recession. The percentage decreases in

the series in the areas where this cycle is distinguishable were;^

I>os .Angeles.

.

San Francisco

Chicago

Detroit

Cleveland . . . .

Pittsburgh. .

.

Debits
^

Store sales Employment Power sales

-11 • • * « k » « * * * *

-12

-10 r * *
-14 -16

-16 -13 -21 —34

-13 -20 ^ •

-10 . .
.

j

-24 ^ * m *

%

Tlii.s particular cyclical phase appears only in debits in Los Angeles and

* From table 25 through table 28-
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TABLE 26

Percentage Changes in Department Store Sales in Selected

Areas, 1921-1940

Turning-
point dates

Phase Area

Incrrase
or

decrease '

(per cent)

Explanatory remarks

1921, 1922 T Cleveland .... -32 Chicago and Detroit omitted. No

Pittsburgh— -28 turning points at this time

San Francisco -21

Los Angeles..

.

-15

1929, 1930 P Detroit 50 Chicago omitted, since it had no pre-

Los Angeles. .

.

22 vious turning point with which to

San Francisco 20 compute percentage change

Cleveland .... 12

Pittsburgh

—

12

1933 Detroit -70
Cleveland. . .

.

-57

Los Angeles. .

.

-56
Pittsburgh -55
Chicago -52
San Francisco -46

1937 P Detroit 101

Pittsburgh 88

Cleveland .... 84

Chicago 63

Los Angeles..

.

53

San Francisco 35

1938, 1940 T Detroit -29
Pittsburgh -26
Cleveland. . .

.

-22
Chicago -16
Los Angeles. . .

:

-13
San Francisco -11

Soubcb: Derived from data in appendix ii.

in power sales in San Francisco, but it is possible that a similar movement
would occur in employment if data were available for this period. Only
in Detroit, however, does it reveal itself in all series, and this, combined
with the low percentage decreases, attests to its moderate character.® It
is doubtful if the differences which these data refleet are larire enmicrVi

® Further indication that these were distinctly minor movements is the fact that
automobde production adjusted for trend declined only 12 per cent. Normally this
mdustry fluctuates violently,

’
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to be significant, though there is some likelihood that the relatively amstlT

decrease in employment in Chicago as compared with Pittsburgh
(whereas their debits decreased the same amount) is due to a lesser

decline in nondurable, as opposed to durable, goods production,

Slichter attributes this downswing to a lack of confidence in the exist-

iug price level, believing that the sole cause was pessimism with respect
to existing prices, a pessimism arising from the heavy losses experienced
in the disastrous price collapse of 1920-192L® The data in tables 25 and
26, and in chart 8, support this contention. A discernible dip in store

sales did not occur at this time, though, to be sure, sales sagged downward
until 1928 in Cleveland and Pittsburgh, This dip, however, is primarily

a consequence of the downward trend in price and not a decreased phys-

ical volume of sales. Thus, the dip was initiated at a higher stage than the

consumers' stage, and in any case it was very short and mild.

Cycxjcax. Change, 1925-1929

The remainder of this earlier decade saw considerable variance among the

areas. San Francisco, Pittsburgh, and Detroit experienced another cycle

in debits before the 1929 peak; Cleveland and Pittsburgh reached a

lower turning point in store sales in 1928; all eastern areas experienced

an additional cycle in emplojunent (table 27); and only Detroit, in

power sales, showed evidence of the extra cycle (chart 9).

The eastern employment cycle, reaching a trough between the middle

of 1927 and the spring of 1928, is the simplest of all to explain. The fact

that it is not listdd for the West in the tabulation of cycles in employment

is probably a consequence of the shortcomings of the data. In Detroit,

Chicago, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh, the impact of a major readjustment

in the automobile industry, particularly the Ford conversion, was suffi-

cient to cause this movement. The earlier downturn of employment in

Detroit (some eight months ahead of the three other areas) is due solely

to trend adjustment, for an absolute decrease in automobile production

did not come until 1927. This particular cycle is unusual in that it is not

reflected by store sales in any area and by debits in only two areas

(Detroit and Pittsburgh). The fact that at the time a specific and purely

temporary cause for this fluctuation was apparent undoubtedly helped

to confine it to emplojTnent. Consumers did not react in the usual way

but continued to buy, thereby stabilizing store sales and dampening

other manifestations of cyclical variation substantially

-

Looking backw ard, a prelude to the collapse of 1929 is discernible as

earlv as the spring of 1928. At that time, San Francisco's debits reached

nn ail.f nPflk which terminated an exceedingly rapid eighteen-month

• Slichter, op. p. 8.



TABLE 27

Percentage Changes in Industrial EBfPLOYMBNT in Selected Areas, 1924-1943

—

Increase

Turnins-
point dates

Phase Area
or

decrease
(per cent)

Explanatory remarks

1924 T Pittsburgh -24 Los Angeles and San Francisco omit-

Detroit -21 ted; no turning points until 1937

Cleveland.

.

.

,

-20
Chicago -14

1925, 1926 P Detroit 42 i Los Angeles and San Francisco omit-

ted; no turning points until 1937Chicago 15

Cleveland .... 13

Pittsburgh 12

1927, 1928 T Detroit -35 Los Angeles and San Francisco omit-

ted
;
no turning points unti 1 1937Pittsburgh -19

Cleveland. . .

.

-17
Chicago -11

1928, 1929 p Detroit 53 Los Angeles and San Francisco omit-

ted; no turning points until 1937Cleveland .... 20

Pittsburgh 13

Chicago 8

1933 T Detroit ... _74 Los Angeles and San Francisco omit-

ted; no turning points until 1937Chicago. -52
Cleveland. . .

.

-52
Pittsburgh -46

1937 P Detroit 197

Chicago 78

Pittsburgh 75

1

Cleveland. . .

.

71

Los Angeles. . . I
40

San Francisco 26

1938, 1939 T Detroit —54
Cleveland .... -35
Pittsburgh -30
San Francisco -29
Chicago -25
Los Angeles..

,

-22

1943 P San Francisco 221

Los Angeles. .

.

Cleveland

Chicago

Pittsburgh. . .

.

Detroit

200

119

83

75

70
i—

Sottbcb: Derived tiom data in appendix ii.
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recovery. This debit peak, absent elsewhere, was associated with a five-

fold increase in security transactions over the previous year and with

record loans and investments in securities by Federal Reserve member

banks in San Francisco. The debit series broke sharply in April, 1928,

and continued downward for exactly a year. Thereafter, some recovery

took place, but it lasted a mere five months. Early in 1929, department

store sales in Chicago and Detroit began slipping. Employment began

moving downward in Detroit in October, 1928, but elsewhere in the

East the downturn was delayed some nine months. Power sales likewise

moved downward months ahead of the stock market crisis in October of

1929. By the end of that year, however, with two minor exceptions, all

the series utilized in this study had definitely entered a recession phase.

This uniformity of reaction in the areas at the peak, together with the

violence of the subsequent downswing, marks this cycle as unique. Its

uniqueness by no means rests solely upon these factors, for, unlike many
downturns, it was preceded by a long period in which prices tended

downward, by three years of declining construction, and by years of fall-

ing and depressed values of farm real estate and of forced sales of such

property. In addition, the external aspects, as compared with the purely

domestic ones, rank much larger than heretofore.

In order to illustrate clearly the fact that this 1929 boom represents

one of unusual magnitude in all areas, the following data present the per-

centage increase in all areas in unadjusted and in trend-adjusted bank
debits between the 1921 or 1922 trough and the peak in 1929.

Area Adjusted
I‘

. - 1

Unadjusted

Los Angeles 89 97*

San Francisco 101 157

Chicago 95 125

Detroit 52 196
Cleveland 77 111

Pittsburgh 74 89

» C^cu^ted from the 1921 average monthly value. No trough ia identi*
naole m the unadjusted

Trend adjustment over this period naturally depresses the amount of
increase, especially in Detroit where the trend is extraordinarily steep;
even so, the increase in the adjusted series ranged from 60 to 100 per
cent, but the increase in the unadjusted series ranged between 90 and
nearly 200 per cent.

The increase in debits is all the more impressive when the downward
course of commodity prices over the same period is considered. This
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TABLE 28
Pescentage Chajjges nr Indgstbial and Commerciai, Poweb R*t.bh n,

Selected Abeas, 1922-1945

Turning-
point dates Phase Area

Increase
or

decrease
(percent)

1922, 1923, P Detroit 103
1924 Chicago ' 12

1

San Francisco 1 10

1924 T Detroit -34
Chicago -16
San Francisco -12

1929 P» Detroit 35
Cleveland. . .

.

13
Pittsburgh 9

1933 T Detroit -67
Pittsburgh -61
Cleveland. . . . -60
Chicago .

;

-47

1933, 1934 P Pittsburgh 45
Cleveland .... 43
Los Angeles..

.

22
Chicago 19

1934 T Pittsburgh -21
Cleveland. . ,

.

-20
Los Angeles. .

.

-13
Chicago -11

1936, 1937 P ! Detroit 129
Pittsburgh

—

49
Cleveland. . .

.

41
Chicago 29
Los Angeles . .

.

23

1938, 1939 T Detroit -55
Pittsburgh -39
Cleveland .... -36
Chicago -22
Los Angeles..

.

-20
San Francisco -9

1943, 1945 P Cleveland . . .
. |

276
Detroit 159
Pittsburgh 120 1

Los Angeles. .

.

111

Chicago 85
San Francisco

|

48

Explanatory remarks

Other areas did not have turning
points at this time

Other areas did not have turning
points at this time

Chicago and San Francisco omitted.
Turning points diverged by more
than fifteen months. Los Angeles
had no turning point at this time

San Francisco omitted. Its turning
point occurred more than fifteen
months later. Los Angeles omitted.
No previous peak could be identified

San Francisco and Detroit had no
cycle

San Francisco and Detroit had no
cycle

San Francisco omitted. Its initial

turning point occurred more than
fifteen months later

Soctbce: Derived from dAta in appendix ii.

» Computed from 1927 trousi*.
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increase cannot be attributed to price change, but rather to more basic

changes. This does not mean that security speculation and its pnce

inflation did not play a part. In fact, everything points toward exceed-

ingly precarious conditions in the money markets; interest rates were

very high, new issues were increasing, and loans to brokers and other

loans on securities reached all-time records. Nevertheless, the rise in

debits must be assigned additional causes, for the volume of funds em-

ployed in financial markets never represents more than a small portion

of that in other uses.'® The tremendous increase in the physical output

of industry, agriculture, and of services must be primarily responsible.

As pointed out by others, these circumstances together are seldom found

in a prosperity phase; they are distinctly atypical, and are directly con-

trary to what might be anticipated on the basis of traditional cyclical

theories."
Ckisis and Collapse, 1929-1933

The magnitude of the collapse, of course, is linked to the extent of the

strain imposed on the system by the events of the ^twenties, and espe-

cially to a progressive deteriorating of international economic relation-

ships. The role of the security markets too frequently has been

overemphasized, and it is doubtful if even the crisis of October, 1929 was

solely a financial phenomenon. The restrictive central bank policies of

1928 and 1929 could hardly have been particularly depressing to specu-

lators, but they unquestionably exerted profound effects upon other

business operations. Especially significant were the effects of restrictive

credit policy on foreign lending by the United States in 1928 and 1929

and the consequent curtailment of foreign purchases of American goods.

Private long-term capital exports began decreasing in 1928, and in 1929

they were down to 137 million dollars, approximately one fifth of their

1928 level; total capital exports declined 75 per cent between 1928 and
1929. In these years, 1927, 1928, and 1929, exports of such important

items as cotton, wheat, automobiles, and machineiy likewise began to

fall off. Added to a falling foreign demand for American products were
the depression in residential building and a high degree of stability in

consumer purchases. Domestic investment, on the contrary, did not
appear to be depressed in these years, what with new security issues at

all-time highs and some new investment in nearly all business. In connec-
tion with this, department store sales, unadjusted for trend, failed to
increase after the summer of 1928 and even declined in some areas.

Whatever the conjimcture of circumstances leading to the crisis and

Cf. M. A. Copeland, “Tracing Money Flows through the United States Econ-
omy, Amencan Economic Review, VoL 37, No. 2 (May, 1947), p. 42.

Cf. Slichter, op. c*., p. 12; Schumpeter, Business Cycles, Vol. II, p. 809: and R. G.
Hawtrey, Capital and Employment (London, 1937), p. 74.
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downswing thereafter, this turning point marks the end of a very pros-
perous era, one supported by what seemed to be an almost insatiable
market for the products of an American economy (a market maintained
howe’^ er, by enormous dollar loans), which itself was carrying output far-
beyond levels expected only a few years earlier. It is true that the era
following World War I was pimctuated by business cycles, but after the
first postwar readjustment, these were neither severe nor were they uni-
versal. They involved for the economy as a whole either more or less
prosperity, never real depression.

The downswing following 1929 greatly exceeds in magnitude the pre-
^dous ones, for which data are presented in this study. Whereas in earlier
cycles some areas had comparatively small decreases, between 1929 and
1933, in the series utilized in this study, no area decreased less than 64
per cent (adjusted) and Detroit decreased 86 per cent. This decrease, as
that of 1921, was ^drtually economy wide and was accompanied by
extremely Adolent price contraction. But, though these two downswings
had this much in common, they were very different in amplitude. The
percentage decreases of the trend-adjusted bank debits were:

Area 1921, 1922
trough 1933 ^ugh

Los Angeles ! -13 -71
San Francisco -33 -65
Chicago -27 -72
Detroit -46 -86
Cleveland -41 -72
Pittsburgh -36 -64

Thus, it might be said that the later downswing was approximately 1.7

times as great in Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and Detroit; 2.0 and 2.7 times

as great in San Francisco and Chicago, respectively; and 5.5 times as

great in Los Angeles. In addition, it should be remembered that this

downswing was far longer in duration than the earlier one.

Trend adjustment, furthermore, has not done any special violence to

the data. This downswing from 1929 to 1933 appears to be very nearly

as great in the raw, unadjusted series as in the processed data, for the

percentage decrease in unadjusted bank debits vanes between 63 per

cent in Cleveland and in Pittsburgh to 81 per cent in Detroit. Cleveland

is the only area in which adjustment shifts this decline conspicuously;

when unadjusted data are examined, this area appears stable as compared

with the other areas, but adjustment makes it appear unstable. Thus,

regardless of the method of measurement, this downswing was very
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severe, much more so than earlier ones. Even the area with the smallest

recession between 1929 and 1933 decreased more than any area had

since 1919.

This recession’s magnitude differed from earlier ones in another im-

portant respect. It appears to be more uniform between the different

areas, more so at least than other recessions; in Pittsburgh, where the

percentage decline was least, it was still 74 per cent of the greatest

decline, Detroit. In 1921 this figure was 28 per cent. In no other down-

swings were all the areas represented, a fact which in itself is significant,

TABLE 29

Percentage Decune in Trend-Adjusted Annual Averages,

All Series, 1929-1933

Area Bank debita

Los Angeles 66

San Francisco 49

Chicago 63

Detroit 71

Cleveland 60

Pittsburgh 49

Department
store sales

Industrial
employment Power sales

43 ft a

32 ft b

39 40 31

66 69 60

42 38 40

41 31 39

Soubce: Derived from data in appendix ii. Adjusted for 1929-1939 trend. The trough was not 1933 in all
cases, but in order to preserve comparability with biennial census data, this decline was oomput^ to 1933.

*• No turning point prior to 1933.

Trough more than fifteen months later than latest other area.

and in no cases was this percents^e so high. Also, there appears to be
great uniformity in the decline (between the series) as reference to tables

25 through 28 will reveal. For ease of comparison, table 29 presents the
percentage decline in the yearly averages of the four series adjusted for

the 1929-1939 trend in each area between 1929 and 1933. It is certainly

unfortunate that complete data are not available for Los Angeles and
San Francisco, but even without such data, table 29 provides a good
illustration of the point at issue. All series did move downward violently.

At no other time is this so clearly the case, though, if ail of the series were
available for the first downswing (1921), it is very possible that it, too,
would reflect some of this same uniformity.

The magnitude of this decline is in part a consequence of the fact
that it spread into or was reflected in national and world Hanlring and
monetary conditions. It is true, certainly, that no cycle fails to affect
monetary systems in some degree, but in this case the effects were ex-
tremely a^avated. Repetition of the familiar story of the disintegra-
tion ^d final breakdown of international economic equilibrium following
1929 is unnecessary here. Suffice it to say that the world prosperity of the
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^twenties was built upon “an expansion of credit and large international
loans that seemed to achieve miracles that economists had declared im*
possible/'^- The miracles worked by these “stop-gap’’ measures proved
to be definitely of transitor}^ nature, however, and once imder way, the
international financial crisis spread rapidly. The controls introduced by
all major nations thereafter in the attempt to achieve insulation from
external shocks served to dry up capital movement and the flow of

international trade rapidly.

In addition to the consequences of these international problems, the

econom^’^ of the United States was driven downward by the near collapse

of the Americem banking system. Between 1929 and 1931 the number
of bank suspensions in the United States increased fourfold, and by 1933

more than six times as many banks failed as in 1929.^® Table 30 presents

indexes of deposits of suspended banks between 1929 and 1939 in the

United States and the various states in which the areas studied lie. The
fact that, during the earlier years of the ’twenties, failures veiy seldom

exceeded those in 1929 makes the increase in suspensions thereafter

seem even more impressive. It is impossible, of course, to argue that the

increase in bank failures was either a cause or an effect. Instead it was

unquestionably both, and probably at the same time; but this phe-

nomenon did not occur in such aggravated form in earlier C3^cles, and

the wholesale failure of banks could hardlj^ be expected not to accentuate

the downswing once it was vmder way.

Table 30 shows that a decided differential existed between the areas

with respect to the rate of increase in the importance of bank failures

as measured by deposits of suspended banks. By 1931 they had increased

seventy times in Ohio compared with forty-five times in Michigan and

onlv three times in California. By 1933, deposits of failed banks in

Michigan were nearly 350 times those in 1929 and eight times in 1931.

In California these failures in 1933 were five times those two years earlier;

elsewhere the increase was much less, and in Illinois they actually de-

clined somewhat in this bienniiim. Slichigan and Ohio had the poor^

experience of the states listed. The rate of deterioration was most rapid

in 1931 in Ohio, but in 1932 and 1933 Michigan moved downward far

more rapidly. The causes of this banking collapse are many, such as

gross incompetency of some bankers, a superfluity of small independent

banks, an agricultural depression, and a decentrahzed system of r^ula-

tion, but it could not have reached such proportions had not a major

cyclical downswing in business generally occurred.

The decided differences between the states with respect to banking

T B Condliffe The Reconstruction of World Trade 7^
» of Got^mors of the Federi Reserve System, Banking and Monelary

Stoiistics (Washington, 1943), p. 284.
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experience was not carried over into other series used in this investiga-

tion. Perhaps Detroit owes its relatively violent movement in part to

Michigan’s banking difficulties, but the fact that the California areas

showed little comparative stability (table 29), in spite of relatively

favorable banking experience, suggests that other factors exerted some-

what more effective force. Banking collapse did contribute to the general

violence of the movement, but other factors apparently governed the

regional differences.

TABLE 30

Indexes of Deposits of Sitspended Commehciai* Banks in the

United States and in Selected States, 1929-1939

Year United
States

1

California

1

Illinois Michigan Ohio
Pennsyl-
vania

1929 Actual ® 230,643 4,452 16,872 2,263 3,479 8,128

1929 100 100 100 100 100 100

1930 363 215 363
i

287 863 765

1931 733 300 1,041 4,544 7,486 3,331

1932 306 453 752 1,606 238 627

1933 1,559 1,614 938 34,812 14,171 4,036

1934 160 2 2 21 14

1935 4 2 7 56

1936 5 54

1937 8

* * •

4 4

1938 5 17 1 4

1939 15 1

1

***** * • * 4 « • A * * 9

Soubce: Data derived from Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Banking and Monetary
Statistics (Washington, 1943), p. 285.

* Thousands of dollars.

Employment in Detroit’s largest industry, the manufacture of trans-

portation equipment, declined 31 per cent between 1929 and 1933 and
only 45 per cent when adjusted for trend, but value added by manufac-
ture in this industry dropped more than 50 per cent xmadjusted and
nearly 56 per cent when adjusted. This industry accounted for just tmder
60 per cent of all manufacturing wage earners in Detroit in 1939. Com-
paring this experience with, for example, emplojnnent and value added
in all nondurable goods manufacturing in Los Angeles (which accounts
for 50 per cent of total industrial employment), makes the general
differential instability of Detroit less surprising than might be expected.
Employment and value added (unadjusted) declined in Los Angeles by
20 and 50 per cent, respectively

; in Pittsburgh these figures for the iron
and steel industry (employing 56 per cent of the industrial wage earners)
are 34 and 73 per cent, respectively.

Taking Detroit and Pittsburgh alpno (for these were the only areas
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with comparable concentration in single industries), the data for the
percentage decline to 1933 are shown in the table.”

Detroit, tTBDsportation
equipment Fittsbursii, iron and steel

rUnployment Value added rimployment Value added

Adjusted “ 45.3

31.3

55.8

51.1

37.5

33.8

74.1

73.4Unadjusted

» Adjusted for 192^1939 trend.

Thus, between the principal industries in these two areas, there is little

diflference when employment alone is considered, but fluctuations in

value added in the iron and steel industry in Pittsburgh far exceed the

decline in value added in Detroit's automobile industry. Additional data

show that Pittsburgh's value added instability is due principally to out-

put fluctuation rather than to price change; between 1929 and 1933

output in gross tons of steel ingots and steel for castings declined 74

per cent (adjusted for 1919-1945 trend) and 72 per cent (unadjusted)

The accompanjdng comparative stability of employment in Pittsburgh’s

iron and steel industry is associated with and confirmed by a very sharp

decline in physical output per wage earner, approximately 44 per cent

between 1929 and 1933.^®

Likevdse, it appears that the sharp decrease in value added in the

automobile industry is a consequence primaril}’' of output instability,

for the national physical output of automobiles declined at the same rate

as the decline in national factoiy sales, approximately 65 per cent.

Though these data refer to output and sales of automobiles in the United

States, whereas the Detroit data refer to transportation equipment

generally’', the concentration of automobile production in Detroit makes

the data suflBciently comparable to be significant.

From the foregoing data the following conclusions seem defensible.

First, the cyclical characteristics of the areas are not sufficiently tied to

the cyclical characteristics of the principal manufacturing industries to

Data in this and the preceding paragraph were derived from the United States

Census ofManufactures. - i. tt • ^ m ..

*5 Derived from data in table 14, Bureau of Busmess Res^c^
Pittsburgh, Industrial Databook for the Pittsburgh Distrui p. 30. Data from 19dd

through 1945 were provided by the American Iron and Steel In^tute.

This value was obtained by diriding total gross tons of steel ingots and steel for

castings product bv the average number of wage earners m steel mills and roUmg

year, 'and then ^di^iding the quotient for 19M
between the two quotients. The data are from the Cet^ o/ Manufadurers

DaialJk for the Pittsburgh District, p. 30. Though the «i>sus

does not refer exclusively to wage eamera enga^ m tte production of ingot^ it is

unlikely that this invalidates the conclusion significantly.
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make the two substantially alike. Generalized measures of this 1929—1933

recession in Los Angeles indicate that it was considerably more severe

than the recession in the same period in nondurable goods production

which includes its two largest industries. On the contrary, the largest

industries in Detroit reflect a downswing somewhat less violent than the

measures listed in table 29. Peculiarly in Pittsburgh, though employ-

ment in the major industry fluctuates less than the general measures,

value added and output fluctuate much more. Thus, the determining

cause of the amplitude of local cycles does not seem to be the cycle in

an area’s major industry, regardless of how predominant that industry

may be.

Second, the parallel movement of value and physical output series in

steel and automobiles suggests that the familiar belief that monopolistic

organization tends to stabilize price and destabilize output is likely to be

correct. This general situation is a contrast to conditions surrounding

such activities as citrus production in southern California. In this field,

stability of physical production and shipments and very unstable price

are characteristic, with the result that the value of the product declined

45 per cent and, adjusted for trend, approximately 55 per cent between

1929 and 1933.^^ This situation is also paralleled in the petroleum export

industry of Los Angeles, for net exports were quite stable on a tonnage

basis, whereas prices were very unstable, with the end result that the

value of exports dropped by slightly more than 55 per cent.** Though the

following matter will be considered more fully later, at this point it is

interesting to note that the instability of these export industries is more
than likely a significant factor in shaping business cycles in Los Angeles.

Recovery, Recession, and the Upturn, 1933-1939

A sustained recovery from the depression began in most series in the

areas early in 1933, though in a few cases it began late in 1932; and in

power sales, except for Detroit, it began much later. In all areas, except
Detroit and San Francisco, an abortive recovery in power sales began
at the common time, the spring of 1933, lasting only a few months. In
these cases the beginning of a continuing recovery was postponed until
the autumn of 1934. Examination of the unadjusted data reveals that the
lateness of sustained recovery in power sales in Los Angeles may well
have been in part the consequence of trend adjustment. In Cleveland,

froDi flata published by the California Fruit Growers Exchange in
btat^tzcal Infarrruitum m the Orange Industry, 1946, and Statistical Infomtaiion an
the Leman Industry, 1946 (Los Angeles, 1946).

A
Board of Harbor Commissioners, Annual Report 1939-1940 (Los

^^eles, P-81, ^d J. S. Bam, The Economics of the Pacific Coast Petroleum
Industry, Part 2: Pnce Behavior and Compehtian (Berkeley, 1945), chap. vii.
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Pittsburgh, and Chicago, however, the unadjusted data show indications
of a double trough, with the beginning of the recovery (culminating in

1937) delaj^ed until late 1934. In these three cases, apparently, the delay
in the upturn was not a result of trend adjustment. In San Francisco,

recover^" was delayed until February, 1936, unquestionably a conse-

quence of the peculiar makeup of the power series.

This recoverj^ reflects some very curious aspects, probably as a result

of a number of forces peculiar to it. Among these are the 'violence of the

preceding downswing, the new and positive role of governmental opera-

tions, the continued international monetarj- and economic uncertainties,

and the preparation for war in Europe, all of which began to have

economic significance as early as 1934, Examination of charts 8 and 9

show, however, that this is merely a result of the fact that the trough

values were extremely low as compared to the 1929 peaks. Actually the

recovery to 1937 was only a partial recovery, for in no cases were the

values at the end of the recovery as high as those of 1929. Data imad-

justed for trend also reveal the incompleteness of this recovery. National

income in 1937 was 19 per cent below 1929 and consumers^ outlay 17

per cent lower although in physical terms output exceeded 1929 levels

by the later date, capital formation, total employment, construction,

and prices failed to make a full recovery. Unemplojunent in the later year

was sixteen times that of 1929. In charts 8 and 9 the extent to which

this recoveiy fell short of 1929 levels in the areas is perhaps more marked.

Even the physical series, power sales and employment, show no cases

where 1929 peaks were regained.

Second, when we consider the fact that the increase in store sales

reflected in table 31 is, to an important extent, owing to price increase

(the Bureau of Labor Statistics index of wholesale prices rose 31 per

cent between 1933 and 1937), the validity of the Hansen thesis, that the

recovery “was mainly a consumption recovery/* becomes doubtful.-® On

the other hand, some support to his position is offered by the much

greater recovers' in Detroit, for there monthly sales of consumers dur-

able goods, automobiles, did lead the upswing. In fact, trend-adjusted

passenger car factor}" sales data increased 238 per cent and production,

230 percent.-^

Third, in spite of the fact that substantial unemployment of resources

existed Ls late as 1937, and fe\v if any signs of important bottlenecks

S. Kuznets, Xatianal Income and Its ComposUtan, 1919-J9^S {JSew iofk,

’’

SS' d5rp™«X<£'AuSi«bfi.
Eaton Manufacturing Company .1 CArnnfcic

tS&2-m6 (Clevfland, 1936), J. G. Glover and W. B. CorneU, The Deteloptnem

of .1 m^noan Industries (New \ork, 1941), p. 700.
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existed, prices moved upward at a very rapid pace in 1933 and 1934 and

again in 1936 and 1937. This situation is as opposite to that which should

be expected on the basis of cyclical theory as was the failure of prices to

rise in the latter years of the Twenties. This unusual price rise, which

occurred simultaneously with a measurable decline in the velocity of

money, was largely a reflection of the various recovery measures of the

federal government and of the effect of these measures upon business

psychology.^^

Finally, this recovery, unlike its preceding recession, occurred to a

somewhat different degree in the several areas. The percentage increases

TABLE 31

Percentage Increase in Trend-Adjusted Annual Averages,

All Series, 1933-1937

Los Angeles .

.

San Francisco

Chicago

Detroit

Cleveland, . .

.

Pittsburgh

Bank debits

!

Department
store sales

Industrial
employment

Industrial
and commercial
power satee

97 57 56 40»

78 40 35 b

79 48 59 35

199 91 107 70

118 57 50
1

93 74 52 49*^

Soubce: Derived from data in appendix ii. Adjusted for 1929-1939 trend, 1933 and 1937 are not neoee-
sarily the trough and peak years.

» An extra cycle appears in monthly data only,
^ Nonoomparable cycle.

ranged in debits from 78 to 199, in store sales from 40 to 91, in employ-

ment from 35 to 107, and in power sales from 35 to 70.” These wide

ranges themselves are an indication of the variety of forces conditioning

the recovery.

In many respects the downswing following 1937 resembled this re-

covery. As in practically every other case, Detroit’s per cent decrease was
greatest, and in this phase the per cent decrease in Los Angeles or San
Francisco was generally least. In spite of its relatively short duration in

some areas (measured on a monthly basis), this recession approaches in

magnitude the downswing between 1929 and 1933. For example, tables

25 through 28 show that employment in Detroit declined 54 per cent
after 1937, and which compares with 74 per cent after 1929; power gnlpa

in Detroit decreased 55 and 67 per cent at those times, respectively.
Elsewhere the downswing was not so comparable. In Los Angeles, for

“ Slichter, op. cit., p. 16.

“ San Francis’s increase is not counted because it includes residential and
because its turning point is not comparable.
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example, debits declined only one third as much in the latter recession,

and in store sales the difference is even greater

«

In another important respect this downswing resembles both the

movement after 1929 and the earlier one beginning in 1920. AH three

were accompanied by a sharp decline in prices, with the decline in the

1937-1938 period much less accentuated, whereas the fluctuations of the

latter 'twenties occurred in a period of relative price stability. In fact,

the recovery of prices, following their decrease from the 1937 peak, did

not begin until late 1939, long after most measures of business activity

turned upward. The similarity in price reaction between these three re*

cessions probably’' ends with the fact itself, for causes of the specific price

change exist for the last which were not present in the earlier ones. These

causes also are related to the significance of the government in this

recovery, and the associated reaction of business to this factor. Although

it is true that the preceding rise of prices from their 1932-1933 lows was

accompanied by an increase in bank deposits and currency in the nation,

this increase in money was due almost solely to government deficit

financing and, only to an insignificant degree, to business borrowing from

banks. This factor, combined with the stability or decline in velocity of

money, and with an increase in the liquidity of business, suggests that the

price rise w as in some ways an artificial one which would give way once

its causes were removed.

The failure of the western areas to experience as severe a downswing

as the eastern ones, like their failure to reflect faithfully all the move-

ments of the 'twenties, is a consequence primarily of their population

growth and the resultant stimulus to certain actmties: construction,

market-oriented manufacturing, and trade and sendee functions. But in

this 1937 recession another force (foreign orders for certain important

products of the area such as petroleum products and airplanes the

demand derived therefrom for the products of other local industries) was

working to cushion the downswing. Net exports of petroleum products

from Los Angeles, though they did not increase, failed to show any sig-

nificant decline in 1938, and average employment in aircraft and non-

ferrous metals manufactures showed substantial increases.

Only in power sales and emplojTnent did a recovery from the 1938

trough terminate in all areas, for in the other series the wartime inflation

of prices, pav rolls, and consumer expenditure generally kept the sen^

moving upw ard through 1945, the last year for which data were processed

for this study. The magnitude of this upswing and its duration are so

clearlv related to the wartime production and financial program that little

more than mere recognition of this phase is worth-while here. Deserving

. . it iQ tViA Ti^f/)olm£r recession
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reflected by Detroit’s employment in 1941, the short recession in Chi-

cago’s bank debits in the first half of 1940, and the downturn of debits in

Detroit, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh in 1943, 1944, and 1945, respectively.

Detroit’s uniQue recession is assignable to a specific cause, the conversion

of that area from a purely civilian goods production center to a center

from which came enormous quantities of military equipment. The extent

to which mechanization had been carried in earlier years necessitated a

complete shutdown of many establishments during the conversion proc-

ess. As in 1927, the fact that the cause was well known, and its duration

strictly limited to the period necessary for technical changes, confined

this recession to employment only.

The second unusual movement in this period, Chicago’s debit decline

in 1940, is a reflection of a sharp decline in stock prices and in the volume

of trading. Beginning in May, 1940, trading decreased rapidly so that

the volume of shares traded in 1940 was approximately 20 per cent below

the 1939 level.

Third, the wartime downturn of debits in Detroit, Cleveland, and

Pittsburgh deserves special comment. This decline in these very spe-

cialized areas is due principally to the fact that their output, though no

longer increasing to meet wartime needs, could not remain at as high

levels or expand further in response to growing civilian needs. Shortages

of materials and, the fact that, in Cleveland especially, producers’ goods

for manufacturers of civilian goods commanded no market until other

requisite resources could be released are factors responsible for the down-

turn of debits. Machine tools for the production of such things as toys,

shoes, radios, and the like could not be produced and sold in Cleveland,

or even elsewhere, until the wartime pressure diminished. In addition,

Cleveland’s very important automobile parts industry, like Detroit’s,

was retarded necessarily.

Conclusions

Material presented in this chapter, though perhaps somewhat too de-

tailed to permit easy generalization, does serve to bring out some signifi-

cant matters. First, nation-wide cyclical changes tend to affect all areas

substantially, with only Detroit suffering a cycle consistently greater in

amplitude than the others. Cycles that do not affect all areas to the same
degree substantially are never associated with a sharp price change,
whereas cycles occurring in all areas are always so associated. Thus, a
basic element in the definition of “national” cycles must be price varia-
bility. A vulnerable price structure must be looked upon in all areas as a
danger signal, regardless of geographic location or industrial charac-
teristics.
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Second, the magnitude of cyclical swings is not directly, and in a
simple manner, related to the industrial pattern of the areas. For exam"
pie, Pittsburgh, even with its concentration in producers^ durable goods,
does not generally have abnormally severe cyclical swings. Also, neither
Los Angeles nor Chicago, with important nondurable and consumers'
goods industries, appears to experience generally milder swings.

Third, cyclical variations do not seem to be associated with price

change in the manner usually anticipated. Peaks have not been consist-

ently preceded by rapid price increase, nor are early stages of recovery

always periods of price stability. Cycles have occurred in periods of price

stability, and prices have moved upward before output has ceased to

increase.

Fourth, the magnitude of cyclical change and measurable character-

istics of the change (e.g., its reflection in one series as opposed to others)

seem to be related to the organization of industiy in the area. Where a

considerable degree of monopolistic control can be exercised, cyclical

variation reflects itself more in output variability and less in price

variability. Where acthdty is more competitive, the reverse appears to

hold.

Finally, it seems as if the common theories of cyclical cause do not

contribute significantly to the explanation of peculiarities of regional

reaction. Not only are the more general explanations, such as overinvest-

ment or underconsumption, of little use, but the more particular theories

of sequence, such as the acceleration principle, fall short of general appli-

cation. The fluctuations that have been examined in this chapter, though

they may well have an imderlying common catise, seem often to be so

significantly conditioned by specific unique circumstances that the force

of the common cause, if any, is lost. Perhaps more complete data would

reveal relationships that would support some cycle theories, but data

examined in this chapter fail to do so. The study of cycles must be of a

specific and detailed nature ;
otherwise, the empirical study of historical

cycles will not make any contribution to the practical problem of fore-

casting the probable characteristics of cycles to come or to the problem

of their control.

This chapter has been confined to gross measures of the magmtude of

cycles, and, therefore, is itself subject to some of the shortcomings that

its conclusions suggest are common to many empirical researches.

Though the cycles measured herein are regional, the method of mea^^

ment employed may hide significant factors. Kates of change

phases may *^be important, and it is for this reason that chapter vi wiU

provide a more detailed examination of some of the larger intraphase

changes.



Chapter V

REGIONAL CYCLICAL PATTERNS, 1919-1929:

INTRAPHASE MOVEMENTS

At several, points in the foregoing analysis, the necessity arose for

more detailed consideration of cyclical pattern. This need was demon-

strated by the complex character of the movements experienced in the

individual areas. There are numerous examples of significant detail

completely hidden by measurements utilized heretofore. Detroit provides

an almost continuous case in point; in that area, it is not at all unusual

for extreme variations to occur within a single month, and for those

sharp peaks and troughs, therefore, to exaggerate cyclical movements.

Because this characteristic of Detroit's series is so common, it does not

carry as important implications for the magnitude of cycles as do other

peculiarities in other areas. Even superficial examination of charts 10

to 13 and of charts 15 to 22 reveals the unusual movements of the various

series in Detroit, so care is likely to be exercised in the interpretation and
use of measures of cycles in Detroit.

Another and perhaps more dangerous type of movement that per-

centage change figures conceal is exemplified by the behavior of Los
Angeles and Cleveland in chart 16 (Department Store Sales in Six

Industrial Areas, 1929-1939). Obviously, the percentage increase be-

tween 1933 and 1938 is greater in Cleveland than in Los Angeles (84 as
opposed to 53 per cent). Even combined with analogous figures for the
previous decrease, these figures fail to show that between late 1932 and
early 1935 Los Angeles made little recovery; they also fail to show that
Cleveland moved upward sharply from the trough and maintained a
level of operations for 1933, 1934, and 1935 that was substantially above
that of Los Angeles. Cleveland succeeded early in achieving a measure of
recovery, but Los Angeles failed to do so imtil 1935 at the earliest. A
somewhat similar, though less marked, example of this kind of short-
coming is to be seen on chart 15 (Bank Debits) in the divergent move-
ment of Los Angeles and San Francisco following the 1933 trough. In
this case, the percentage increase in Los Angeles exceeds that in San
Francisco, though it could hardly be said that San Francisco was more
depressed.

Method of Measurement

In chapter i, and again early in chapter v, a method was described which
provides a more descriptive indication of amplitude, one that is affected
by all the monthly values rather than merely the peak and trough This
technique involves the treatment of the monthly data within a single

[ 119 ]
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cycle as a frequenc^’^ distribution and the application to the distributions

of the usual measures of central tendency and dispersion. Thus, in any

area a cycle with a relatively high mean and a low coefficient of variation

represents one which is relatively mild and in which monthly fluctuations

are comparatively small, thereby describing a favorable situation for the

area. Put in another way, these measures indicate that, on the average,

the monthly values are higher than elsewhere, that these values lie

closer to their average, and hence the series is more stable,

Indi\dduals, as employers, as laborers, and as consumers, are much

concerned with the level of business at any isolated point in time, and

even more with the change between two points that are widely separated;

but often they are more concerned with the short-term movements which,

cumulating steadily, contribute to the long-term changes. Hence, the

average standing of the months throughout a cycle is of real significance.

(Notice the high average level of bank debits in Los Angeles in the 1923-

1929 cycle [chart 10] and of that areals department store sales between

1922 and 1939 [chart 11], or of the low average level of Cleveland's

power sales in the 1929—1939 cycle [chart 1 /].)

Equally important is the manner in which the measures of activity,

month bv month, distribute themselves around their average level. A

measure of their distribution is extremely useful in appraising the welfare

of the individual as it is reflected by a given business series. Short period

changes, in other words, may be as damaging to mdi\dduals as any

particulkr economic position. If these changes are confined within narrow

limits (in this application, if the standard deviation or coefficient of

variation is small), little ^dolence is done to plans. It may be possible to

iTome ^eustomed to stable coaditions, however poor, and even to b<^

come accustomed to steadily deteriorating conditions, but reasonable

adjustment to erratic changes is nearly impossible. It is true that a hkeh-

hood of such movements will be accompanied by significant alterations

in business policy, but such alterations are often reluctantly made Md

far from safisfactorj'. Most frequently, they involve nothing more t^
attempts to make changes in a given position more painless even at tte

expense of less acceptable current conditions. This does not me^ Aat

the absolute level about which these erratic movements
^ ^

concern. Rather, both the level and the gyrations about t must be

weighed in passing judgment on whether or not a particular cychcal

^ —IVre .he .hne sequence of the valeee, . fee. wW
obviou<*ly is of considerable relevance. The shortcommgs ansmg fr^

.hi, deficiency are conaiderably reduced
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individually or in combination, do not provide a perfect substitute for

the study of all the values as presented in the last chapter in graphic

form and tabularly in appendix ii. They represent a means of summariz-

ing a vast amount of detail and thereby assist in the interpretation of it.

Additional measures of the characteristics of the distributions might

contribute to the evaluation of a given cycle. Monthly values of any

series may be more numerous above their own average than below, for the

latter may be sufficiently far below to compensate for their fewness. A

small measure of dispersion about the average does not preclude the

possibility that the values in a cycle exceed their mean far more fre-

quently than they fall below it, nor does it preclude the opposite (values

more frequently below than above). Conditions are more favorable to

rational decisions if the values below the average are few, even though

those few are far below, than if they are numerous, though not so far

short of their average. Thus, a measure of skewness, of the numerical

distribution of the items above and below their mean, might be useful

in the description of cyclical change. This measure, however, also

ignores time sequence. In addition to this shortcoming, tests of skewness

of the distributions indicate that the differences are not large enough to

justify use of the measure and that proper interpretation requires almost

complete knowledge of the shape of the cycle. Therefore, it cannot be

used as a substitute for the data ;
interpretation is based upon percentage

change, the mean, and the measure of dispersion, with the remaining

detail described by the data to be found in charts 10 to 13 and 15 to 22

and in appendix ii.

The use of these measures may seem to be elaborate, and to create

problems of interpretation that are hardly more manageable than the

original one, but some reflection will reveal that the mean and the devia-

tion measurement bring together an enormous amount of detail that

otherwise would be difficult, if not impossible, to handle. This entire

procedure of treating the series as frequency distributions serves to bring

forward one problem which, though existent heretofore, has not been
met directly and explicitly. This problem is one of the significance of

differences between the series; in this case, between the distributions.

The question that must be asked is: Are or are not the differences owing
to chance alone? Variance analysis provides a means by which, under
certain specific conditions, the probability of chance differences between
distributions may be estimated. But the conditions which must be met
before this technique may be applied appear to make it inappropriate as
a solution to the problem at hand. First, the distributions must be nor-
mal, but in the distributions of monthly values they very often are not
normal. This skewness, however, does not present an insurmountable
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obstacle, for metliods are available by meaBs of which the normality

assumption may be avoided,^ The second condition, that the items in the

distribution are independent of one another, cannot be met however, nor

can this requirement be avoided by special processing of the data.* A
time series of business data consists of a series of interdependent values

and, as in this study where cycle, trend, and seasonal movement are

studied, an assumption of interdependence underlies the entire work.

Unquestionably, probability calculations can be applied to economic

series, but only when the series is regarded as a ^‘sequence of random
variables” and ne^^er when an assumption of randomness of individual

values in a time series is essential.*

There is no practical solution to the problem of the significance of

differences, and the case will ha^^e to rest here upon whether the differ-

ences are relath^ely large or small, and especially upon whether non-

chance causes are identifiable. Wherever specific causes for a divergence

are discovered, then it assumes significance, even though small, and

enough instances that are significant on this basis establish a likelihood

that some undiscovered causes act in other instances. Chance, therefore,

would be relegated to a subordinate position as an explanation for differ-

ences between distributions.

Cycles in Bank Debits

As in other instances, the diversity of cyclical reaction, together with

some incomplete series, restricts the number of comparisons in which all

areas appear. Over the entire period (1919-1945), the four series—debits,

store sales, power sales, and employment—provide only nine cycles

in which either five or six areas can be compared. The first of these is in

debits between the 1920 peak and the following peak of 1923 or 1924 in

which onlv San Francisco is noncomparable. This postwar fluctuation,

as pointed out earlier, has several characteristics in common with the

later cycle following 1929 and differs greatly from the inteiv^ening ones

throughout the 'twenties. By far the most important aspect of this wly

cycle is that it involved sharp price change and was directly associated

with wartime and postwar monetary experience. Its tie to money and to

prices insures its reflection in business actudty throughout the nation.

Chart 10 reveals that even though San Francisco does not have a com-

parable cycle during this period, since its terminal peak is very much

1 Cf. M. Friedman, *‘The Use of Ranks to Avoid the

pUcit in the Anal3^ of Variance,” Journal of the American Staiistwal Assoctalion,

Butinas CyOa., p. 391 B » ii«fe of

Economic Statistics^ \ ol. 25 (1943), p- 14.
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delayed, it is not unaffected by the changes that occurred nationally.

That area merely remained depressed through 1924, and did not respond

to the stimulus to recovery from 1921 as did the other areas.

Of the five areas remaining, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Chicago seem

logically to distinguish themselves from Detroit on the one hand and Los

Angeles on the other. The former three areas display a conventional cycle

moving from peaks of approximately the same height to terminal peaks

that are somewhat lower, though still of near equal height, from twenty-

six to thirty-three months later. Of the three, Cleveland and Pittsburgh

are most alike. At this time, the Cleveland economy had not yet linked

itself to automobiles, and resembled Pittsburgh much more than it does

TABLE 32

Measurements of the Distribution of Adjusted

Bank Debit Values, 1920-1923 Cycle

Soubce: derived from data in appendix ii.

today. As late as 1929, 45 per cent of Cleveland's total manufacturing

employment was in iron and steel (as compared with Pittsburgh's 60
per cent), and a vast majority of this was in basic production—steel

mills and foundries. But, whereas over the years Pittsburgh remained
essentially the same in its emphasis, Cleveland changed to lighter fabri-

cated products. Manufacturing never was concentrated in Chicago to

the same extent as in the other two cities, and Chicago was by no means
as important a durable goods center. It leaned more heavily upon market-
oriented activities such as trading, finance, and services. Chart 10 clearly
shows a flatter trough in Chicago in this cycle, and somewhat less marked
peaks.

Table 32 presents the measures discussed above for this debit cycle.
These figures substantiate the impression created by the charted series.
The means in Los Angeles, Chicago, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh are very
close, especially alike is the depression in the last three. Detroit displays
a marked cycle, but it is generally far above trend, and the average of the
values is far above that elsewhere. The violence of the change in Detroit
gives it the highest measure of variation.
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CHART 10

Bank Debits in Six Industrial Areas, 19(9-1929
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Another kind of movement occurred in Los Angeles which is not re-

vealed by these measures. The early peak was low, barely above trend,

and the later one very high, whereas the other areas failed to recover

their 1920 levels. The values in Los Angeles tend to offset one another,

giving to the area a mean and deviation comparable with the three other

areas but not with Detroit. Of all the areas, Chicago stands out as most

stable, and Detroit as least.

Another cycle in debits overlapping this first postwar movement

extended from the trough of 1921 to the 1924 trough. Taking the^ phases

and measuring the cycle from trough to trough improves Detroit s record

very much. The improvement in Detroit was brought about by active

TABLE 33

Measurements op the Distribution of Adjusted

Bank Debit Values, 1921-1924 Cycle

Area
Arithmetic

mean

Coefficient
of variation
(per cent)

Los Angeles 107.9 14.6

Chicago 95.4 6.7

Detroit 114.0 8.8

Cleveland 99.7 10.1

Pittsburgh 102.8 8.9

Source; Derived from data in appendix ii.

operations in the automobile industry. In the upswing from the 1921

trough, the automobile, railroad equipment, and construction industries

showed distinctly rapid increases. The first activated Detroit, the last,

Los Angeles, and all three created markets for the output of Pittsburgh

and Cleveland; Chicago and San Francisco remained to share the conse-

quences to a lesser degree. Chart 10 reveals this situation clearly. Again,

San Francisco must be dropped from the comparison, and Chicago dis-

plays very little in the way of upswing and downswing between these

successive troughs, though enough to make a cyclical movement observ-

able. Table 33 provides measures analogous to those of table 32 which
refer to this period.

Bank debits do not have other cycles where five or six areas are com-
parable until after 1929, but Los Angeles, Chicago, and Cleveland ex-

perienced a comparable cycle, measured from peak to peak, between 1923
(or 1924) and 1929. Detroit and Pittsburgh have extra cycles in that
period and San Francisco reacts in a suflSciently peculiar way so that
exclusion of all three is justified. The high level of activity that popularly
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is attributed, to the latter half of the 1920 decade clearly seems to have
come to Los Angeles much earlier than elsewhere. Chart 10 shows that
debits in this area moved upward to an adjusted index value of more than
140 by the spring of 1924, a time somewhat later than that when Chi-
cago reached its trough, but preceding Cleveland’s trough by approxi-
mately a half year. Indeed, it was not until early 1926 that the latter

areas rose above 130, whereas Los Angeles, having achieved this level as
early as the spring of 1923, remained far above the other two areas until
the middle of 1927. The trough of 1923 or 1924 involved values close to
120 in Los Angeles and values slightly below 100 in Cleveland and Chi-
cago. Thus, though this cycle did reflect itself in Los Angeles, it was
about an extraordinarily high level.

The means of the values between these peaks were 132.0, 117.1, and
117.9 in Los Angeles, Chicago, and Cleveland, respectively, illustrating

the comparatively early and great prosperity in Los Angeles. In this

c\"cle, however, Chicago does not display relative stability, for the

coefficients of variation are, in the same order, 10.5, 14.1, and 10.3, Inspec-

tion of chart 10 reveals that this instability in Chicago is largely a conse-

quence of fairly \dolent movement in the last two years, 1928 and 1929.

Before that time, debits in this area could hardly be said to fluctuate

more than in Cleveland. The cause for the western area’s unique move-

ment (the rapid growth of population and unusual activity in construc-

tion) needs no further elaboration here, but the later, more violent,

movements of Chicago and Los Angeles, as compared with Cleveland,

are sufficiently unusual to justify further comment. It is helpful in this

connection to refer to San Francisco’s extremely ^^oIent movement in

the middle of 1928 (chart 10) and to note there Chicago’s and Los

Angeles’ similar, but less marked, fluctuation. In chapter iii, pages

94—95, the cause for San Francisco’s extreme movement was set forth;

for the same reason Los Angeles and, to a lesser extent, Chicago ex-

ne. This

specula-

tion culminating in the 1929 collapse.

The other comparison that may be made during this period, between

Detroit and Pittsburgh from the 1924 to the 1927 trough, also presents

some interesting contrasts, as chart 10 will show, even though the means,

the variation, and the skewness of the s’alues are very similw. This cycle

in Detroit appears to be symmetrical, but in Pittsburgh it reaches its

highest point very near the* 1927 trough. Put in another way, the down-

swing is much more abrupt in Pittsburgh. This is an example of belated,

though somewhat more severe, repercussions on the Pittsburgh economy

nf tKo FrirH shutdown, the weaknesses especially of durable goods manu-
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facture in general, and the weaknesses of construction and railroads in

particular.

Summarizing the conclusion that may be drawn from this matenal

dealing with debits in the areas during the twenties, it seems clear that

in the period when price movements were important elements of cyclical

change, Los Angeles and Detroit experienced relatively violent move-

ments. On the contrary, when price change is not associated with

cyclical movement, Los Angeles and, to a lesser extent, Detroit, appear

to show no differential instability. In the early part of this period,

Chicago showed a marked degree of stability, though later, when security

speculation became intense, it fluctuated widely enough to hide the basic

and underlying stability of the area. Throughout this decade, San Fran-

cisco was unusual, differing in most respects from the other areas. With

less favorable long-term growth than Los Angeles, nonetheless it main-

tained a dominant position in financial matters on the Coast. A knowl-

edge of this factor provides the key to the unique pattern of its cycles

at this time.

Cycles in Department Store Sales

Department store sales provide no instances before 1929 where more than

three areas are comparable, and in most instances only two can be

compared legitimately. Only in Cleveland and Pittsburgh does a defin-

able 1920-1923 cycle appear. Thereafter, no cycle of less than seven

years’ duration was revealed. The stability that such a situation repre-

sents as compared with that displayed by the bank debits, generally

speaking, is a consequence of the resistance by consumers to fluctuating

standards of living. Chart 1 1 clearly shows the impact of this resistance

when contrasted with chart 10. Even in Cleveland and Pittsburgh,

between 1921 and 1923, when store sales yield a complete and well-

defined cycle, the sales cycle is much less violent than that in debits.

Comparison of the measures of the debit and sales distributions in this

cycle in these areas, provides the following data.

Elsewhere, the movements up from the 1921 trough led to plateaus
of stable prosperity lasting into 1929 or 1930 rather than to peaks in
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CHART II

Department Store Sales in Six industrial Areas, I9i9*)929
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1923 or 1924, as in debits/ Both western areas were stable during this

period and in the trough-to-trough cycle between 1921 and 1928,

Cleveland and Pittsburgh also displayed a high degree of stability. In

this case, the means were somewhat below those for Los Angeles and

San Francisco. Their variation coefficients were: Los Angeles, 8.0 per

cent; San Francisco, 6.2 per cent; Cleveland, 6.8 per cent; and Pittsburgh,

6.5 per cent. Obviously, during the decade of the ’twenties, department

store sales fail to support the differential fluctuation shown by the debit

series. No area appears more or less stable than any other.

Ctcles in Power Sales and Employment

Consideration of the power sales series in this decade is complicated by

the fact that the data do not have uniform starting points. Only the

series for Detroit, Chicago, and San Francisco are meaningful for a major

part of the period. In fact, only one cycle belonging exclusively to this

period can be identified in power sales from the 1921 trough to the 1924

trough in the three areas for which data are available. Of these areas

Detroit is least stable; both San Francisco and Chicago have coeflBcients

of variation far below Detroit's (4.5 and 5.0 per cent as opposed to 14.4

per cent in Detroit), San Francisco's stability is very likely because its

series includes residential sales, which is certain to affect the magnitude

of variation, though not so certainly affecting the timing and duration.

Detroit, unlike Chicago, displayed a power cycle of more violence than

its contemporaneous debit cycle, owing largely to the wide output change

in Detroit and the comparatively stable price of the principal product,

automobiles. Chicago's products experienced wider price change and

smaller output change, causing the value series (debits) to move more

violently than real series (power sales).

Cursory examination of chart 13, employment, gives the impression

of imusual similarity to power sales in certain areas (chart 12). This is not

surprising since both reflect physical output. As with power sales, the

shortcomings of the data are unfortunate, but in the employment series

more comparisons are possible, Detroit and Cleveland have trough cycles

between 1921 and 1924, and all four eastern areas experienced complete

cycles between 1923 and 1925 or 1926, again between 1924 and 1927 or

1928, and finally between 1925 or 1926 and 1928 or 1929. In the earliest

cycle, in which Detroit and Cleveland alone are comparable, Detroit

experienced a much more violent cycle; in addition to the fact that on the

average its standing was considerably lower and its position, therefore,

^ Data in Chicago and Detroit are unavailable before 1923. The characteristics of
the series thereafter suggest that perhaps Detroit might have moved in a way similar
to Cleveland and Pittsburgh were data available for the early years (chart 11).
Chicago, however, resembles more Los Angeles and San Francisco.
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CHART tZ
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CHART 12 - CONTINUeO

Power Sales in Six Industrial Areas* 1920*1929
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CHART 13

Industrial Employment in Six Industriol Areas, 1920-19^9
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CHART 13 ' CONTINUED

Industriol Employment in Six Industrial Areas, 1920*1929
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less favorable, its variation was rou^y three times that of Clevelaiid
(variation coefficient 32.4 per cent as compared with 10.2 per cent). It is

of course, true that a part of Detroit’s variation is a of
violent one-month movements such as those of Dec^ber, 1921, 1923
1924, and 1926, which are a result of retooling operations aKniMinal
sales preceding or following automobile shows. However, ffieir

ent timing over the years prohibits their treatment as sp.5>sftin>.l variation.

TABLE 34

Measitbeuents op the DiSTBiBunoN OF Adjusted Industrial Euflotment
Values in Three Cycles, 1923-1929 Period

Diiratioii
Arithmetic

mean
Coeffidwt
of variation
(percent)

1923-1926

Chicago 36 114.7 4.8

Detroit 21 120.2 12.5

Cleveland 40 117.5 6.6

Pittsburgh I 35
1

1

120.1
1

7.3

1924^1928

Chicago 43 114.5 4.6

Detroit 36 119.4 15.6

Cleveland 39 112.7 5.1

Pittsburgh 43 113.6
j

6.8

1925-1929
i

Chicago 36 113.1 4.6

Detroit 36 120.8 15.6

Cleveland 36 110.8 6.1

Pittsburgh 35 . 107.6 7.5

Soitbcb: Derived from data in appendix ii.

And requires that they be considered as episodic or erratic changes. Thus,

they cannot be looked upon purely as distortions but must be seen ss

disturbing, but somewhat foreseeable, phenomena and, hence, more as

cyclical elements. Their inclusion probably leads to an exa^eration of

Detroit's instability, but exclusion would exaggerate that area's stability

even more. ... i
•

Table 34 provides the measures of the distributions of the values in

the comparable areas for the three remaining cycles of the 1920's. These

values show clearly that Chicago experienced markedly less cy^cal

movement than the other areas, Detroit more, and Cleveland and Pitts-

burgh an amoimt between these extremes. Cleveland, if anything,

slightly more stable than Pittsburgh. A high average value in Detroit,
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which tends to lessen the onus of instability to some degree, is combined

with relatively great variation. Again, the short-term movements in

Detroit highlight and exaggerate the cyclical swings; but to the extent

that major operators can foresee them, they cannot properly be con-

sidered elements of a cycle. Even if these changes are discounted, how-

ever, that area unmistakably has more unstable economic conditions

than the other eastern areas.

Chicago's stability over these years primarily reflects its broad eco-

nomic base; it seldom experienced the sharp movements of not only

Detroit, but Cleveland and Pittsburgh as well. Its dependence on the

production and sale of goods that are sensitive to income change and

that fluctuate violently with changes in consumer income is limited. In

addition to the fact that the other three areas concentrate on producers'

goods and services, their few important consximers' goods items are of an

income-sensitive nature. Examples of this latter class of goods are auto-

mobiles in Detroit and cooking and heating equipment and tools in

Cleveland. On the contrary, printing, one of Chicago's large consumer

items, is insensitive.® The only times when Chicago's rate of change

exceeded those of Cleveland and Pittsburgh (the autumn of 1924 and of

1925) favorable circumstances in agricultural prices and in foreign

markets provided the necessary stimulus.

The Four Series as Cyclical Measures

Some significant facts reveal themselves from a comparison of the rela-

tive magnitude of the cycles in each area as measured by the several

series. Detroit provides a larger number of comparisons and, hence, will

be treated first. In Detroit, employment is by far the least stable of the
series. Even discoxmting those short erratic movements in Detroit,

charts 12 and 13 show a measurably greater movement of employment
than power sales, a fact of possible comfort to the utilities but hardly
one to workers. In one cycle, from 1921 to 1924, the variation coeflScient

was precisely twice as great in employment as in power sales and three
times that for debits (chart 10). In the 1924—1927 cycle, the movement
of employment was two and one-half times debits. Although the data for
store sales in Detroit are not complete enough to yield comparable cycles,
those which are available indicate a great stability in that series as com-
pared with others. The ranking of the several measures in order of
stability of cyclical movement in Detroit shows store sales to be most
stable, followed by debits, power sales, and employment decidedly least
of all.

statistic^ study of consumer expenditures and income elasticity isaw 01 L. <1. xaraciiso. OiassincA.t.ii^ti ol n/injoiiTnoT* v.** »
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Chicago’s power sales and employment bear an opposite lelation^p

to each other, for the power sales data fluctuate somewhat more than

employment. Apparently, the most unstable series in Chicago is KaTiL-

debits, and this is due to the 1927—1929 financial activity. In general, aU
of this area’s series are much alike in this period, more so than any other

area and, at the same time, significantly more stable.

Despite Cleveland’s industrial characteristics and its functional rela^

tionshipe to Detroit, its series resemble those of Chicago mote thim those

of Detroit in their relative movements. In the 1925-1929 cycle, the variar-

tion coefficient for debits was 10.3 as compared with 6.1 in emplo3rment,

and in the 1921-1924 cycle these measures were nearly the same. Also,

department store sales are generaUy most stable, as they are in Chicago,

but month-to>month variations are often large.

No comparisons can be made between cycles in employment and in

the other series in Pittsburgh, because the power sales and onployment

series are too short. A study of the relevant charts, however, suggests

that Pittsburgh lies somewhat between Chicago and Cleveland on the

one hand and Detroit on the other. Except in the last two years of the

decade, eropIo>'ment demonstrated more instability than the other series

and resembled Detroit in that reqrect ;
in the closing years of the decade,

however, debits showed more variation as in Chicago and Cleveland.

OvERUlPPING FlXJCTC 1923-1933

.\lthough in this chapter emphasis is placed upon pre-1929 cycles, there

are some which o\’erlap. For purposes of completeness, they will be con-

sidered at this point. These are trough-to-trough cycles that extend from

the low point preceding 1929 into 1933. Bank debits provide two sets

of such cycles—Ix» Angeles, Chicago, and Cleveland from 1923-1924

to 1933 and Detroit and Pittsburgh, frmn 1927 to 1933. Of the first

group Los .\ngelcs. with a somewhat lower mean than the other two

areas has a much lower variation. This is not a result of more overfill

stability, but of the unusually sUble high level of acthity in that ar^

from the boom erf 1923 on through the remaining years of the decade. In

l.oe Vngeles, the movement upward from the trough of 1924jra8 much

le» pronounced than in Oeveland and especially Chi^. The down-

swing from 1929. however, proceeded >1*®.

in all three areas. Between Detroit and Pittsburgh, which display a

I9‘’7-I‘«3 cvcle. the former shows decidedly more \'anatiOT as

o«rl.pp«» ceW be.-«n 1928^
di(I.’™d by mo™ Hum I.O. Howmer, .ken <W«to
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dpUd store ssiles are compared in Pittsburgh, the latter again show much

greater stability.

Overlapping cycles in power sales and emplo5Tiient provide some fur-

ther evidence on one significant matter. Detroit, Cleveland, and Pitts-

burgh all experience a 1927-1933 cycle in both series and, whereas power

sales are more unstable in Cleveland and Pittsbvurgh, employment is

measurably more unstable in Detroit. The coefficients of variation are

shown in the table.

Series Detroit ,
Pittsburgh Cleveland

KmolovniGiit 36.5 19.4 23.2

Power sales 30.7 28.4 27.3

These data support earlier conclusions of imusual emplo3Tnent instability

in Detroit, a function of the natme of the industry involved. It would

appear, however, that the extent of the differential variation in Detroit

was declining as the automobile industry matured.

Period of Stability, 1919-1929

Before passing to the later period, there is some point in considering the

entire decade of the Twenties without reference to the cycles included

therein; stability over periods may be important to businessmen, espe-

cially when identifiable cycles are small and when they involve move-

ment around relatively high levels. Also, since the choice of comparable

cycles is somewhat arbitrary, and since some areas, notably San Fran-

cisco, offer few comparisons, the treatment of all the values in the series

within the period may throw additional light on the matter of differential

stability. These comparisons, however, do represent a departure from the

policy followed heretofore, that of comparing cycles only.

The method for dealing with these data is essentially the same as that

already described. One difference is that the trends by which the series

were adjusted refer to the period alone, and not to the entire 1919-1945

span. Thus, the means are nearly identical (100.0), and the standard

deviation is a sufficient measure of the dispersion of the values about
the trend.

Table 35 presents the standard deviations of the four series in each
area. Immediately apparent is the instability of San Francisco’s debits

and Detroit’s emplo3ntnent, both when each area is compared with others
and when the series in these two are compared. The picture presented by
these data lends support to earlier conclusions. In general, store sales are
the most stable of the series, and there is least difference in the stability
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of sales between the areas. Peculiarly, in Detroit, where employment is

exceedingly unstable, store sales display great stability. Dijfferential

variation between the areas is greatest in the employment series, with

Detroit in far the poorest position; there is little difference between Los

Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh. More
frequently, in this period, employment values are above their trend,

whereas in debits the reverse is true. Thus, in debits, though movement

above trend was somewhat rare, when it did occur, it was violent. These

data also demonstrate that, although San Francisco’s position as a

regional financial center made its debits unstable, its other activities,

TABLE 35

The Standabd Deviation of Adjusted Index Values,

Foub Series in Six Areas, 1919-1929

Area Bank debits
Department
store sales

Industrial
and commercial

power sales

Industrial
employment

T -Thfl AtkfpIp^ 8.3 8.6 1
12 . 1 ‘ 4 . 9 ‘

F>an Francisco 18.2 7.5 5.3 5 . 3 ‘

C^KicaffO 13.0 5.7 9.5 5.0

Tjo+roiti 165
i

^ 28.8 22.8

14.4 9.6 18.6 8.2

"Pitt^rinrffli 11.0 9.9 3 .8 * 6.1
X 1 V vO UR ^AJL • ****•-*••*••

Source: Derived from data in appendix ii. Data are adjusted for trend to 1929 only.

»Not comparable because of short series.

affecting store sales, power sales, and employment were not destabilized

thereby. Finally, Chicago’s record appears to justify earlier comments

to the effect that its economy is relatively stable, at least as compared

with the other areas.
Conclusions

In a very real sense, 1929 marked the end of an era. The prosperous

’twenties were a period when new industries and war-created ^ortag^

both at home and abroad, carried the American economy along ^th

comparatively minor interruptions and adjustments. Ev^ m the*

times of easy adjustment to small alterations in busmess conditaons, ea<*

area studied has its own characteristics and peculiar reactions. Summ^-

zation of the comparative magnitude of cycles in the^ during to

period is difficult, for valid generalizations that can be made are f

in number. Nonetheless, these few are woi^-whUe
i_

First the vigor and the dominance of the automobile m

Detroit save d«ided ioetability to

• o Wnwa that was characteristic only of Detroit, lor
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elsewhere the nature of the financial activities tended to make bank

debits least stable.

Second, during this decade, only Chicago demonstrated any differential

stability. In many ways, Chicago's economy is closely linked to near-by

areas. It offers, first, an enormous market for both consumers' and pro-

ducers' goods; second, its services as a distributor of the products of more

specialized areas
;
and third, financial and other services essential to the

business life of other areas. It resembles neither old and mature indus-

trial areas nor young and dynamic ones in all respects. Although its

economic pattern is more like that of Los Angeles, its rate of growth is

more like that of Cleveland or Pittsburgh. Perhaps this unusual com-

bination of characteristics is the sole cause for its stability; Chicago's

behavior in more recent years may justify or refute this conclusion.

Third, in spite of great differences between Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and

Los Angeles in rates of growth, in economic pattern, in resource base, and

in markets served, these areas showed great similarity in cyclical reac-

tion. Any advantage displayed by Los Angeles certainly seems to be

associated with the fluid character of its population, and not to its

emphasis of nondurable goods manufacture nor to its nonmanufacturing

activities.

Fourth, financial activities of a most extreme character seem to affect

Chicago and San Francisco most and Detroit very little. In every case,

the results of speculative activity seem to be confined largely to the debit

series. San Francisco, as the financial center of the West Coast at that

time, experienced its own unique debit fluctuations. Capital markets

apparently are not so broad as the phrase “mobility of capital" might

suggest.

Finally, there is indication that the control of industry of a monopo-

listic type may contribute to employment and output fluctuation that is

more severe than that occurring where more competitive conditions exist

as a consequence of smaller units. Also, in spite of fewness of observations

and insufficient data, it is tempting to suggest that, under these circiun-

stances, other things remaining equal, output adjustments are more often

made through the use of more or less labor than when smaller, more
competitive, units predominate.



Ch^ter VI
REGIONAli CYCLICAL PATTERNS, 1929-1939 ..

INTRAPHASE MOVEMENTS
The movem^ in business activity foUowing 1929 has been likened to
various earlier cycles, particul«u-ly that beginning in 1920. Others hnW
the position that this cycie™ oniquo, major ohaSZ
represented a respoi^ to basic underlsring trends in the economies of
the world, and especially of the United States, which culminated in the
late twenties. Both views in aU probability contam significant elements
of validity. It is very doubtful if differences between this cycle and others
^e confin^ to differences of degree alone, but it is even more doubtful
if it unique in all important respects. Whatever the merits of either
position, the essential problem of this work is to distinguish between the
behavior of the separate areas. Thus, an examination of the characterise
tics of the fluctuations of the thirties against a background of the circum-
stances surroxmding other cycles is somewhat out of order here; at the
same time, since its major features very likely affect area behavior, some
general examination of these features is certainly necessary.

Consequences of the 1929-1939 Ctcles

A glance at any comprehensive collection of statistical materials will

show both the magnitude and the inclusiveness of the 1929-1939 fluc-

tuations. Almost all series related to business show some cyclical move-
ment in this period, and many matters not so related also seem to have
a cyclical pattern. Table 36 presents calculations of the per cent decline

between 1929 and 1933 and of the increase between 1933 and 1937 in

eighteen series. Several of these (e.g., marriages and divorces), on super-

ficial consideration, would seem to be only indirectly related to economic

conditions or to institutions the characteristics of which reflect business

cycles. The pervasive nature of this business fluctuation and ihe devious

routes by which its consequences make themselves felt undoubtedly

deserve more attention than they have received.

There are, however, strong indications that these matters are receiving

increasing attention; one excellent study of Dr. Dorothy S. Thomas,

titled Social Aspects of the Business Cyde,^ explores certain aspects for

an earlier period and for generally milder cycles. Her conclusions are

suflSciently interesting to justify repetition here. First, marriage rates

in both England and the United States are positively correlated with

business conditions. Second, divorce is also closely related to business in

‘ D. S. Thomas, Social Aspects of the Business Cycle (New York, 1924).

[ 140 1
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the United States, but not in England. Third, both birth rates and

illegitimacy are related to business cycles, though in an opposite manner.

Fourth, infant mortality, deaths from tuberculosis, and suicides show a

decided tendency to increase in depression and decrease in prosperity.

Fifth, alcoholism is positively related to business cycles; finally, crime

seems to be somewhat sensitive to changed business conditions, though

its specific relationship varies with the type of crime involved.^

TABLE 36

CYdicAii Change in Selected Series, 1929-1937

Series
Per cent change

1929-1933 1

Per c»nt change
1933-1937

1. National income -52 67

2. National income per capita. -37 38

3. Employment -19 19

4. Unemployment 2,850
i

-46

5. Consumer outlay -41 40

6. Individual saving -76 219

7. Coiporate saving (net) ® * * * • *

8. Capital formation** * * • *
i

^ *

9. Personal taxes -40 72

10. Manufacturing output -37 65

11- Minin? mitniit -36 55

12. Agricultural output - 3 9

13. New construction -77 130

14. Wholesale prices -31 31

15. Cost of living -25 11

16, Marriages per 1,000 population -24 29

17. Divorces per 1,000 population “21 47

18. Birth rate per 1,0(X) population -12 3

Soubce: Derived hxim data in appendix v.
* Corporate saving negative from 1930 to 1937. Values (billions of dollars) tn 1929, 1933, and 1937 were

1. 2, —2.S, and —0.8, respectively.
^ Capital formation negative in 1932, 1933, 1934. Values (trillions of dollars) in 1929, 1933, and 1937 were

10.0, —3.6, and 6.4, respectively.

Other investigations emphasize the consequences of this cycle to

family structure or interfamily relationships, and even to the psychology
of the individual.* For example, Sherif and Cantril make the following

observation

:

From studies made on the psychological effects of unemployment, for example, it

can be readily discerned that if an individual is not provided the opportunity or

* For example, arson apparently increases in depression, whereas crimes against
morals mcrease in prosperity. Cf. H. A. Stone, **Fire Losses in the United States and
Canada, 1926-1934,*' Municipal Yearbook, 1935 (Chicago, 1935), p, 85.

xu*
example, S. A. Stouffer and P. F, Lazarsfeld, “Research Memorandum in

XT
Social Science Reeeatck Council Bulletin 39 (New York, 1937), and
Cantril, The Peychc^xtgy of Ego-InvohemmU (New York, 1947),
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right to work, the constellation of values constituting his ego may deteriorate
radically, causing a shift in his aspiration levels and a breakdown of former group
loyalties. We should emphasize that in this discussion we are not generalizing
that these are the inevitable effects of unemplojTnent and depression alone, but
that unemployment and depression sometimes can and do cause these effects as
well as others that do not concern \is here. And obviously, how any single individual
will react to unemployment will depend in part upon personality factors such as
temperament and on the length and circumstances of unemployment.*

CoxsuMERs' Otjtlat a^t> Capitai. Formatiox

Most important to this investigation, however, is the movement of the
various busiuess series and particularly of consumers^ outlay and capital

formation. Any business series may contribute to the ultimate explana-

tion of the cycle or to the explanation for regional differences, but it is

in the last two that causal forces come into focus. Of these two, capital

formation is ob\dously the more flexible and for this reason alone might
be assigned the strategic role, but the weight of a near consensus of cycle

theorists with respect to its primary significance provides added justifica-

tion for its earlier and more detailed investigation.

Capital formation is . the flow of currently produced commodities

and ser\dces into the stock of economic goods. Thus defined, the volume

of capital formation is one of two parts of the total volxime of currently

produced commodities and sendees. Therefore, it represents uncon-

sumed current output, and, since consumption may exceed current

output
,
capital formation may be negative as well as positive. The distinc-

tion commonly drawn between gross and net capital formation is based

on the inclusion in the former of capital consumed in the productive

process and its exclusion in the latter. Thus, net capital formation rep-

resents the destination of all goods unconsumed, or the destination of

society’s real sa\dng.

Since 1919 real capital formation never exceeded 15 per cent of total

national income, and generally reflects a changing relationship to it so

that there is a ^‘looseness of correlation” between them.® But if the totals

of the two reflect a variable relationship, the components of capital for-

mation do so to an even greater extent.

Historically, investment is a destabilizing determinant of income, and,

even though in absolute amount it is relatively small, its consequences

may be altogether disproportionate to its size. Moreover, some parts of

total investment, notably residential construction and business inven-

tories, experience much wider swings than total investment.^ Indeed,

^ bherif and Cftntril, op, cit.y p. 399.
^ ^ ^ \7/\i t ^

^ S. Kuznets, Commodity Flow and Capital Formation CNew Aork, 19^>, Voi.

* Kuznets, National Income and lU Composition, 1919-193S, h PP*

In table 37, revised estimates for certain columi^ were available, ^ese

m of the components of net capital formation deviate from the tot&L In most cases,

thpiv^ differences axe small.
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in the failure of residential construction to move upward sufficiently from

the trough, Professor Hansen finds a substantial part of his explanation

for the incomplete recovery.® What is more, the decreasing liquidation

of business inventories is, according to the same author, largely respon-

sible for the stimulus to recovery provided by business expansion.®

Data bearing on the possible differences in capital formation in the

areas are fragmentary, but there is enough evidence to justify the ob-

servation that such differences do exist and are rather marked. For

TABLE 37

Net National Product, Net Capital Formation, and Net Capital

Formation by Type of Product, 1929-1937

(Billions of dollars, 1929 prices)

Year
Net

national
product*

Net
capital

formation*

:

Capital formation by product

Producers’
durable and
business
construc-

tion

Construction
Net change

in
inventories**

Change
in foreign
claims**

Residential Public

1929 86.9 10.5 4.3 1.1 1.8 2.4 0.4

1930 79.9 4.2 2.6 -0.1 2.2 -1.1 0.7

1931.... 68.7 0.2 -0.2 -1.0 2.2 -1.4 0.3

1932. . .

.

55.5 -5.7 -2.4 -1.6 1.6 -3.2 0.1

1933. . .

.

56.3 -5.2 -2.5 -1.8 0.8 -1.7 0.2

1934. . .

.

63.0 -4.2 -1.3 -2.0 1.4 -2.3 0.4

1935..., 67.6 0.3 -0.4 -1.6 1.2 1.3 -0.2
1936.... 77.8 4.3 1.4 -0.9 2.6 2.9 -0.4
1937.... 84.0 6.0 2.6 -0.6 1.9 2.6 -0.1

SouRCii: Derived from S. Kuznets, National Income and Its Composition, 1919-1938 (New York, 1941),
tables 37 and 38.

* S. Kuznets, National Product Since 1869 (New York, 1946), p. 66. Data used are “Peacetime Concept."
b S. Kuznets, op. cit,, p. 46.

example, building permits in sixteen cities and villages in Cuyahoga
County (not sjmonomous with the Cleveland area, but probably fairly

representative of it) declined 94 per cent between 1929 and 1933, and
then increased 673 per cent to 1937. Comparable figures for southern
California are 80 and 293 per cent. The significance of these differences in

this one type of capital formation can hardly be questioned.

Probably more important than differences in the fluctuations of con-
struction between areas are differences in investment in producers’
durable goods and in business inventories. That these exist is certain, for
the rates of general industrial growth governing such investment differ
substantially between areas. Added to this is the fact that the size of

* Hansen, Fiscal Policy and Business Cycles, pp. 2fi“27
® Ibid., pp. 64-55.
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establishments also varies from area to area. Further, because the large
establishment absorbs proportionately more capital, a second reason
arises for divergent rates of investment in producers^ durable goods.
Finally, the different industries themselves expand at different rates. In
recent years, nondurable goods production increased relative to durable
goods production. Therefore, nondurable goods centers would tend to

CHART 14

Consumers’ Outlay by Class of Product,

United States, 1928 - 1937

MNRMt of Carrent Ooffort

Soerce ' Horold 8«nw» OefAjp ihro*# m /A# tMtMt Hew Tort, 1942
LegoriOMie Kile

invest relatively more in producers* durable goods than would otherwise

specialized areas. A striking illustration of this last point is the fact that

investment in the food industries was more than double that in iron and

steel in both 1929 and 1939, and investment in the latter was surpassed

also by that in textiles and automobiles in both years. Thus, l^oi^

specific and direct measures of regional differences in the fluctuations in

investment in the producers’ durable goods cannot be made, there is a

certainty that they exist.

Less conclusive evidence is available on r^onal peculianties in the

rate of investment in business inventories. Inventory accumulation is a
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function of so many variables that the force of any specific one as a basis

for a given regional divergence would be diflScult to assay. At the same

time, there is some likelihood that large business units generally hold

larger inventories than small, so that, in areas where large enterprises

predominate, accretions to or decreases in inventory may be larger than

elsewhere. Thus, since there is variation in the average size of business

enterprise between the areas under consideration, there is some evidence

that diverse amounts of investment in inventory will be character-

istic.

As some economists contend, capital formation may be the variable

in which the forces acting to bring about business fluctuations are

brought together. But, additionally, this variable itself may vary to such

an extent from area to area that its final consequences on the individual

regions may be quite different.

Consumers' outlay is the second variable bringing together various

forces and combining them into a proximate cause for business change.

Consumers' outlay appears as a subordinate factor in most cycle analyses,

although in some it is extremely significant. It may well provide some
potent reasons for differential regional reactions, even though its sig-

nificance as an initiating cause may be subject to some question.

There are two general reasons why consumers' outlay contributes to

regional variance. First, since outlay for particular types of commodities

and services changes at unequal rates, regions providing them in different

proportions also react at unequal rates. For example, a tourist center

should react closely with changes in outlay for the services demanded
by tourists, whereas a dairy center, in like manner, should reflect changes
in outlay for perishable goods, or more particularly, perishable food
items. Chart 14 presents three series—consumers' outlay for services,

for perishables, and for durable and semidurable commodities. The
differences in the rates of change in outlay on these three classes of items
are striking.^® Differences in the relative importance of the services, and
the production of nondurable and durable goods between the areas may
make the unequal reaction of various types of consumers' outlay reflect

itself in varying degrees of cyclical instability.

The second reason why consumers' outlay may accoimt for regional
cyclical differentials is also associated with specialization. If an area's
exports are commodities and services which react violently to income
change (have high-income elasticities), whereas its imports do not
(therefore have low-income elasticities), that area's income will ex-
perience wider cyclical movement than will others with opposite type

A finer breakdown
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exports and imports.^^ Consequently, the specific nature of an area’s
external trade will condition its cyclical response. Because the trade of
each area has its own characteristics, regional cyclical change is also
likely to display some individuality*

To illustrate the part that outlay may play in affecting the response
of one of the areas imder consideration in this study, it is interesting to
consider the percentage change in outlay on a few of the items important
to the Los Angeles economy and to compare these with total outlay.

To this area, petroleum, motion pictmes, food, and tourist services are
extremely important, for they are among its leading exports and consti-

tute important sources of employment and output within the area. Total
outlay declined 41 per cent between 1929 and 1933, outlay on mo-
tion pictures declined 33 per cent, and on transient hotels and tourist

cabins, 49 per cent. In the same period, expenditure on food for off-

premise consumption and purchased meals and bevers^es declined 40

per cent, almost precisely as much as total outlay.^ Although outlay of

tourists in southern Califomia cannot be precisely determined, the best

estimate available makes the decline to 1933 approximately 71 per cent.“

Likewise, although outlay on the southern Califomia citrus output and

petroleum products cannot be established precisely, there was a 44 per

cent decline in the total value of the former (calculated by multiplying

the average price per box and total output),^^ and a 55 per cent decline

in the latter (net exports of petrolexim)

These data surest that consumers’ outlay leads to differential cydical

responses regionally and analogous data for the 1933-'1937 revival pro-

vides even stronger proof. Compared with a 40 per cent increase in

consumers’ outlay, outlay on purchased meals increased 94 per cent, on

transient hotels 62 per cent, and on motion pictures 40 per cmt. In

southern Califomia the estimate of tourist expenditure jumped 130 per

cent, on citrus exports 40 per cent, and on net exports of petroleum

products 44 per cent. In view of the varied response of these items to

cyclical change, it is difficult to deny to consumers’ ouflay a significant

role in the creation of regional cyclical differentials.

Bank Debits anu Store Sales, 1929-1937

The 1929-1937 period provides a cycle in which many comparisons ace

possible, for the uniformity of turning points was marked. Therefoie,

" Cf* R* Vining, “Re^onal Variations in Cyclical Fluctuatioii Viewed as a

quency Distribution/* EcoTiomrfrico, July, 1945, p. 193.

“ Shaw, op. cii., tables 1 and 3.

w All Year Club of Southern California, unpublisl^ report.

California Fruit Growers Exchange MarKeting Resear^ Departa^^^oW^
InfomuUimm the Lenum Induetry, and Inform^
« Long Beach Harbor Department, Chief Accoun^t s Office and Boart m

Harbor^mmismoners. Annual Statistical Reports, laa Angelea.
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the two value series will be treated simultaneously, and the real series,

employment and power sales, are taken together, even though power

sales, because of extra cycles, provide the major exceptions to the

general pattern of the period. Table 38 provides the arithmetic mean

and coefficient of variation for each area for the debits and store sales

series, and charts 16 and 16 provide the detail upon which the distribu-

tion summaries were prepared. These data tend to substantiate some of

the observations made earlier on the basis of pre-1929 experience.

First, in those areas where financial markets are relatively significant,

TABLE 38

Measurements op the Distribution of Adjusted Bank Debits and
Department Store Sales Values, 1929-1937 Cycle

Area

Bank debits Department store sales

Mean
Coefficient
of variation
(per cent)

Mean
Coefficient
of variation
(per cent)

Los Angeles 78.6 29.8
I

78.7 23.8
San Francisco 83.9 32.4 75.3 20.5
Chicago 81.9 33.6 85.9 18.9
Detroit 69.6 37.5 81.5 29.6
Cleveland 75.1 30.9 80.2 19.5
Pittsburgh 79.3

1

28.8
I

81.2
j

22.9

Soubcb: Derived from data in appendix ii.

the. abnormally high peaks in 1929 (followed by troughs in 1933 that are
as low as in most centers) make the debit series inordinately variable.

San Francisco and Chicago share the most unstable positions, illustrating

this fact. In Detroit which is even more unstable, concentration in an
unstable industry is sufficiently pervasive to color all series, so the re-

sultant instability is not unexpected. On the other hand, in San Francisco
and Chicago, where the economies are more diversified, with well-
developed nondurable consumers’ goods segments, their instability in
bank debits is more surprising. Chart 15 gives further evidence of the
unusual sensitivity of San Francisco and Chicago to financial conditions
by the rapid jump up from the trough following the sharp recovery of
stock prices and the temporary, but great, increase in market activity.
Perhaps, in the recovery of 1933-1937 there is to be found an added
reason for this instability, for both areas moved up above their means
fairly early and remained somewhat above for several months.
During the same period, the debit series are measurably more stablem Pittsburgh and Los Angeles, with Cleveland less so, but still in a favor-
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CHAftT IS

Bonk Debits in Six Industrial Areas. 1929-1939
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CHART t» • CONTIRUEO

Bank Debits in Six Industrial Areas, 1929*1939
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able position as compared with the three least stable areas. Certm
important facts concerning these areas are related to their movementM reflected in debits (chart 15). First, though Cleveland’s downswing
is nearly parallel to that in other areas, the course of its recovery appears
to be less smooth, particularly between the trou^ and the autumn of
1935. Thereafter, its recovery is slightly more rapid thAu elsewhere, but
in those first years of recovery movement upward was periodically inter-
rupted by substantial recessions. These subcycles are duplicated in
Detroit, but are not so noticeable in the other areas.

Second, Los Angeles likewise moved downward at a rate substantially

parallel to that of other areas, but, like Cleveland, it experienced a
somewhat unusual upswing, for the latter years of the recovery reflected

more rapid movement upward than the earlier years. From 1933 throu^
1934 very little recovery was made in Los Angeles, for if the two lowest

months in early 1933 are discounted, the trough in that area was prac*

tically flat. This seems to be directly contrary to the thesis that the

recovery was “mainly a consumption recovery,”^® for Los Angeles, of sHH

the areas, has a consumption economy.

Finally, although Pittsburgh is a producers’ durable goods center,

from chart 15 and table 38 it appears to be in a favorable position. Of all

areas, its dispersion is least, and it is the only area which reached its

trend in 1937.

These three areas, differentiating themselves from the others by their

stability and reacting in unusual manners in the upswing, probably

deserve more consideration than they have received; but such study

should await the demonstration of peculiarities in other series, and it will

be xmdertaken after store sales, employment, and power sales have been

lined.exaj

Department store sales in aU areas appear to be much less variable

than debits, for the variation coeflBcients range from 18.9 to 29.6 per

cent as opposed to those for debits of 28.8 to 37.5 i)er cent. [In all areas

this greater stability of sales appears, and quite naturally so.] As in the

’twenties, consumers resisted declining real planes of Evii^. Even in the

face of declining income and employment, strenuous efforts were made

to maintain consumption standards. Also, the store sales means are

higher than for debits in every case save San Francisco. This is more tiian

likely a result of the nature of department store inventori^, because

these stores in San Francisco deal relatively more in luxuries than do

those in the other centers.*^ The positions of the areas between 1929 and

*• Hanaen, FuU Reaj»ery or Sia^uUion, p. 274.
^ ^ ^

” Further evidence on this may be derived from data in appendix iv.

decade of Uie 'thirties, the seasonal index of department store sales for San FranciBoo
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1937 with respect to stability vary considerably between debits and store

sales for the latter series shows Chicago, Cleveland, and San Francisco

to be most stable, and Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, and Detroit to be least

so. Thus, Chicago switches completely between debits and sales from

instability to stability and finance again is responsible. Los Angeles and

Pittsburgh, on the contrary, appear to become relatively unstable.

Though Chicago's about-face is readily understandable, the explana-

tion for the change in the position of the other two areas is more difficult.

Neither Los Angeles nor Pittsburgh is a financial center, which fact would

tend to make their debit series more stable than otherwise would be true.

Probably more important is the marked lag of Los Angeles' store sales in

moving upward after the trough of 1933. The reappearance of the flat

trough in the cycle for Los Angeles in this series confirms the first im-

pression of its reaction from the debit series. Pittsburgh's rapid recovery

is undoubtedly a consequence of its status as a durable producers' goods

center.

Chart 16 shows a one-month collapse in Pittsburgh that justifies com-

ment. This unusual movement in March, 1936 was due to a flood on

St. Patrick's Day that was the worst in the history of the city. Almost

all of the department stores there are in the downtown area, and they

were closed for about two days to as long as two weeks. San Francisco's

sharp dip in September, 1938 was caused by a strike of department store

workers. Chicago likewise experienced some erratic movement in 1933

and 1934, reflecting somewhat higher levels of sales than might be

anticipated. This was a response, no doubt, to the Chicago exposition,

“A Century of Progress." These movements are obviously noncyclical

in character.

PowEK Sales and Employment, 1929-1937

The power and employment series again fail to provide as many com-

parisons as do the others; although the series in Los Angeles and San
Francisco do carry back into the middle 'twenties, they fail to exhibit

an identifiable turning point before 1933. Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chi-

cago, and Los Angeles have minor cycles in 1933-1934 which make their

power sales series different from employment, debits, and store sales; in

the latter three series some similar movements appear, though they were
too slight to identify as a cyclical change. However, in view of the interest

in this cycle, and also the fact that other series show some suggestions of

a minor cycle comparable with that of power sales, the distribution

had wider fluctuations than that for other areas. Elsewhere, apparently, the sale of
goods relatively necessary to consumers stabilized sales over the year, whereas in
San Francisco such stabilizing influence was not existent in the same degree.
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CHART 16

Deportment Store Soles in Six Industrioi Areos, 1929-1939

Ratio of Indtx to 1919-1945 Trend
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measurements for the latter are included in table 39. The mean and co-

efficient of Detroit’s power sales are 85.7 and 27.5 per cent. In this case,

as in earlier ones, Detroit power sales seem substantially less variable

than employment (table 39) and, in fact, are also less variable than

debits and store sales. Nonetheless, the variance of Detroit's power

sales is large. However, it is significant that only in this area are power

sales sufficiently like the other series to permit comparison. Apparently

all aspects of economic life in Detroit are so colored by its principal in-

dustry that even power sales (normally displaying a pattern of its own

and different from other series) follow along with it.

TABLE 39

Measurements op the Distribution of Adjusted Industrial

Power Sales Values, 192^1937 Cycle

»loyment and

Area

Power sales Industrial eDiplo3rment

Mean
Coefficient
of variation
(per cent)

Mean
Coefficient
of variation
(per cent)

Chicago 88.6» 20.3* 80.6 18.7

Detroit 85.7 27.5 87.6 35.0

Cleveland 70.2» 24. 5» 80.3 17.9

Pittsburgh 85. 2» 26. 4» 82.2 16.7

Sottbcb: Derived from data in appendix ii.

» Not comparable by rules employed in this study because of an extra cycle.

The measures of the distributions of employment and store sales

display atypical similarity in this 1929-1937 cycle, perhaps as a result

of the length and severity of the cycle. The greatest difference is in

Detroit where store sales have a lower mean and coefficient of variation

than employment (means of 81 as opposed to 88 per cent and coefficient

of variation of 29 as opposed to 35 per cent). In other cases the differences

are much smaller, and in Cleveland and Pittsburgh the differences be-

tween the means of employment and store sales are 1 per cent or less.

The fact that they are similar and that in Detroit the sales mean is lower,

whereas in Chicago the sales mean is a full 5 per cent higher, suggests

that in the latter area transient customers are of somewhat greater sig-

nificance.

Chart 17 clearly shows the minor cycle that occurs in power sales in

Pittsburgh, Chicago, Cleveland, and Los Angeles lasting from the deep
trough of early 1933 to the milder one following some twelve months
later. This movement is attributed by Schumpeter^® to a number of

^ Schumpeter, Business Cycles, VoL II, p. 1006.
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CHART 17

Power Sales in Six Industrial Areas, 1929 >1939

Rotio of Index to 1920 -1945 Trend
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forces and events: to inflationary anticipations, public spending, inven-

tory restocking, and especially to reaction to excesses of the previous

deflation. In commenting upon the movement of physical output during

this period (which he measures by an electric power production series),

Schumpeter notes that the recovery came six months earlier than ''we

should have expected^^*^—^in the spring of 1934. Chart 17 shows that in

the industrial areas studied, a sustained recovery did not begin until

fall in Cleveland, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Pittsburgh
;
also the decline

and stagnation in the first half of 1935 noted by this author did not

appear with sufficient severity to justify identification as a minor cycle

in these areas. Had Schumpeter referred to area data, this stagnation,

explainable principally in terms of political influences, would not have

seemed to be so significant. The absence of an identifiable cycle in em-

ployment at this time is consistent with Schumpeter view that increas-

ing wage rates and a labor-saving rationalization of industry had been

proceeding during the depression. Also, in Los Angeles and Pittsburgh,

power sales did increase more rapidly than employment and, hence,

offered substantiation for Schumpeter^s hypothesis, but in the other areas

this more rapid advance of power sales was not so clearly evident.

Moreover, the collapse of power sales in the summer of 1933 is by no

means universal nor so apparent in employment, a fact which suggests

that in this case reduced output may have been achieved through re-

duced power consumption as well as a decreased length of the work week.

Of the four areas displaying this minor cycle in power sales, Chicago and

Los Angeles fluctuated least (variations of 6,4 and 5.6 per cent) and

Cleveland and Pittsburgh most (11.3 and 12.5 per cent). Relative ampli-

tude in this case logically followed the division between durable and
nondurable centers.

The 1932, 1933-1938, 1939 Cycle

The cycle extending from the trough of 1932, 1933 to the trough of

1938, 1939 provides a large number of cases in which valid comparisons
between all six areas may be made. Of the two value series, debits and
store sales, only San Francisco’s store sales are noncomparable (its ter-

minal trough was delayed seventeen months).*® Table 40 presents the
mean and variation for these two series, and the series themselves are
to be found on charts 15 and 16. As in earlier cases, store sales tend to
have higher means and to fluctuate somewhat less than debits. In this

cycle as in the others, Chicago tends to fluctuate less and Detroit more
than most of the other areas. Somewhat surprising, however, is that

pp. 1009-1010.
Cf. above, chap, iii, for turning-point limits.
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CKART 1
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Industrial Employment in Six Industrial Areos. 1929 * 1939

Ratio of Index to 1923*1945 Trend
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xito&uurgxis store sales nuctuate slightly more than Detroit's. This
situation appears to be due partly to the nearly full recovery that Pitts-
burgh experienced after 1933 (tbis area was the only one to reach trend
at this peak) and partly to its weakness in late 1933 and 1934. In this
instance, Pittsburgh reacted as a producers' durable area would be
expected to react, reflecting great instability. Pittsburgh's “normal"
pattern s^ms to ^ow up, though less markedly, in its debits series
for there its variation exceeded San Francisco, Cleveland, and Chic^o
by a significant margin and was only slightly less than Los Angeles.
It is worthwhile to note here that the remaining series, employment and
power sales, also give Pittsburgh an unstable record in this cycle.
One factor, hitherto apparently of negligible importance, presents

itself as possibly of great value in explaining Pittsburgh's re^tion and
one which would be of interest to forecasters of conditions in that area.
It was the first time that a decided and measurable difference existed
between the amplitude of the upswing in the area's steel output and the
steel output of the nation as a whole. In earlier years increases and de^
creases in Pittsburgh's steel output paralleled those of the nation, but
in the upswing from 1933, while the nation’s output of steel ingots and
steel for castings rose 270 per cent, Pittsburgh's (Allegheny County)
rose nearly 420 per cent.^^ It is impossible to determine conclusivdy the
cause for this divergent reaction, but it is possible that it is associated

with the monopolistic oi^anization existent in the industry. In the
growing market for steel in this period, producers may have preferred to

utilize available Pittsburgh capacity rather than operate geographically

separated plants at low levels. Under competitive conditions, such a
practice would be unlikely or impossible. Also, following 1934, rapid

technological advance took place in the industry, especially in the

Pittsburgh area.

Despite these rather striking matters concerning Detroit and Pitts-

burgh, table 40 does no particular violence to a ranking of the areas by

amplitude developed on the bases of previous data. Detroit still is ex-

tremely unstable and Chicago, very stable. San Francisco has heretofore

provided a few good comparisons, but, from these data, it appears to

fall into the relatively stable group. Los Angeles still seems to have much

in common with Pittsburgh and, to a lesser degree, with Cleveland so

far as amplitude is concerned, though Los Angeles' flat trough in debits

(chart 15) should be noted as an outstanding and almost unique char-

acteristic.

All six areas have comparable employment series in this 1933-1938

cycle, and Los Angeles, Chicago, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh have com-

Data obtained from the American Iron and Steel Institute, New York.
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parable power sales cycles. Again the area with widest movement is

Detroit, though the onus of variability is partly relieved by the fact

that as early as the fall of 1934, Detroit reached trend (chart 18). There-

after it remained at generally high levels, and in the years 1936 and 1937

there were ten months in which employment exceeded trend by 5 to 20

per cent. In fact, the total factory sales of passenger cars exceeded trend

in 1935, 1936, and 1937. The high level sustained in these years makes the

severe downswing starting late in 1937 understandable.

TABLE 40

Measurements of the Distribution of Adjusted Bank Debits and Depart-

ment Store Sales Values, 1933-1938 Cycle

Area

Bank debits Department store sales

I

i

Mean
Coefficient
of variation
(per cent)

Mean
Coefficient
of variation
(per cent)

Los Angeles 69.3 18. 6»
;

71.3 11.5

San Francisco 74.0 13.9 77.5 9.5«

Chicago 72.2 16.6'’ 81.2 11.1

Detroit 61.6 25.6 72.2 16.2

Cleveland 64.4 14.1 77.2 14.2

Pittsburgh 71.2 18. l" 75.6 17.9

Sottbcb; Derived from data in appendix ii.

» Terminal trough in 1939.
^ Original trough in 1932.
0 Terminal trough in 1940.

As noted in the discussion of the 1929-1937 cycle, Detroit is the only

area whose power sales do not reflect a minor cycle in 1933 and 1934,

Thus, this area again provides the only power sales cycle comparable
with empIo3mient. In the remaining areas the upturn culminating in 1936

or 1937 occurred nineteen months later than in employment. Repetition

of the reasons for these relationships is unnecessary. Measures of the

distribution of the values of the 1934-1936, 1937 cycle and the 1933-1937
period (ignoring the minor cycle) yield almost identical results, a fact

caused by the insignificance of the minor cycle and from the failure of

these measures to reflect the time sequence of the values. Trend adjust-

ment accounts for the wide divergence between the means of the two
series in Cleveland, where the employment mean exceeds the power
sales mean by 25 per cent. However, trend adjustment cannot account
for the even greater difference in the means for Los Angeles (power sales

exceeds employment by 29 per cent), since the trends are almost the
same. Also, charts 17 and 18 show, in Pittsburgh as well as in Cleveland,
that, whereas the downswing between 1929 and 1933 in power sales was
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more rapid than employment, power sales did not recover more rapidly
between 1933 and 1937, but rather at approximately the same rates as
employment. This made the values of Cleveland’s power series between
1933 and 1937 much lower than its emplo3mient values, since both series
stood at approximately the same level in 1929. In Pittsbui^, power sales
were higher in 1929, so that the failure to recover more rapidly after 1933
did not cause lower means.

This noticeable asymmetrical relationship between these two series

arises out of emphasis on work-spreading and work-creating practices,

TABLE 41

^^IEASXJR£M£NTS OF THE DlSTBIBITTlOK OF ADJUSTED INDUSTRIAL EaEPLOTUENT AND
Power Sales Values, 193S-1938 Ctclb

Area

Industrial employment Industrial and oommetcial
power sales

Mean *

Coefficient
of variation
(percent)

Mean
Coefficient
of variidion
(percent)

Los Angeles 59.6 10.9 76.0 «ce
•

00

San Francisco 67.8 11.5 • * * * • « * •

Chicago 79.5 14.1 79.7
,

8.4*

Detroit 84.5 25.8 84.8 21.6

Cleveland 81.2 12.3 63.2 13.4*

Pittsburgh 83.0 14.2 76.4 15.6*

Soubcb: Derired from data in appendix ii.

In both seriee. Los Angeles' tferminal trough occurs in 1939. Employment in San Frandsco likewisB

terminates in 1939.

• 1933-1934 minor cycle ignored.

both in law and in public opinion. Thoi^ in earlier years some pressure

to TnaintAin employment certainly existed, in this period it was well

implemented. It seems that the use of power data as a measure of output

is of questionable validity, and that sometimes governmental and sodal

pressures are sufficient to alter the cyclical reactions of the series sig-

nificantly.

Variation Over the Decarb

As in the 1919-1929 period, a conaderation of the relative stability of

the areas over the 1929-1939 period, without reference to partici^

cycles or turning points, provides added useful information on stability.

Where business commitments are made which affect operations over long

intervals, knowledge of variation in general conditions over long periods

may be as important to decisions as knowledge of variation in ai^ par-

ticular cycle.
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Table 42 provides the standard deviation for the 1929-1939 period

for each series and area. Perhaps the most obvious, and least unexpected,

fact shown is Detroit’s uniformly high variation (its standard deviation

is always highest, from 7 to 60 per cent above the next highest) . Detroit

differs from the other areas the least in store sales, for there its variation

approximates those in Los Angeles and Pittsburgh. Related to this high

variation in Detroit is the fact that in this area there is comparatively

little difference in the variation reflected by the four series; the factors

destabilizing Detroit apparently exert force approximately equally on

TABLE 42

The Standard Deviation op Adjusted Index Values, Four
Series in Six Areas, 1929-1939

Area Bank debits
Department
store sales

Industrial
and

commercial
power sales

Industrial
employment

Los Angeles 26.1 21.0 16.2 18.9

San Francisco 22.7 13.7 7.1“ 12.8

Chicago 25.4 16.9 13.4 17.5

Detroit 30.9 22.6 25.5 30.3

Cleveland 27.9 17.3 18.4 ^ 17.7

Pittsburgh 23.8 20.1 19.4 16.2

*

Soubce: Derived from data in appendix ii. Data are adjusted for 1929-1939 trend only*
a Konoomparable, includes residential power sales.

all aspects of activity so that all measures are destabilized, not just

those most closely related to the factors responsible for variance.

Table 42 also definitely shows San Francisco to be the most stable

area, even discounting its extremely stable, but noncomparable, power
sales series. Its standard deviation is from 5 to 21 per cent below the next

most stable area (usually Chicago) . Unlike Detroit, there is a wide per-

centage difference between its greatest and least standard deviation

(excluding power sales). Divergent reactions of the series in this case

demonstrate the fact that here no single force is of such dominating
influence as to destabilize all indexes of business activity to the same
degree. It is significant to note that the debits series is by far its least

stable one, pointing again to the fact that financial activities are a more
important factor in this area than in many others.

Chicago is next most stable, when stability is measured by the stand-
ard deviation, but measurably less so than San Francisco. But the two
areas have much in common, for aside from stability, both have rela-

tively large debit variations; and in both areas the spread between the
variation of the several series is relatively large.
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Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and Los Angeles follow (in that order) San
Francisco and Chicago in stability measured by averts rank. Among
these three, however, no great difference exists, and it would be difficult

indeed to justify a real distinction between them even though the average

ranks of their standard deviations are 3.25, 4.00 and 4.25, respectively.

Both Los Angeles and Cleveland have wider ranges between their deviar

tions than Pittsbui^, indicating that Pittsburgh’s principal activity,

steel production, may color all activity as automobile production appears

to in Detroit.

Taking the series in each area, the dispersion is conriderably greater

for debits thRn for power sales, store sales, and employment, which all

have roughly the same average. In Detroit, however, variation in em-

plosrment is nearly as great as in debits. Moreover, no series has con-

sistently the lowest variation. Power sales are most stable in Los Angeles

and Chicago; employment, in San Francisco (excluding power sales

which is noncomparable); store sales, in Detroit and Cleveland; and

employment, in Pittsburgh.

At several points in the foregoing chapter an unusual characteristic

of the 1929-1937 cycle and the 1933-1938 cycle was noted. This was the

delayed recovery, or flat trough, in Los Angeles that is so obvious in

chart 18 and very noticeable in chart 16 and even in chart 15. It appears

that this flat trough is closely related to the depression in markets

(domestic and foreign) for certain export items particidarly important

to Los Angeles. Net petroleum exports, totaling one sixth of the total

exports of southern California in 1934, declined throu^ 1935; data on

the value of citrus production surest that this equally important export

also failed to recover from the trough at a rate comp^ble with o^er

items « In addition, thevalue of the output of the movie industry, which

^Hrmal times wi the Msest single export of the sres, also f-M to

make a recovery that was conducive to rapid recovery generally ,
it did

not move upward as rapidly as most industries.

Conclusions

comparisons
ihis lyzy-iyoy penuu jt

than the earlier decade. Not only is this era closer to ^e ’

hence, within more reliable limits of memory, but it al^ ’sntnessed m
increasing popularity of quantitative economic studies. Conctonsm

a Tot^ exports^ taken

ments of Southern California,
^.®^5~frnm\mnublished data of the Long Beach Harl^r

Statistical Information on the Orange Industry^
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respect to cyclical characteristics and causes in this period are, therefore,

more defensible and probably generally more valid than those for the

earlier period. If consistency in relative cyclical characteristics between

the areas in the two periods exists, the conclusions drawn with respect

to the 'twenties are probably justifiable. To the extent that the two

periods appear to offer different characteristics for any or all areas, ample

justification for such differences must be available before conclusions

based upon the evidence of the 'twenties be considered definitive. For-

tunately, there appears to be no significant instance in which the results

of the previous chapter are inconsistent with the conclusions which may
be drawn from the material presented in this one.

First, Detroit's instability is extremely marked. This is beyond doubt

a consequence of its very highly developed automobile industry. In this

area the individuality of the separate measures of cycles appears to be

outweighed by the dominant force of its basic industry. Of all the areas,

Detroit reacts more as it would be expected to, reasoning that economic

pattern is the primaiy determinant of cyclical pattern.

Second, both Chicago and San Francisco appear to reflect unusual

stability, though both are subject to fairly strong influence of disturb-

ances in capital or money markets. San Francisco's claim to differential

stability, however, is based on fewer observations than Chicago's, and
the future may show that its stability in this 1929-1939 period is non-
representative. On the other hand, both areas do have many similarities,

and, in spite of wide geographic separation and certain important eco-

nomic differences, these two cities may equally deserve to be rated as

comparatively stable areas. In these, unlike Detroit and Pittsburgh,

there are wide differences in the amplitude of the cycle as measured by
the several series. Here, evidently, a multitude of forces are at work,
affecting in different measure the various institutions and phenomena
which determine the movement of the several criteria by which cycles
may be measured.

Third, in spite of notable differences in the economic pattern of Los
Angeles, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh, the cyclical patterns of these areas
are much alike. Cleveland and Pittsburgh are old industrial areas,
whereas Los Angeles is a new and rapidly growing one. Pittsburgh's
economy is concentrated in a basic durable producers' goods industry
as is Cleveland's, but in the latter area the goods are at a stage somewhat
closer to the consumers' goods stage. Cleveland is principally a metal-
fabricating area. Los Angeles is much more diversified than either of the
other two, and is concentrated more in nondurable consumers' goods pro-
duction. It is difficult to believe that areas so different could reflect such
similar cyclical patterns, yet evidence points to a striking similarity. But
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in Pittsburg, the economy shows ogns of respmise to a few or to (me

dominating force. In this re^iecst alcme, Pittsbur^i resembles Detroit

more *ban Los Angeles and Clevelan<L

Fourth, although in all areas bank debits present the most smiative

index of cyclical pattern, no angle series presents the least vulnerable

picture. In some instances, it is employment, in othm p<>wer sales, and

once it is store sales. This last is somewhat surprising in view of Ae

importance ^ price change to this series. Only the extreme stability

of the quantity of consumer purchases can account f(»r it.



Chapter VII

THE PREWAR SLUMP AND WARTIME
EXPANSION, 1937-1945

In many respects this period presents a simpler analytical problem than

any of the earlier eras because of the single important cause responsible

for business conditions—government spending. Both the underlying na-

tional cycle and regional fluctuations represent reactions first to defense

and wartime expenditure, and then to their sudden cessation. Thus, the

discovery of the immediate causes requires little more than the determi-

nation of the changes in the direction and amount of governmental ex-

penditure arising from the necessities of war. Other cycles originate in

much more complex manners, and the basic force is generally the subject

of lengthy debate and general disagreement.

These factors may suggest that the business movements of this period

are more like the erratic or accidental fluctuations discussed in some

detafl in chapter i and, hence, that they are not true cycles. Such an

attitude must be based upon the invalid belief that a cycle, by definition,

must be the result of many complex causes, and can never come about

from a simple, possibly single, cause. However, most business series

present a movement that resembles that of earlier periods in many im-

portant characteristics. Certainly the process by which the initial stimu-

lus to expansion was carried throughout the system is similar in this

period to that in others, and the conditioning effects of institutional fac-

tors on reactions to expansive forces are similar. Even though it is well

known that war is the underlying cause of this cycle in its main charac-

teristics, it is like other major fluctuations; the processes of both expan-

sion and contraction and the consequences to employment and to the

structure of the economy are all alike in kind. Thus, there is no sufficient

reason to exclude this movement from the cycles of the 1919-1945

period which are the subject of this study.

Repercussions op Wartime Expenditure

Table 43 presents total government expenditures together with some of

its important components for the years 1937 through 1946. The consist-

ent growth in the total of governmental expenditures, culminating in a
sevenfold increase by 1944, is the underlying cause mentioned above.
Whereas government spending accounted for 16 per cent of gross na-
tional product in 1937, by 1944 it had reached 49 per cent. During the
war years of 1942 through 1945, the government spent 40, 48, 49, and 44
per cent of gross national product, and in the nonwar years, 1937 through

[ 165 ]
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1941 and 1946, it spent 16, 19, 19, 18, 23, and 23 per cent, req)ectively.
Obviously, the role of government as an economic determinant wasmuch
enlarged by the war. Table 43 also shows that the most elastic element

TABLE 43

Govebnment Expenbitubes, Untteb States, 1937-1946

(Millions of dollars)

Year
Total,

federal, state,

and local*

Federal

Total**
Compensation

of
employees

New
construction

Othernet
pofchaaes

busines

1937 14,705 7,225 3,036 529 893

1938 16,523 8,451 3,529 476 1,211

1939. 17,270 8,955 3,444 537 1,116

1940 18,332 10,094 3,537 974 1,581

1941 28,712 20,545 5,046 3,588 7,966
1042 63,994 56,150 10,791 9,296 30,763

1943 93,390 85,979 21,228 5,358 53,233

1944 103,116 95,559 28,059 1,761 58,493

1945 93,189 84,929
'

30,501 1,440 43,240

1946 46,779 36,584 14,862 835 6,829

State and local

1937 • V • * • * 8,224 3,889 1,410 1,739

1938 8,850 4,121 1,488 1,861

1939 9,303 4,185 1,809 1,917

1940 9,095 4,280 1,559 1,924

1941 8,974 4,368 1,416 1,997

1942 8,732 4,442 1,115 2,086

1943 8,353 4,622 702 2,054

1944 8,504 4,883 566 2,097

1945 9,130 5,324 608 2,223

1946 11,200 6,349 1,316 2,318

Soubce: United States Department ol Commerce, Suneg o/ Currtnt Btuines», Supplement, July, 1947,

‘federal grants-in-aid to state and local governments are

and local ez^^tnies. Total government eiipenditiiies have beenRusted to eliminate this

All items entering into the totals for federal and for state and loc^ expeiiditmes are not shown here,

which accounts forShe discrejiancy in the totals. Items omitt^ are: Domestic^eB^
SoH^^d ^terials. Netpthrchases from abroad, Transf® payments. Grants^aidto state and

local WTOTunent, Net interest paid. Subsidies less current surplus of government enterpnses.

in government expenditure was that ofthefederal level ;
of federal expend-

itures alone, that entitled “Other Purchases from Busmen” was most

variable, increasing to a peak in 1944 that was sixty-five times the 1937

volume. Wages and salaries paid increased only nine times oyer this

aamp period, wheress new construction moved to an earlier peak in 1942,

some eighteen times its 1937 figure. In 1944, purchases by the federal
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government from business (excluding construction) had reached 28 per

cent of gross national product. In the prewar year 1941, in which this

value was highest, it was only slightly above 6 per cent.

Another striking aspect of the role of government in this period is the

comparison of the absolute increase in gross national product and in the

government expenditure item. Between 1937 and 1944, the former in-

creased approximately 120 bilhon dollars. In the same period, total

federal expenditures increased by roughly eighty-eight bilhon dollars.

Therefore, a vast portion of the total increase of national product can,

*

TABLE 44

Personal. Expenditure by Type of Product, United States, 1937-1946

(Millions of dollars)

Tot&l Durable goods Noaduiablegoode Services

1937

... 67,121 7,005 35,232 24,884

1938 64,513 5,754 34,032 24,727

1939

67,466 6,729 35,258 25,479

1940

72,052 7,854 37,594 26,604

1941

82,255 9,750 43,960 28,545

1942 90,835 6,845 52,962 31,028

1943

101,626 6,515 61,205 33,906

1944

110,417 6,755 67,190 36,472

1945

121,698 7,077 75,298 38,423

1946

143,670 14,917 87,061 41,692

Soubce: United States Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Businae, Supplement, July 1947,
p. 44.

in a sense, be assigned to this growth in expenditure as a cause.^ The stoiy

of business cycles in this period is, thus, largely the story of the nature

of these government expenditures and of their primary and secondary

effects on the economy. The primary and secondary effects of this heavy
governmental expenditure cannot be measured separately and with pre-

cision, but data bearing on their relative significance are available. Total
personal consiunption expenditure from 1937 to 1946, together with per-
sonal expenditure by type of product or by ser\dce, is presented in

table 44.

Expenditures by individuals for durable goods reflected no wartime
expansion throughout the period, a result of the entire priority and ra-
tioning program; on the other hand, a rapid expansion of expenditures
on nondurables and services occurred. Thus, the tremendous expansion
of personal incomes, itself a consequence of the war effort and wartime

‘ Obviouriy, in only a very crude sense is this correct, for other elements of incomemay have been altered significantly.
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financial poUcy and, hence, a secondary effect of government spen^g,

gave rise to a substantial stimulus to nondurable and service activities.

At the same time that the consequences of rising consumer expenditure

made itself felt principally upon nondurable goods and services, mcome

created by durable goods operations more than doubled, a fact attribut-

able to the direction taken by government expenditure. Table 45 pre-

sents indexes of income created by durable goods manufacture from 1937

through 1946, together with the absolute income created by durable

goods as a whole in those years. By far the larger part of the increases

recorded in such industries as iron and steel, nonferrous metals, ma-

chinery, and transportation equipment is a direct consequence of govern-

mental expenditure.

Another view of the primary and secondary results of the war effort

may be obtained from the study of the national income by industrial

origin (table 46). Comparing 1937 and 1946, little change in the propor-

tionate share of income traceable to the individual industries is apparent.

But, comparing these items with 1943 provides several striking contrasts.

Particularly impressive is the enormous significance of durable goods in

1943, of the size of income from government in that year, and the relative

fall in significance of services, finance, and trade.

Wartime Shifts of Population, Industry, and Income

Wartime emphasis upon durable goods manufacture and the expanded

role of government spending was associated with important geographic

shifts of population, industry, and income. Generally speaking, these

shifts were made possible by the changing geographic distribution of

facilities as public construction assumed relatively greater significance

and as the total volume increased. Between 1942 and 1943, 78 per cent

of all construction was public (as opposed to a normal peacetime volume

approximating 20 per cent), and the total reached 13.3 billion dollars in

the peak year, 1942. Public construction of military installations tended

to concentrate in less densely populated, less urbanized areas, weather

conditions permitting, and the location of publicly financed war plants

was determined on the basis of resource requirements and imcongested

living conditions. These factors, therefore, tended to hasten the growth

of less densely populated areas.

Another force was exercised by private construction which, though of

relatively less importance, amounted to five and three billion dollars in

1941 and 1942, respectively. The location of privately financed wartime
facilities was made with a view toward peacetime use. These investments,

therefore, were made largely upon the basis of forces at work in the

prewar years which might be expected to reestablish themselves in the
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postwar period. Though some tendency toward decentralization existed

in the prewar decade, the relative growth of less densely populated areas

which would have occurred in the absence of war would never have ap-

proximated that which actually did take place.”

Therefore, between 1939 and 1946, the proportion of the total popula-

tion, of total income, and of total national industrial capacity accounted

for by the Pacific Coast states increased significantly. Between these

years, Californians income payments increased from 7.1 to 8.8 per cent

of the nation^s, its population from 5.2 to 6.8 per cent, its manufacturing

employment from 3.7 to 4.7 per cent, and its durable goods emplojinent

from 3.8 to 5.1 per cent.^ Of the states in which the industrial areas

studied are situated, actually only Illinois and Pennsylvania decreased

relatively, but neither Ohio nor Michigan experienced growth comparable

to that of California.

Just as the war profoundly affected the economies of the states, it also

reacted importantly upon the areas. The results upon population, in-

come, and employment in the states were more conditioned by public

investment and expenditure, but private investment and expenditure

are more nearly reflected by the changes in the industrial areas. For this

reason the wartime changes in the areas resemble the accentuation of

prewar tendencies more than is true of the states. For example, Illinois

declined relatively in population and income, but, contrarily, Chicago

grew rapidly. The possibility of divergence on this basis may be over-

stated, however, for events in the states, as primary market centers for

most of the areas studied, can hardly be expected to leave the areas

imaffected.

The tremendous expansion in the western areas, as opposed to that of

the eastern areas, is imquestionably a reflection of the differences in the

ages of the areas and of the industrial pattern of each. The war called

forth vast increases in durable goods production. Eastern areas, as pre-

war durable goods centers, were called upon to change the character of

their durable goods output as well as to increase it; but western areas,

in order to make their contribution, necessarily developed additions to

their industrial capacity. This does not mean that no new investment in

industry occurred in eastern areas during the war; on the contrary,

Pittsburgh, the center of steel production, gained a large share of the
half billion investment in new iron and steel plant that Pennsylvania

* The data presented in t^s paragraph are taken from United States Department
of Commerce, Geographic Distribution of Construction in the United States^ 19S9~19A7
(Washmgton, 1948), pp. 14-15.

* tables vi, vii; and United States Department of Commerce, Employees hy
SUUe in 1939 and 1946 inWMajor Manufacturing Groups wUh 1939 Data on Employees

in 448 Single Manufacturing Industries from the Census of Manufeuiures
(Washmgton, 1948), pp. 1-4.
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cAperiencea aurmg tne war.- Ban U’lancisco's wartime expansion lanrelvm sUpbuildmg
, was almost completely new; Los Angeles’ expandonWmarily in aircraft, but to a significant degree in dups, petroleum, and

iron and steel, though not new, was so vast that it could hardly be called
conversion of existing facilities. This last phrase is applicable as a de-
scription of the wartime changes of Clevdand or Detroit. In the light of
these facts, the wartime increase of population in the western areas does
not seem to be accidental or unexplainable. In addition, the fact that in
the prewar period the western areas were growing much more rapidly
than the eastern areas should not be overlooked. This consideration
tends to place their wartime growth in the proper light, as merely a
hastenmg of processes already under way.
The percentage increases in population of the areas between 1940 and

1947 are shown in the following tabulation.

Area Percentage increase

Los Angeles 32.0*

San Francisco 4S.7'>

Chicago 10 1®

Detroit
1

12 1<*

Cleveland (1946) 9.9“

Pittsburgh ; 5.3*

« California State Chamber of Commeroet Sconomie Survey Seriet No^
SS (San Francisco, 1948).

^ Industrial Survey Associatee, iSon Francisco £ay Arm, 1(9 People.
ProapecU, and Problem* (San Francisco, 1948).

« Dun and Bradstreet, Chicago (New York, 1947), p. 5.

Detroit Board of Commerce, personal letter.
* Real Property Inventory of Me^potitan Cleveland, Regional Letter.
* Refers to Pitteburgh Me^politan Ares only, U, S. Department of

Commerce, Current Population Repori* (Washii^cton, 1947). Series P-21,
No. 8, p. 1.

Changing Manufacturing Patterns, 1939-1946

Comparable data for each of the areas are difficult to obtain, but some are

available which, though not strictly comparable, probably err sizDilarly

in each case. In 1947, the United States Department of Commerce pub-

lished tabulations of materials collected by the Social Security Board

which reports employment by industiy group and by county imder the

old ^e and survivors’ insurance program. These figures are for the

first quarter of 1946.® They exclude certain lai^ numbers of mployees,

such as domestic service workers, government employees, and those self-

employed, but probably cover manufacturing employment in the areas

* Gtographic Distrtbutian of ConHrueiion . . .

,

p. 20.
^ » i *

‘ United States Department of Commerce, Business Establishments^ Empuymeni

and Taxable Payrolls Un^ Old Age and Survivors Insurance Program (^faahington,

1947).
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satisfactorily.® It should be remembered, however, that these data report

employment, not wage earners, so that comparison of absolute values

with Census of Manufactures wage earner figures is invalid.

Table 47 presents percentages of total wage earners and employment,

respectively, in each area represented by the various manufacturing

groups in 1939 and in 1946. They show, most importantly, that for

durable goods as opposed to nondurable goods, there was little change in

any area other than Los Angeles, but there the change was striking. In

1939, durable goods employed only 42 per cent of the total manufactur-

ing wage earners, but by 1946 this had increased to a little more than 60

per cent. The industry accounting for the greatest part of this increase

was transportation equipment, although machinery, too, had grown

relatively.^ Nondurable goods production in Los Angeles suffered a com-

pensating decline in relative importance, from 58 to 40 per cent of the

total; food and textiles decreased most, although both grew rapidly in

absolute terms.

Of the remaining areas, Chicago most resembled Los Angeles in the

change in its employment pattern; however, increase in durable goods in

Chicago was confined to machinery but, like Los Angeles, food and

textfles both declined. Elsewhere, the changes were much less noticeable.

What alterations that did occur elsewhere were generally between indus-

tries within durable and nondurable groups (e.g., the increase in print-

ing and chemicals and the relative decrease of food in San Francisco).

The Census of Population provides total manufacturing employment
data for the areas which are comparable with the 1946 data provided

by the Social Security Board, since both cover total employment. Table

48 presents total manufacturing employment in each area for 1930, 1940,

and 1946. These data show conclusively that Los Angeles changed most
as far as manufacturing is concerned. Although table 47 shows that some
industries decreased relatively in size, they all expanded in absolute

terms far more rapidly than those in other areas, so that, by 1946, Los
Angeles was the third largest manufacturing center of those studied.

That this expansion does not represent a purely temporary phenome-
non bom of wartime exigencies is shown by the fact that, between V-E
Day, May, 1945, and December, 1946, contracts let for new industrial

plants costing more than $100,000 exceeded fifty million dollars, more than
in any of the sk areas except Cleveland. These contracts in San Francisco

® Ibid., U. S. Summary, App. B.
‘^though expansion of the air-frame industry accounts for much of this, the auto-

industry has increased rapidly also. From a prewar yearly output of
154,000 umts, it has developed a postwar capacity of somewhat in excess of 650 000
rmts. (Industrial Department, Los Angeles County Chamber of Commerce, ^The
Automooile Assembly Industry of L/os Angeles County, Los Angeles, undated.)
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totaled less than twenty-five million.® In addition, new capital invested

in plant, equipment, and land continued high in 1947 in Los Angeles,

though it did decrease somewhat from the 1946 peak.®

Thus, the period following 1937 was one which, for all six areas and for

the states in which they are a part, saw vast changes in their population,

their industrial pattern, and their incomes. By 1946, however, their

patterns in many cases had returned to those characteristic of prewar

years, but in Los Angeles the wartime changes appear to be permanent.

Elsewhere, in spite of growth, the sources of employment and of income

appear to be distributed among the various types of economic activity

TABLE 48

Manctfacturing Employment in Selected Areas, 1930, 1940, and 1946

Area 1930 1940 1946
Per cent
change
1930-1940

Per cent
change
1940-1946

Los Angeles 184,207 205,138 342,358 11.4 66.9

San Francisco 138,051
i

114,893 129,663 -16.8 12.8

Chicago 645,593 653,152 883,285 1.2 35.2

Detroit 420,026 409,446 470,703 -2.5 15.0

Cleveland 218,489 : 191,110 252,892 -12,5 32.3

Pittsburgh 293,107
i

'
245,899 311,932 -16.1 26.8

SoTTRCEs: United Statee Ceneue and United States Department of Commerce, Btteineea Eatabliehmenie,
Employment and Taxable Payrolls Under Old Age and Survivors Insurance Program (Washington, 1947).

in a way which might well have existed had there been no war. Nonethe-
less, the impetus to expansion provided by the war must have certainly

affected cyclical reactions in the areas, and the one great and seemingly
permanent change, the alteration in the economy of Los Angeles, must
have some important implications for future cycles.

By the end of 1939, activity in all areas began to recover from the re-

cession which began in 1937. Only San Francisco^s department store sales

continued downward after 1939, and these reached the lower turning
point* in January, 1940. A number of factors account for this favorable
turn of events. Probably most important of these was the sharp increase
in investment in producers' durable goods, inventories, and net foreign
investment. Liquidation of inventories approached one billion dollars
in 1938, but, in 1939, additions to inventories approximated one-half
billion. Construction contracts reported for thirty-seven states by the

s Territorial Information Department Commonwealth Edison Company, ei alSuw^ of Ir^tLstrml Development^ 1946 (Chicago, 1947).
p »

T/.*.
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, Statistical Record ofLos Angeles County Industrial Development (Los Angeles, 1948).
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CHART 1

9

Bank Debits in Six Industrial Areas, 1939-1945
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F. W. Dodge Corporation doubled (from 200 to 400 million dollars)

between the beginning and end of 1938.

The stimulus to this investment and to output was associated with

(1), the fall and the stabilization of prices in 1938; (2), the resumption

of spending and lending by the federal government which was authorized

by Congress in June of that year; (3), the easing of reserve requirements

of member banks; (4), falling money and bond rates; and (5), the re-

newed expansion of consumer credit. Yearly data in most cases provide

a false impression of 1938, for the decline characterizing the first half

hides the advances of the latter months, but data for 1939 show clearly

that recovery was well under way. Personal consumption expenditures

increased a little between 1938 and 1939, but gross private domestic

investment increased nearly 50 per cent.

Even with the war^s outbreak delayed xmtil September, 1939, it was

already making its effect felt in 1938, as shown by data on exports of the

United States in those years. Total exports declined through 1938, but

exports of metals and manufactures, except machinery, increased by 100

million doUars (nearly one third) between 1938 and 1939; chemicals, by

approximately 25 per cent; and rubber, by nearly 45 per cent. On the

contrary, vegetable products, animal products, and wood and paper

changed little or declined.^® These changes, however, seem nearly insig-

nificant when compared with those of 1941 through 1944.

Bank Debits, 1939”1945

After 1937, bank debits provide comparisons by means of frequency

distributions between three areas only. In Detroit, Cleveland, and Pitts-

burgh, peaks in debits were reached in October, 1943; July, 1944; and
May, 1945, respectively. In the remaining areas, no peaks could be

established with certainty before December, 1945, the end of the period

for which data were processed. Chart 19, however, presents the debit

series for each area from 1939 through 1945 which permits some com-
parison between the areas in spite of the absence of terminal peaks in the

three areas.

Between the areas in which debits provide peak-to-peak cycles, there

is a considerable difference in the average standing, for Detroit's ad-
justed debit values average 89.4, with Cleveland 95.7, and Pittsburgh

101.4. Detroit's poor showing in this respect stems from the fact that its

response to the wartime stimulus was somewhat delayed, Detroit, unlike
Cleveland and especially Pittsburgh, experienced a real conversion
problem. In the latter areas, the war required more of an increased

^ U. S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 194S
(Washington. 1944), pp. 514. 515.
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output of items already produced, but in Detroit a greatchai^ in output

was required.

For example, in Detroit no workers were employed in the manufacture

of ordnance, guns, or tanks in 1940, and by July, 1943, of total manufao-

facturing emplo3rment of 660,000, 144,000 were so employed. Aircraft

production, employing a mere 3,000 in 1940, accounted for an additional

288,000 laborers. Thus, these industries, virtually nonexistent in 1940,

employed more than 65 per cent of the total three years later. No such

revolutionary change in Cleveland or Pittsbui^ occurred. Therefore,

the delay in Detroit’s expansion is completely imdeistandable. Even so,

its conversion to war industry was rapid. Also, at the outset, Detroit

was more depressed than the other areas and, althou^ by late 1943 it

rose somewhat above the other areas, its earlier low standing held the

average down. Almost opposite circumstances serve to ^ve Pittsbu^

the highest average, whereas Cleveland, in s<Hne req>ects like Detroit

and uTililfP Pittsbui^, stood between these two extremes.

The variableness of the areas, as measured by the coefficients of

variation of the values between these peaks, places Cleveland as sub-

stantially more stable than either of the others, and Pittsbur^i only a

little more so than Detroit. This supports a proposition made earlier,

and one to which there is no question, that Detroit s characteristic

instability stems from its peacetime concentration in automobiles.

Close study of the series on chart 19 reveals that the two westerna^,

Los Angeles and San Francisco, are much alike. In only two short periods,

the winter of 1942-1943 and the period following V-E Day, was there

any noticeable divergence. The earlier divei^ence came at a period when

the wartime expansion was occurring at the most rapid rate, and it can

be accounted for only by the near death of nonmilitary construction and

severe agricultural losses in Los Angeles, a result of heavy raiM and

near-freezing weather. The spread between the areas after V-E Day is

simply explained; aircraft production declined less rapidly thm ship-

building, and San Francisco, concentrating in the latter, th««ore^
perienced the most drastic decline. Both western areas continu^upwaid

through the first half of 1945, a movement not characteristic of the

eastern ones. At this time, Chicago moved ahead m ato^

way as Cleveland and Detroit, but earlier, particularly m the

1942, its expansion proceeded at a ratemore like Aose of

Z which c.«ely «seo.hW thM of the^ ^
Awards for industrial facilities were gr^tCTm
industrial area; total investment in facihties betw^ 1^9 ^d IS^

pne and a third billion dollars, in spite of the fact that
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prewar Chicago was the largest of the industrial areas studied. Also,

new investment was directed into industries that were not highly de-

veloped in Chicago previously, 450 million in transportation equipment,

175 million in ordnance, and 95 million in nonferrous metals.^^

One observation on the picture provided by bank debits between

1937 and 1945 deserves statement. In the face of rising prices and wages,

the stabilization and decline of debits in the eastern centers must reflect

some more severe downward movements in physical volumes. True,

not until early 1946 did the rapid postwar inflation begin, but 1945 was

a year of a continual inching upward of prices of nearly everything. The
fact that western debits continued strongly upward, on the contrary,

undoubtedly reflects firm or increasing volumes. Further light on this

matter will be given by the other series to be examined.

Department Store Sales in the Wartime Expansion

Department store sales do not provide any complete cycles after 1937,

but chart 20 presents the series for the six areas. None of these show a

real downturn, though in some a lower rate of increase is observable as

early as the beginning of 1943. In Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago,

and Pittsburgh, this hesitation was followed, however, by a sharp re-

acceleration beginning in early 1944. The delayed effects of the wartime

expansion in the western areas, obvious even in the bank debit data and
commented on above, can be seen; for example, San Francisco did not

begin its uninterrupted increase until the spring of 1942, whereas the

eastern centers began theirs as much as a year earlier. In the fall of 1941

all areas experienced a sharp drop in sales, for inventories and commit-
ments accumulated and federal restrictions on purchases and production

expanded. By the end of the year, the declining output of many goods
led to a rapid improvement in inventory position. In all the inland areas,

year-end sales were as high as during the summer, but the delayed
expansion of industry and pay rolls on the Coast retarded recovery to
the 1941 highs until mid-1942.

A large share of the increase from 1941 onward in store sales is trace-

able directly to price increase. Prices of all commodities still available

advanced rapidly through 1941 and 1942, but thereafter they moved
upward very slowly as price controls limited advances. By early 1943,
store sales reached peaks that were not surpassed until late 1944 or
early 1945 except for a few months. The most rapid advances in sales

(owing to both price and volume increases), however, did not come until

1946, but unfortunately this year lies beyond the period covered in this
study.

Dun and Bradstreet, Chicago (New York, July, 1947), p. 16.
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CHART ZO

Department Store Sales in Six Industrial Areos. 1939*1945
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The store sales series clearly shows the consequences of price controls,

rationing, and the shortage of goods. A comparison of chart 19 with

chart 20 makes this clear. Debits moved upward sharply and to higher

levels thftTi sales, and the continued growth of sales after debits began to

sag in certain areas, particularly in Detroit, reflects the increased

availability of durable goods and more especially of nondurables to con-

sumers’ goods markets as a result, first, of V-E Day, and later, of V-J

Day.

Power Sat.vs and Employment, Expansion and Collapse

The most vivid picture of the war’s effect upon the economies of the

areas appears in the remaining two series, power sales and employment.

Of course, it is to be expected that in these two series the peculiarity of

the wartime industrial expansion in any area would be reflected; first,

in this “real’ ’ series and, second, or possibly not at all, in debits or store

sales. The effects of a unique industrial growth on debits or store sales

are obscured by normal civilian activities. These normal activities, such

as food purchases, domestic services, and the like, make little, if any,

impact on industrial employment; but they do affect the course of

debits and store sales.

All six areas experienced a complete cycle in power sales between the

peak of 1937 and that of 1943 or 1945. Detroit, Cleveland, and Pitts-

burgh began their recession in 1937 ;
but Los Angeles, San Francisco, and

Chicago had continuous expansions extending into 1945. Those areas

that moved downward during the war provided either basic materials

such as steel, tools, and machinery, or other goods, the requirements for

which were satisfied early. Los Angeles and San Francisco specialized in

goods the demand for which remained relatively high and, therefore,

were sustained for a longer period. Chicago, in this case, represents the

mixed economy, and study of chart 21 reveals that, though no downturn

came until February, 1945, a plateau was reached there late in 1943 or

early in 1944.

Of the six areas, only Cleveland has an average standing that is

unique. The adjusted power sales values in that area average 83 per cent

in the cycle, whereas in the other areas comparable figures range from
93 to 98 per cent. Cleveland’s power sales values, as reference to chart 17

will show, were much more depressed in 1938 and remained at relatively

low levels through 1939.*^ This fact both explains this area’s low average

and indicates the existence there of a relatively large excess industrial

u In 1940, about 17 per cent of Cleveland’s labor force was still unemployed.
United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Impact of tnc War
on the Cleveland Area (Washington, 1944), p. 9.
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CHART 21

Power Sales in Six Industrial Areos, 1939- 1945
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capacity
I
a favorable condition in view of the strain that soon thereafter

was placed upon the nation’s productive capacity.

Cleveland’s very rapid power sales increase, once under way, resulted

from the fact that three very large electrochemical plants were put into

operation in the latter part of 1942 and 1943. These forces together

become evident from the fact that its instability, asmeasured by the varia-

tion coeflBcient, is far higher than elsewhere. These coefficients (percent-

ages) for power sales over the 1936, 1937-1943, 1945 cycle are:

Los Angeles .... 26.7 Detroit 20.0

San Francisco .... 11.7 Cleveland 36.3

Chicago 20.4 Pittsburgh 23.6

The fact that San Francisco’s power sales include residential sales

should again be noted. Detroit’s stability is merely a product of the early

expansion to full capacity and of the sustained nature of the demand for

its wartime product as compared with the peacetime demand for auto-

mobiles. Chicago’s stability suggests that its enormous prewar industrial

output placed it in a position to absorb wartime demands upon it

without particularly altering its usual stable cyclical pattern. Even in

wartime, diversification apparently contributed to Chicago’s relatively

steady economy.

Employment, during this period, provides as interesting a picture of

this wartime cycle as power sales. In Detroit, employment so follows

the exigencies of defense and wartime expansion that its prewar conver-

sion period is identifiable as a recession in employment, making Detroit

noncomparable with the other areas. The means and coefficients of

variation for the remaining five areas are:

Area

1

1

Mean
Coefficient
of variation
(per cent)

Los Angeles 86.5 40.7
San Francisco 77.0 41.7
Chicago 100.9 18.8
Cleveland

1
95,7 22.5

Pittsburgh 99.1 17.4

Chart 22 shows that Pittsburgh’s employment was least affected by
^ ^ 1 Ol • _

ost affected. Both Los Angeles
the war and that San Francisco’s was
and Francisco, least industrialized and most depressed of the six
areas in the prewar period, experienced measurably larger fluctuations
th^ the others; these areas also increased most rapidly in population.
Using Cleveland as representative of the eastern centers, the order of
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CHART £Z

Industrial Employment in Six Industrial Areas. 1939-1945
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magnitude of the difference between them and Los Angeles is indicated

by the differential increase in manufacturing employment between April,

1940 and November, 1943; in Cleveland it increased from 191,000 to

360.000 (88 per cent), and in Los Angeles it increased from 205,000 to

638.000 (211 per cent).*® But this greater increase in the West did come

later than in any area except Detroit; by the spring of 1941, Cleveland,

Chicago, and Pittsburgh had moved up above trend and, by the end of

the year, were at levels not far below wartime peaks. Neither Los Angeles

nor San Francisco surpassed trend until the fall of 1941, but their rate

of increase from that point was much greater than elsewhere.

By the middle of 1943, a pronounced decline in employment, which

also contributed to their instability, began in these two western areas.

This decrease preceded the decline in power sales by some twelve to

eighteen months as noted on chart 21. It occurred in spite of continued

large demand for the principal war products of these areas, aircraft in

Los Angeles, and ships in San Francisco. But this decrease in employment

did not signal the beginning of their conversion problem. Rather, it

reflects substantial improvements in labor productivity, for output of

war goods continued at record levels. In these two areas production

actually held up longer than in the East, and power sales (chart 21),

even in San Francisco, provide a more reliable indicator of the timing

of the downturn in output than emplo3Tnent. In the East, on the other

hand, both series present approximately the same picture.

In absolute terms manufacturing employment in the West remained

far above trend until early 1945, but the conversion problems, more

difficult to solve than the reconversion problems in the East, made the

rate of decrease greater in the West. San Francisco’s adjusted industrial

employment (chart 22) declined from an index of nearly 150 to less than

50 between the autumn of 1944 and the spring of 1945, whereas the same

index values in Los Angeles were 130 and 75 over the same period. In

contrast, Cleveland, Chicago, and Pittsburgh reached a low point of

approximately 90 in the fall of 1945 and, by the end of the year, had

begun to recover.

The coefficients of variation presented above, roughly 40 per cent for

the western centers and 17 to 22 per cent for eastern ones, reflect the

wide difference in the impact of the war on the areas. This impact con-

stituted a near revolution in manxifacturing in the West but, in older

industrial areas, it resembled more a normal cyclical prosperity.

Comparison of the four series presents in bold relief the differential
^ t

“ United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, A Staiisiical
Summary of the Los Angeles Area (Washington, December, 1943), p. 16, and Impact
of the War on the Cleveland^ Ohio, Area (Washington, 1944), p. 47.
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picture of variation that series affected by price show as compaFed to

that revealed by real or output series. In no area did department store

sales decline once the expansion was under way, and in only three

did debits slack off from wartime peaks ;
what is more, where debits did

decline, the decrease was moderate as compared with that in power s^es

and especially in manufacturing employment. It is true, however, that

prices were not the only influence accountii^ for the differential reactitm

of the two pairs of series, for wholesale prices did not b^in tiieir most

rapid rise until after 1945. Had prices risen more rapidly throu^ 1945,

probably no debit series would have declined. The uniform increase in

store sales, therefore, resulted both from price increases and the increased

availability of goods. The decrease in industrial pay rolls served to

weaken eastern debits, but population growth and relatively high levels

of employment served to sustain debits in the West and prevented any

movement parallel to the eastern recessicm.

Divei^nt movement between the series also cleariy shows the pe-

culiar nature of this wartime boom which was driven basically by war

orders. In earlier cycles, manufacturing, as reflected in industrial em-

ployment, does not differ so radically from other economic activities.

This was a manufacturing cycle more than anything else. Furthermore,

the moderate, but continuous, growth of store sales in the face of far

greater growth in the other series reflects the whole gala^ of wartime

controls on production and distribution. Had these controls been un-

necessaiy, it is certain that sales would have moved in a manner much

more nearly like the other measures.

The planned nature of the expansion, with governmental decisiom so

important in determining the location of new facilities with publicly-

financed expansion largely replacing private investment,^ and with a

variety of controls over private investment and consumption, accentu-

ated differences in the cycle in the six areas and differences between the

series in each. Never before did San Francisco and Los Angdes app^

to have measurably greater cycles, and seldom was the delayed reactira

or uniqueness in cyclical pattern so marked.A normal cycle, accomp^ed

by voluntary decisions of millions of individuals, presents a more umfonn

picture of the cycle, however and wherever measured.
^

To complete the description of this era and to treat it in the same way

as earlier periods, some attention must be paid to the years 1939 throng

1945 regardless of the comparableness of the cyclical turning pom

Table 49 presents the standard deviation for each area and eachs^
(adjusted for the 1939-1945 trend only). These figures

ably reflect the peculiarities of our wartime economy. Debits and^
coW «hnw however, that the normal interarea differences are not alto-
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gether hidden, for Chicago's usually stable position and Detroit's un-

stable one are sustained somewhat. But the wide differential reaction

noted in the earlier period does not appear in this period.

Usual relationships between the areas are lost in the power and em-

ployment series. Both Los Angeles and San Francisco show much wider

variation in employment than the other areas; San Francisco would cer-

tainly reflect greater instability in power sales were it not for the fact

that its series includes residential sales. In Los Angeles, power sales

fluctuate closely with emplosmaent.

TABLE 49

The Standahi) Deviation of Adjusted Index Values for Four Series

IN Six Areas, 1939-1946

Series
Los

Angeles
San

Francisco
Chicago Detroit Cleveland Pittsburgh

Bank debits 11.7 8.9
1

8.6 12.8 7.8 8.4

Department store

sales 7.6 : 9.3 6.6 9.7 9.2 7.3

Power sales 26.7 7.0 8.3 12.0 16.9 11.0

Employment
I

22.2 27.0 11.0 16.6
1

11.8 10.6

SotTRCB; Derived from data io appendix ii. Data are adjtiated for 1939-1946 trend only.

Another striking difference between this period and others is the com-
parative stability of Detroit. Although, in most cases, its variation ex-

ceeds that of its neighbors, the differential between 1939 and 1945 was
not great. Only in power sales is Detroit's instability actually less than

the remaining three, and this is due partly to Cleveland's extraordinarily

depressed prewar sales and to its very high wartime sales caused largely

by sales to the new electrochemical plants.

Conclusions

In the description of this period, emphasis has been placed upon the
umque causes for expansion that were at work, and upon the differential

effects of these forces upon the six areas studied. A final warning should
be made, however, against viewing this period as different from others
in all respects. Such an emphasis represents a failure to recognize that,
although the wartime controls were probably more far-reaching than
those we will ever face in peacetime, fundamental changes have long
been under way in the prevailing philosophy of the economic responsi-
bilities of government. Cyclical variation will more than likely hereafter
be associated with a growing network of government activities, all de-
signed to preclude inflationary spirals and crises and the deflation and
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liquidation of recession. This being so, future fluctuationsmay be acc(Hn-

panied by governmental activities that will make area cycles more like

those of the late ’thirties and ’forties than the cycles of an earliw era.

Also, the differences between the areas and the series in this wartime

period may be somewhat exaggerated. As astonishing as the differences

appear to be, their resemblance to earlier peacetime fluctuations is,

perhaps, even more surprising. Eiven with nearly every phase of economic

life subject to government r^ulation, certain facts r^ardii^ cyclical

pattern still prevail. Detroit is less stable than most areas, CJhica^ is

more stable, and the others lying between these extremes are very simi-

lar. It is true that many of the prewar relationships between r^onal

cyclical patterns were distorted or obscured, but these distortions were

not at all general. In this effort by the government to boost emplojramit

and output to the highest possible levels, a cyclical pattern and a picture

of instability were revealed that bear a very cl<^ relationtiiip to other

cycles. Government intervention, r^ardless of ite magmtude, does not

seem to bury completely the forces at work in a normal peacetime

civilian economy.



Chapter VIII

CONCLUSIONS

Underlying this entire study is the thesis that business cycles, or

business fluctuations, involve more than movements in aggregate eco-

nomic activity, and more than movements in the various industries or

businesses that make up our economy. They are extremely complex

phenomena and cannot be accurately described by any single index of

business conditions. There are variances between cycles in different

industries and between cycles in different areas. The use of a single na-

tional series as an index of business cycles involves either the assumption

that local divergent reactions are unimportant or that they do not exist.

It is probable that the smaller the area concerned, the less important

is the cycle (except for those few who live there)
;
on the contrary,

larger

areas are larger markets and sources of goods and services. Hence, they

are more important because they are more likely to influence other areas.

However, it cannot be assumed that either very small or very large areas

will behave as the nation as a whole does, or that larger ones, representing

proportionately greater portions of the total, are less likely to experience

unique or unusual variations. The study of business cycles must include

not only the examination of variations between many measures of na-

tional cycles, but also the examination of measures which will reveal

peculiarities of local business fluctuations.

Forces affecting regional business conditions may be classified in

several groups. First, there are those that tend to act in an approxi-

mately uniform manner upon all parts of the nation and upon all seg-

ments of the economy. Among these are such factors as changes in

consumer saving and spending patterns, changed business psychology

concerning investment, and the like. But other more specific forces such

as federal fiscal and monetary policy, tax policy, exchange rates and

control, and basic technological changes also fall in this group.

Second, there are the nation-wide forces that normally react more

strongly upon certain regions than upon others. This differential reaction

may be due either to the nature of the stimulus or to the character of the

economy of the region involved. The best examples of this type of nation-

wide forces were those at work during the war effort. The impact of the

war on Pittsburgh was decidedly different from that on Los Angeles. In

the former, government requirements strained existing capacity; in the

latter, it led to the creation of new capacity. Another example is the

impact of the Fair Labor Standards Act; its consequences depended

greatly on wage levels in various sections and, therefore, affected some

[ 189 ]
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areas more than others. Most frequently, reactions peculiar to a smaller

area result from the character of its economy. Emphasis on certain types

of activity (e.g., transportation equipment in Detroit, or more generally,

durable producers’ goods in Cleveland or Httsbui^) may provide the

basis for specific local reaction.

Third, there are forces originating within restricted areas, the conse-

quences of which are transmitted to others. The best example in the

period covered by the data in this study is the impact of retooling in the

automobile industry in Detroit in 1927. Unquestionably, at other times

siTTiilar forces contribute importantly to movements in business activity,

but their impact is lost when combined with other stunuli. Varied agri-

cultural output, security market crises, and many other factors which

may be classified as erratic fall in this third group of forces.

Finally, some forces operate primarily within particular areas, affecting

their own r^;ions most significantly and influencing others so slightly or

so indirectly that their effects cannot be precisely traced. The principal

example of this type is the influence of population growth or decline on

a particular area and the attendant altered conditions in such localized

activities as residential building and local personal services.

These forces, when combined, may lead sometimes to similar cyclical

movements in all areas and at other times to wide r^onal divergence.

The relative strength of the forces making for convergence, as opposed

to those making for divergence, determines the effect of a particular

local stimulus. It seems reasonable to suppose that the nation-wide foro^

are relatively greater factors in major cycles than in minor ones, but in

no case are the consequences of more localized forces entirely absent.

The areas whose cycles have been examined in this inv^igation differ

significantly from one another, and the most mark^ diff^races exist

between the western and the eastern centers. These industrial areas are

not alike either in the relative importance in each of the broader classi-

fications of economic activity or in manufacturing pattern. Some have

rapidly growing population and industry; others appear to be le^

eressing in these respects. The single characteristic co^on to^ is

that they are very lai^e industrial centers. The underlyi^ que^ons

concerning the areas examined in this study can be worded as follows:

1) Do the areas studied have similar or different cycles?

2) If different, which peculiar characteristics or factora^
3) If similar, why are the forces making for

4) Are any changes occurring in the areas that may materially affect the future

cyclical movements?

A few iseneralized, and many specific, conclusions may be^^
the mate^ presented on the timing of cycles in the areas. First, there
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is absolutely no support for any thesis that cycles move regularly from

east to west. Although certain industries may be affected earlier than

others and, hence, areas in which these industries are important may

react more promptly, this does not reflect itself in an earlier cyclical

movement in any of the six areas studied. Probably this failure is due

to the fact that all of the areas are large, and, except for Detroit, none

seem to be so specialized that a single industry regularly determines the

timing of general business fluctuations.

Second, there seems to be a tendency for divergences in timing to be

less after 1929 than before that year. This, however, probably does not

mean that henceforth there will be greater uniformity; instead, the

minor character of the cycles in the 'twenties as opposed to those after

1929 is more than likely the cause for this apparent tendency toward

diversity in the timing of regional cycles. Thus, the greater the cycle,

the more likely is the conjuncture of peaks and of troughs. Only with

small fluctuations may wide differences in peak and trough dates be

anticipated, and, even then, the same distribution of the areas from

earliest to latest may not be expected in each.

Third, of the measures utilized, only the bank debits series leads in

any consistent manner. It tends to lead other series in those areas where
financial transactions are important and in cycles in which security

speculation is a significant factor. Thus, Chicago's and San Francisco's

debit series often lead the other series used to measure business changes.

Fourth, so far as employment alone provides a measure of timing,

Cleveland and Detroit (especially the latter) appear to lead the other

areas, and the employment series of each moves downward and upward
in advance of the other series used. This conclusion supports the evidence
of others that durable goods production tends to lead in cycles of business
change. It also suggests that in these areas regional characteristics are
suflScient to make fluctuations occur somewhat earlier than elsewhere.
This conclusion, however, must be looked upon as tentative, for addi-
tional data must be examined in order that an entirely defensible de-
cision be made on this matter.

The study of the several series to determine whether or not variations
in duration characterize fluctuations in different areas reveals both that
these variations exist and that they do not present any predictable
regular pattern. No area regularly has the longest or the shortest dura-
tion. The only exception to this irregularity is in connection with the
relationship between department store sales series in each area and the
other series. The store sales series seems always to have longer fluctua-
tions than other series, primarily as a consequence of more protracted
recessions. This characteristic of store sales illustrates well the belief
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that individuals offer substantial resistance to reduced levels of consump-

tion in periods of declining income. In other words, the relation between

consumption and income is different if income is falling than if it is

This rigidity of consumption was suflScient evmi to obliterate several of

the minor cycles in the 1920 decade.

Specialization in manufacturing generally does not appear to guaran-

tee anything with respect to duration, but this is not surprising in view

of the failure of such specialization regularly to alter timing. Nor does

particular specialization in any manufacturing industry seem to cause

either especially long or especially short cycles. The causes of cycles are

too diverse to permit manufacturing patterns to reflect themselves faith-

fully in associated cyclical durations. A possible exceptimi to this

conclusion, or, with more precise data andmore observations, even a rrfu-

tation of it, may be based upon some evidence that Pittsburgh's cycles

appear to be a little shorter than others. This area’s perfonnmice is not

uniform enough in this respect to justify, at this point, a conclusion

contrary to that expressed above, but the possibility of an opposite

result should be noted. More complete data might show shorter cycles

in what might be called “manufactured raw materials" areas.

That manufacturing activities affect cycles in some degree, however,

is evidenced by the fact that differences between the durations reflected

by the four series are least in Cleveland and Pittsburgh. Although manu-

facturing does not prove to be a cause of divergent duration between

areas it does so color other activities that measures reflectmg cha^

not only in manufacturing but in all segments of the economy reflect

similar length cycles.
,

FinaUy growth does not seem to affect, to any important extent, the

duration of cycles. Regardless of the method employ^ in measurement

high rates of growth do not guarantee either unusually long or

short cycles If growth were important, both Detroit and Los Angeles,

S “p^y g~wing rf>ouId

ablv different lengths from the other areas, but this is not ^e. Nor does

a dLline in rate of growth seem to affect the length of cyclra,

Chicago, Cleveland, nor Pittsburgh appear to have extraordinarily sho

abpve yield c.c.«

.re eometimee very much dike at other -«
All areas seem to experience similar fluctuations

bTt whea toctuaUcea tad to be redeeted in pnce mo^t,
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the conformance of the areas lessens substantially. Thus, a basic demerit

in the definition of “national” cycles must be price variability. A vul-

nerable price structure must be considered as a danger signal in a
^

areas, regardless of geographic location, size, rate of growth, or industrial

characteristics.

In spite of the importance of price changes as a factor tying areas

together, it is important to note that they do not seem to be associated

with cycles in the manner traditionally believed. Upper turning points

are by no means always preceded by rapidly rising prices, nor are the

troughs always associated wdth periods of price stability , At times price

increase has occurred long before output has ceased to rise, and in periods

which otherwise appear to be stable; also, price decrease has accompanied

other changes that signify improving business conditions. Thus, though

price instability is essential to national cycles, any single area cannot

overlook the possibility that it will experience a significant change in

business conditions, even in the face of steady prices. Neither is the com-

ing of an alteration in national conditions always heralded by price

change, even though it will surely be tied to price movement as the proc-

ess of expansion or contraction continues.

The relative amplitude of area cycles cannot be foreseen from knowl-

edge of the industrial pattern of the area involved, of its resource base,

of the region it serves, or of its rate of growth or decline. Simple rules

for prejudging cyclical variation are not possible because the factors

conditioning cyclical response are too diverse. Pittsburgh, relatively

constant in size and in concentration in producers’ durable goods, does

not generally have abnormally severe cyclical swings. Los Angeles,

growing rapidly, and like Chicago in its diversity, failed to show evidence

of comparative stability and resembled Pittsburgh in its response to

cycles more than any other area. Cleveland likewise differs from Los

Angeles in nearly every respect except the intensity of its business cycles.

Only in Detroit did industrial pattern invariably reflect itself in meas-

urably different cycles, and here the influence of its one great industry,

automobiles, is suflBcient to affect noticeably not only the real series but

also debits and store sales. Economic life in Detroit may be said to be

dominated in all phases by this industry. The extent of this dominance
even extends to the point that debits, elsewhere always least stable of

the series, is more stable than employment.

At times, the importance of certain characteristics of each economy
makes itself apparent in one or another of the series. Best exemplifying
this is the tendency for debits in financial centers to show extreme fluc-

tuations in periods of financial crisis. Chicago and San Francisco, as
capital markets, tend to have relatively unstable debits, but the sig-
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nificance of financial activities in each never eictends to the other meas-

ures of cyclical response.

In summary, only Detroit shows a measurably less stable cyclical

pattern tlian the others. Almost regardless of the method of measure-

ment, this seems to be true. There is possibly a little justification for

holding that, in general, both Chicago and San Francisco have some

measure of cyclical stability, but this is by no means always true, and

may be more illusory than real. Among the three remaining areas, Los

Angeles, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh, the differences in the amplitude of

business fluctuations are, in general, too small to be considered signifi-

cant.

The events of recent years, the war and its aftermath, have done little

to alter the cyclical patterns in the areas permanently. In spite of an

unprecedented spurt in the role of government, as regulator, financier,

and buyer, the usual interarea differences are not completely hidden.

Detroit’s unusual instability seems still apparent, and Chicago’s slight

stability still discernible. ITie war did usher in a greater divergence

among cycles in debits, store sales, employment, and power sales, and

probably did hasten the development of manufacturing in the West,

particularly in Los Angeles. It is doubtful if the former will continue,

and even more doubtful if the latter wiU be of significance in shaping the

course of future cyclical reaction.
, , > .

Though bu^ess cycles may be the final result of a few basic causes,

or possibly only one, the multipKcity of differences that appear in the

study of regional cycles indicates that important forces intervene to

vield significantly different cycles in individual areas. The forces r^

sponsible for divergent reaction are many sometimes yielding a le^t

eLuy explainable in terms of conditions existing in the several ^onomes,

but as often they yield results not nearly so simply mt^reted. These

forces react differently in different periods so that their conseque^

are not logicaUy arranged and so that their results defy forecast, ^e

study of cycles, heretofore principally confined to abstract analysis, an

exp^ded Though contributing enormously to the complexity of th

a^e uncovered and understood, a recognition of the

caus^ a^d, therefore, to sounder private and public corrective pohcies.
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Appendix I

SOURCE AND COVERAGE OF THE PRINCIPAL

TIME SERIES

Department Store Sales Series

The series used are published by the Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System and are collected by the individual Reserve Banks* They

represent sales by department stores in the major city, or cities, ‘ of the

industrial area and, hence, provide an index of changes of store sales

in the area, even though not representing the area as such. The index

prepared by the Reserve Board covers 70 per cent of total department

store sales in the country, though only a third of all stores report. Checks

against the census indicate that errors resulting from inadequate cover-

age are small, even so far as local sales are concerned.^ The data are

published in two forms: one is unadjusted for seasonal variation, whereas

the other is adjusted. Both are corrected for differences in the number

of trading days and for the changing date of Easter.® In these respects

this series differs from the others used in this study. The series unadjusted

for seasonal variation, however, were used as the basic data because of

the wish to correct all series utilized herein by the same method.

Commercial and Industrial Power Sales

The Chicago series represents indexes of '^Large PowerSales**' in the

Chicago area (6,000 square miles in northern Illinois and, hence, not the

same as the area defined by the census) which covers fairly well all indus-

trial and commercial power use.^ The Cleveland series actually is ‘^Com-

mercial and Industrial Power Sales** but refers to the Cleveland Metro-
politan District, an area somewhat smaller than the industrial area; it

nevertheless includes the city of Cleveland plus its environs, where
population density exceeds 150 persons per square mile.^ These two series

provide the widest coverage. The power sales series for Detroit and
Pittsburgh represent industrial power sales only and, therefore, may
present a somewhat sharper picture of cyclical variation. This factor

1 The San Francisco index, for example, includes the cities of San Francisco, Oak-
land, and Berkeley.

* Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, “Revised Index of Depart-
ment Store Sales” (reprinted from Federal Reserve BvdMin, Jun^ 1944), p. 3,

* For method of adjustment, see Board of Governors of the Federal R^rve Sys-
tem, o?). cU.j pp. 5-7.

* This senes was made available by the Commonwealth Edison Company of
Chicago and the Northern Illinois Public Service Corporation.

* The source of these data is the Cleveland Electric Illuminating (Company. The
service a^ of that company expanded somewhat between 1926 and 1928 so that
growth of the series in those years is slightly abnormal.
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must be considered when comparisons between the areas are presented

at a later stage. The Pittsburgh smes was prepared by the Bureau of

Business Research of the University of Pittsburgh and covers most of

western Pennsylvania rather than the Pittsburgh area alone.* The De-

troit power sales data have been built up from two series, one repre-

senting industrial power consumption in the Detroit area as such, pre-

pared by the Detroit Board of Commerce for the years 1928 to date,

and the other, made available by the Detroit Edison Company of sales

to their own industrial customers from 1920 to 1939. These series were

linked, and the latter series adjusted upward to compensate for its nar-

rower coverage.^

The power sales series in the San Francisco area provides the least

satisfactory comparison with the other areas because it covers all classes

of services, excluding sales for street lighting, street railway, and resale;

it refers to the city and county of San Francisco plus a very minor section

of San Mateo County included in the city of South San Francisco.* Thus,

it is more inclusive in coverage than the other areas’ series but is very

limited geographically. The fact that sales for residential lighting are

reflected in the index may make it sometimes more stable and at other

times more unstable than it would be were industrial or industrial and

commercial sales alone represented.® However, since residential sales

represent approximately a fourth of total commercial sales, it is unlikely

that a series including both would often move inversely with commercial

sales alone. Then, although comparisons between San Francisco and the

* Cf Bureau of Business Research, University of Pittsbui^ Indufrud Dat^k
for lL’PiOsburgh District (Pittsburgh, 1936), p. 9^ For more recent ^ta, see

t^r^Business Review published monthly by the Bureau of Busmes Re^ch. The

sSf index includes the foUowing^counties: AlleghenyAnn-

sS)nff Beaver, Butler, Clarion (lower Fayette, Greene,

Washington and Westmoreland. The industrial area mcludes only Allegheny,

cim'^SyXa^-lS^^ by the Ford Motor

nan?^^?th%<SSDiSofCbryAer. Therefom. J*ey are consi^ndy ^
th^^d of ConLerce series. The movements of the two m Aeyem
vrrkvion /109R-1Q30) are very similAr (the correlation coefficient is 0.88) so ttot tn

I 4i)4"+

cisco represents weU the Mtion.
in United States

decline tetween 1929 and 1933 m t^t^Sa^Sii ^ SS^cial sales,

domestic sales betwwn 1933 and 193
fj.g included domestic sales

destabilize the power si^ ^oo^^^TewYork NationalBUauofEco-
tiVtlv in the EUctric and Gas UlMies, 1899-194X (JNew lora, i^au

10461- DD* 40 41*
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other areas of the amplitude and pattern of cycles are not particularly

meaningful, comparisons of turning point dates are.^®

The geographic coverage of the San Francisco series, because of its

other important shortcomings, is not a matter for great concern. The

omission of counties other than San Francisco further limits the suita-

bility for comparison of the series, especially in later years when other

sections of the industrial area experienced rapid development. Great

care must, therefore, be exercised whenever the San Francisco index of

power sales is utilized.

The power sales index in Los Angeles represents industrial power sales

only. The series, provided by the Research Department of the Security

First National Bank of Los Angeles, covers a large area in southern

California. It is considerably more than the industrial area itself, since

parts of Kern, Santa Barbara, Orange, and San Bernardino counties as

well as Los Angeles County areincluded.* *^ However, since the series

excludes electricity sales for agriculture and oil pumping, and because

industry in areas outside Los Angeles County is comparatively slight

in importance, the series reflects well fluctuations in power sales in the

area itself.

Employment Series

The emplo3Tnent series used for the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas

are derived from data prepared by the Division of Labor Statistics and
Research, Department of Industrial Relations, State of California, and
by its predecessor agencies. The 1935-1946 series in each case were ad-

justed to the CensTis of Manufactures by that agency. The figures for

the earlier years were collected by the Division of Labor Statistics and
Law Enforcement of the Department of Industrial Relations and pub-
lished in the California Labor Statistics Bulletin, The earlier data (1925-

1935) had not been adjusted to the census and were believed by the
Division of Labor Statistics and Research to have ‘^a good deal of

downward bias,” though satisfactory as an index of month-to-month
changes.^^ Therefore, in the present study, the 1925-1935 series were

Data for San Francisco are not available to prove this point, but data for the na-
tion are. Not once between 1926 and 1942 did yearly domestic and commercial sales
for the nation move inversely with commercial ^es only. See Gould, op. cU., teblf1

L

“ The senes represents the sum of sales by the Los Angeles Bureau of Power and
Dcpflrtiinciit of ajicI Powor And Southern 0&]lforni& fklison Coni*

pany. Ltd., since February, 1937. Before that date, the power sales of the Los Angeles
Gas and Electric Corporation, since absorbed by the Department of Water and
Power, were added in. The series of power sales for Los Angeles is short, being avail-
able only sm^ 1927, A changed dennition of '^industrial power sales^' made m 1926
makes all earher data noncomparable.

*
I9257I935 data in San Francisco originally referred to the city rather than

to the mdustnal area. Because the city employed 67 per cent of totel manufacturing
wage emersm the area as early as 19!^, it is assumed that the index, when adjustedupw^d to coirect for the downward bias, reflects employment changes in the county
as well as m the city.
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adjusted to the census.^® The two series reflect changes in ‘^Production

and Related Workers/^ a definition formulated by the Division of Statis-

tical Standards, United States Bureau of the Budget. Before that time,

the census category “wage earners” was the object of the indexes. This

change is not believed to have an appreciable effect on the indues,

however.

The emplojTnent series utilized in the Qiicago area is prepared by the

Illinois State Department of Labor and is an index of wage earners in

manufacturing in the city of Chicago. The series, thus, is comparable in

components with those of western areas though it covers the city rather

than the industrial area. It is probable that it represents well the monthly

changes in the area itself since, in 1939, 71 per cent of the area's wage

earners were to be found within the city. The fact that such a large manu-

facturing center as Gary, Indiana, lies within the Chicago industrial area

makes it possible that at certain times the index will fail to reflect faith-

fully changes in the area's employment. Whenever manufacturing em-

ployment in Chicago shows peculiar characteristics, it will be necess^

to consider the possibility that noncity changes are the underlying

CA11S6*

The changes in industrial employment in the Detroit area are n

ured by an index of “industrial employment” prepared by the Detroit

Board of Commerce. This index is derived from a sixty-firm sample and

covers roughly Wayne County. The area is, therefore, somewhat smatter

than the industrial area as such, though Wayne County in 1940 employed

approximately 90 per cent of all workers in the area. The mdex measures

employment of aU hourly-rated factory employees rather than wage

earners alone. This may tend to stabilize somewhat the senra over me

reflecting production workers only, but it is somewhat,doubtful if 1^
matter is of sufficient significance to justify the use of any correction

factor.

of the seriee in ^ .nd the census «t«els were converted to inde-s

S'SSdJfihe index of yesrl, e,uJ to the index of «*s«s

of tf** y“” by the mean of the di»»en«»m the

'^^•'1^‘eSfy'^ues in each year were «-

f) A tLee month.- “orio* ayera^ w» tt?t!S.^‘ween Dec^ mhI Jeonew

suiting from ibis thefoSrmonths. Novemto to

SSS 19^1935 eeriesw»il^ thar 1935 yeartr

the 1925-1935 a^usted .enee on a 1940 base).

Averaice (100) and the yearly average of toe v

g) The entire series, 1920-1040, was pine
nf CftlifonUft, Bivisioil of

p. 2.
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The Cleveland employment series, prepared and published by the

Cleveland Chamber of Commerce, is an index of total employment (as

distinguished from wage earners alone) in ^TOO large and representative

manufacturing establishments and utilities located throughout Cuyahoga

County/^ It is, therefore, restricted to a section, though a large one, of

the industrial area as defined by the census
j
the census area includes also

Lorain County. Cuyahoga County accounts for approximately 90 per

cent of the manufacturing in the orea, and, since the industry of Lorain

is approximately the same, it is very probable that the index reflects

adequately the employment changes in the area as a whole.

The inclusion of utility employment, as well as non-wage earner manu-

facturing employment, may tend slightly to dampen or reduce fluctua-

tions over what they would be were the index restricted to manufacturing

wage earners alone. Nevertheless, with this possible shortcoming in

mind, the index is reasonably comparable with those in the other areas.

Employment in the Pittsburgh District is measured by an index of

employment in manufacturing covering most of western Pennsylvania.

In addition to the counties included in the Pittsburgh industrial area

(Allegheny, Beaver, Washington, and Westmoreland), the district covers

Armstrong, Butler, the lower half of Clarion, Fayette, Greene, Lawrence,

Mercer, and Washington counties. The overwhelming importance of the

Pittsburgh area, together with the striking similarity in economic pattern

of the area itself and the district,^® makes the index satisfactory as a

measure of monthly changes in employment in the area.

The index utilized in this study is made up of two series published by
the Bureau of Business Research of the University of Pittsburgh. The
first, covering the 1923-1929 period, was constructed by a “Private

Agency”; the second, the data for later years, were collected by the

Bureau itself. Both series are available for several overlapping years,

and it appears that the linked series are comparable.^® The linking

operation involved merely spreading over four months the difference

between the change from December, 1928 and January, 1929 in the
“Private Agency” series and the Bureau series. This method was deemed
satisfactory in view of the very close correspondence of the two series in

overlapping years,

“ Cf. University of Pittsburgh, Industrial Databook, p, 16.

,

**
Pt.?* Montague, “Fluctuations in Manufactunng Employment in the Pitts-

burg District and in the Nation—January, 1923 to April, 1932,” PiUsbuToh Business
Retnew, May 28, 1932, pp. 14^16.
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%

The Five Largest Industrial Classifications in 1939 in Six Areas, for 1933

Classification

LOS ANOELES

Aircraft and parts, including aircraft engines

Bread and other bakery products

Furniture, including store and office fixtures.

Petroleum refining

Rubb^ tires and inner tubes

Total*

Total manufacturing

BAN FRANCISCO

Canned and dried fruits and vegetables; canned and bottled juices; pre>
serves, jellies, fruit butters, pickles and sauces

Petroleum refining

Steel-works and rolling-mill products
! ! ,

,

]

Bread and other bakery products !!!!!!!!,.
Ship and boat building, steel and wooden, including repair work! ! ! ! !

!

Total*.

Total manufacturing

• » «

CHICAGO

Steel-works and roUing-mill products
Electrical machinery, apparatus, and supplies.

.

Meatpacking, wholttiide

Printing and publishing, book, music, and job.

.

Bread and other bakery products

Total*.

Total manufactuiing

nSTBOIT

Motor-vehide bodies and motor-vehicle parts
Bread and other bakery products !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Nonferrous metal alloys ; nonferrous metal products! eatoept alundniim
not elsewhere classified ’

Machine-tool accessories and machinists* predion toois. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Machine-shop products
Total* !.!!!.’!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!*'

- Total manufacturing

CLEVELAND
Steel-worlm and rooling-mill products
•Motor-vehide bodies and motor-vehicle parts. .

gec^cal machinery, apparatus, and supplies. ... .!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
nien 8, youths’, bo^*, not elsewhere classifi^, regular factoriW

Total*

Total manufacturing

Number of
wage earners

Per cent of
total manu-
facturing

5.32i
• • • t

9.2
3,225 5.5
3.370 6.8

.|
3.145 5.4

15,061 26.0

57,880

6.478 14.5
3. 163 7.2

*1

3,441 7.7

.|
1,622 3.6

14,734 33.1

44,555

31,346 11.0
12.814 4,6
19,566 6.9
14,604 5.1

1

12. 274 4.3

60,637 31.6

J 284,044

66,392 40.8
4,725 2.9

4,168 2.6
3,740 2.3

• « * *

79,055 48.6

162.688

14,897 16.1
7,850 8.5
6.058 6.6
4,682 ! 5.0

2, 101 2.3

35.488 38.4

92,382

FnTBBUBGB
Sted-works and rolling-mill products.

.

Olaas
Bre^ and other b^ery products.
Machine-shop products. . .

Total*

Total manufacturing^ ************"***<*^******t*

56,785
8,130
4,826

3,616

73,357

120,861

47.0
6.7
4.0

3.0

60.7
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INDEX
Acceleration principle, 99, 118

Agriculture: least employment decline, 2; labor force, 2--3; price flexibility and

competitive markets, 3 ;
stable output, 3 ;

decline in rural population, 3 ;
emphasis

on, in western areas, 21; depressed farm values before great depression, 105;

1921-1929 increase in physical output, 107

Aircraft industry, 91, 116, 172, 185

Area diflerences: in rates of population growth, 3, 4, of manufacturing growth, 4,

60, 143; economic patterns, 20-22, 23, 163-164; specialization, 26, 27, 145—146,

192 ;
largest industries, 27, 30 ;

east-west, 27, 30, 58-59, 190 ;
secular changes, 31 ff

.

;

seasonal changes, 46 ff
. ;

timing of cycles, 58-59, 65 ff
. ;

duration of cycles, 59, 60,

64, 67, 158 ;
stage of development, 63-64

;
amplitude, 96 ff 158 ;

cyclical patterns,

118 ff., 140 ff.,
163—164

;
capital formation, 143 ; construction, 143 ;

investment in

producers’ durable goods, 143, 144, in business inventories, 143, 144-145
; size of

establishments, 144; consumers’ outlay, 145-146; reaction of war, 171

Automobile industry; Los Angeles retailers, 11
;
predominance in Detroit, 54, 58, 68,

138, 153, 163, 191, 193; February low month for, 71; as market for steel, 71, 76;

late downturn in first postwar recession, 76; repercussions of Ford shutdown, 86,

102, 126; in great depression, 89-90, 111—112; leads in timing, 04; falling £uro>

pean demand after 1927, 107; output instability, 112, 113; leads 1933-1937 up-

swing, 114; impact of retooling, 116-117, 134, 190; rapid upswing from 1921

trough, 125 ;
price stability, 129 ; episodic changes such as abnormal sales follow-

ing automobile shows, 134; investment in, 144; 1935—1937 sales of passenger cars

exceed trend, 159.

Bank debits : defined, 8 ; and volume of business, 8-9
;
forces affecting, 9 ;

comparison
of business conditions by, 9; price changes and, 11, 96-97, 99, 100, 186; major
cycles, 18-19, 122—127, 146 ff,; area differentials, 18—19, 65 ff.

;
trend adjustments,

35, 40, 41-42, 64; linked to financial activities, 40, 68, 85, 86, 87, 89, 95, 105, 117, 127,

138, 139, 147, 163, 193 ; seasonal indexes, 50—51
;
timing of business cycles measured

by, 65, 69, 71; turning points, 69, 71, 77; in trough of great depression, 87 ;
1937

peak, 88—90 passim,* reaction of many economic activities, 94; recovery from first

postwar trough, 100; postwar peak for western areas, 100; 1921-1929 increase,

105, 107 ;
wartime downturn, 117; least stable of series, 136, 193 ;

and store sales,

146 ff.; most sensitive index of cyclical pattern, 164, 191; 1939-1945, 177-179,
181, 186

Bank failures: effect of restrictive central bank policies of 1928 and 1929 upon busi-

ness operations, 107; 1929—1931, 110; differential between areas, 110—111; effect

on collapse, 111

Business cycles. See Cycles, business

'business economy,” 2

Capital formation : defined, 142 ;
relation to national income, 142 ;

area differences,

143 ; as variable, 145

Chicago: value added by manufacture, 13-16 passim, 37, 39, 60; specialization, 23,

36, 39 ; market-oriented nondurable goods, 26, 58, 68, 123, 135
;
trend analysis, 37,

39; financial center, 40, 89, 95, 127, 139, 193; seasonal pattern, 53-54; turning
point of cycles lags, 58 ; stage of population growth and manufacturing increase,

64; differential stability, 125, 127, 135, 138, 139, 158, 161, 163, 183, 194; printing,

135; enormous market, 139; wartime change in employment pattern, 173; 1939-
1945 investment in industrial facilities, 178-179
series:

bank debits, 18-19, 36, 40, 65, 67, 69, 75, 77, 100, 117, 125, 126, 136, 147, 161,
linked to financial activities, 40, 68, 89, 95, 117, 127, 136, 139, 147, 193

[ 269 ]
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Chicago {Continued)

155. and mail order

employnlent, 23, 30, 36, 39, 68, 85, 91, 134, 135, 136, 185
power ^es, 17-18, 36, 39, 40, 53-54, 59, 68, 89, 129, 136, 151, 153 155 181 183

«d 4;ss.'i ?r ? '• •<
“

Citns Mnarr, UM«,m *“ 5; i« 1920 ud 1940, 21

CleveUnd : dow poW,’ 4, 37, 40 ; valne added by mannfactare, 13-16 pawim, 37

26 ’
71 Tl f

producers’ goods, 26, 58, 68, 163 ; iron and steel’

7i’ 1 f fabncatmg, 123, 163 ; resemblance to Pittsburgh, 26, 67 68

iide^es’ Til
«3«=trification, 40, 183 ; machine toolsf40jiLonS

Tna^iifo ^ point of cycles, 58; stage of population growth andmanufacturing increase, 64, 73
;
great depression, 88, 89

senes

:

bank debits, 18-19, 40, 51, 65, 67, 88, 125, 136, 147, 150, 177-178
department store sales, 10, 40, 53, 79, 89, 100, 102, 119, 127, 129 136 f
employment, 23, 30, 40, 89, 91, 129, 134, 136, 158, 159-160, 185^wer sales, 17-18, 39-10, 54, 68, 86, 89, 120, 136, 141, 153, 155, 159-160, 181. 183

Construction : employment decline following crises, 2; nature of industry, 23- im-
portance in Los d^geles, 59, 71, 73, 99, 114; colors business conditions, 59; m^ket
for steel after First World War, 71; rapid upswing from 1921 trough, 99, 125;
three years’ decline precedes great depression, 105 ; faUure of residential, to recorer
completely, 143; differences in area fluctuations, 143; 1942 peak, 166- wartime
public, 169; wartime private, 169, 171; industrial plants, 173, 175; government
authorized contracts in 1938, 175, 177

Consumer credit, renewed expansion in, in 1928, 177
Consumers’ outlay : store sales indicate changes in, 10, 11, 51 ; December important

in, 53 ; and physical output, 59 ; consumer resistance to fluctuating living stand-
ards, 92, 99, 127, 150, 164, 192; unusual stability in 1921-1922, 99; in 1937, 114;
and regional variance, 145 f

. ;
for services, 145 ;

for perishables, 145 ; for durable
and semidurable commodities, 145 ; and cyclical responses, 145-146

;
and special-

ization, 145-146
;
in Los Angeles, 146; 1937-1946, 167-168

Cycles, business: definition, 1-2, 31-32, 165, 189; and urbanization, 2-3; phenomena
of large-scale enterprise, 2 ;

“carriers” of fluctuations, 5 ; reasons for study, 5-7

;

changes in physical output, 11; national and area differences, 12-20, 117; relative

amplitude of, 14, 43—47 passim, 96 ff., 113, 193 ;
shock to employment from fluctua-

tions, 2 7 ;
distinction between erratic factors and cyclical changes, 31—32

;
and trend

adjustments, 42 ff.
;
measures of, 43—45, 119 ff.; timing of, 57--59, 65-68, 94-95,

and duration, 59—65, 92-94 ; turning points, 57, 58-59; theory of transmission proc-

ess, 57—58; Clark’s Strategic Factors, 58; effect of manufacturing growth on, 60,

of population growth, 61; 1921—1924 “orderly,” 75—77; longer in store sales, 92;
expansions exceed contractions in length, 93 ; not affected by population growth,

93, or by specialization, 94; no support that cycles move from East to West, 95,

191 ; “pattern,” 96, 163-164; area cycles not tied to industry cycles, 112—113, 118;

price and, 118, 122 ; overlapping fluctuations, 136-137
;
area comparisons for 1919-

1929, 138-139, for 1929-1939, 163, for 1939-1946, 173-188 passim; forces deter-

mining, 189-192. See also Erratic factors

Department store sales, 9 ;
differences in coverage, 9 ;

ten per cent of total retail sales,

10; changes in consumer outlays and, 10, 11, 51; inventory differences, 11; and

prices, 11, 102, 114, 164, 179, 186; trends, 36, 37, 39, 64; seasonal indexes, 50, 51,

53; 1929—1930 turning point, 79, 85; 1927 downturns, 88—89; longer fluctuations,

91, 92, 191 ;
consumer resistance to fluctuating living standards, 92, 99, 127, 150,

164, 192; 1923 downswing, 100; after summer of 1928, 107; 1929—1937, 114, 150-
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151; cycles in, 127-129, 155, 158, 161; comparative stability, 137-138, 150; war-
time expansion, 179-181; price controls, 181, 186; increased availability of goods
186

Depression, great : atypical, 77, 105
;
upper turning point in bank debits, 77, 85, 102,

105 ;
precipitated by collapse of stock prices, 77, 105

; downturn iu store sales, 79'

85; prelude to, 85-88, 102, 105-107; area differences, 87-90 passim; 1937 peak a
“consumption recovery,” 88, 89, 114; timing in 1937 downswing, 89; wartime
orders a stimulus to recovery, 90-91

; trend adjustment, 105, 108
; magnitude of

collapse, 107-113, 114; international problems, 107, 109-110, 114; bank failures
110-111 ’

Detroit: rapid growth, 4, 35—37, 63; value added by manufacture, 13—16 passimf 37,
60, 99, 111; predominance of automobile industry, 23, 26, 54, 58, 68, 89-90, 111]
125, 137-138, 163, 178, 193, 194

; sharp upward trends, 37, 64, 159
; seasonal indexes]

51, 53, 54r-65; retooling fluctuations, 55, 116—117, 190; leads in turning point of
cycles, 58; unique turning points before 1930, 85; in great depression, 89—90, 111 *

extreme variations, 119, 123, 125, 127, 161, 178, 194; conversion for war 177-178
183

' '

series

:

bank debits, 18-19, 35, 41, 42, 45, 51, 59, 64, 67, 68, 85, 86, 89, 90, 135, 147,

department store sales 10, 64, 79, 135, 153, 155
employment, 21, 23, 30, 39, 51, 54-55, 58, 69, 65, 68, 79, 86, 91, 111, 129 134 183
power sales, 17-18, 53, 54, 59, 68, 85, 89, 90, 115, 129, 135, 153, 159, 181, iss! 187

Diversification: cost of, 20; stability and, 20; measure of, 21, 23
Durable goods

:
per cent of total employment in, 26; growing’ in western areas, 26;

declining in East, 26 ; factor in business cycles, 58, 126-127, 191 ; war production
employment in California, 171, in East, 171-172, 173 ; availabiHty of!

after V-E and V-J days, 181. See also Cleveland; Pittsburgh

Economic pattenm : local and national economic conditions, 12—20
; standard devia-

tion and coefficient of variation, 15-16; of the areas, 20-23, 163-164; may deter-
mine cyclic^ characteristics, 20, 163 ; diversification, 20, 21, 23 ; total employment
and specialization, 21, 23, 26, 27; five largest manufacturing industries and, 27-30 •

determinants of cyclical patterns, 163
’

Elect^cation, industrial: rapid pace of 1919-1939, 39-40 passim; Cleveland’s elec-
trochemical plants, 183

Employment: decline following crises, 2; in agriculture, 2-3; varies with physical
output, 11 ; relatively free from price changes, 11 ; varying importance of manu-

m, 21, 37 ; area differences, 21, 138 ; in durable goods industries, 26.

J
™ nondurable goods, 26, 111, 173; 1933 total, 27; seasonal variations

• ^ni 64-65, 137; 1939 upper turning point, 91; automobiles lead in tim-
ing, 94, 191 ; consistent behavior, 94 ; 1927-1928 eastern trough, 102 ; 1937 partial

it’r,
^^^165

;

similarity to power sales, 129, 158-160

;

•
’ ^62^1637, 153 ; 1939-1946 increase in, in California manufactur-mg, 171 ; wartime, 183-186, 187

• cl^atic changes, 31 ; institutional factors, 31, 49 ; episodic changes,
between' erratic and cyclical changes, 31-32; less important inmi-1924 cycle, 77 ; adjustment to, difficult, 120, 190 ; Pittsburgh flood, 151

;

CJhieago 6xpositioiLj 151, Sae also Cycles, business
]SIxports; lonff-tenu cauital. dGf»rfiPi»iiior tqqq in? . 10QQ Cf-- 's

Falkuer method, 47
Financial mwkets : Chicago exchange, 40, and commodity exchanges, 40 ; affect debit

senes, 86-87, 127, 139^, 147, 163 ; 1929 chaos, 77, 107, 126
Food industries

;
processing in California, 26, 55 ; investment in, 144
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Government operations, 114-116 passim; 1933, 1934 and 1936, 1937 price rise areflection of, 115; deficit financing, 116; responsible for 1937-1945 bosiness condi-
taons 165-166; authorised construction, 175, 177; determining locations of new

expansion, 186; changing philosophy of economic respon-
sibibties of government, 187

;
growing network to preclude crises, 187-188Gro^ trend, manufacturing : effect on turning points, 60, 64 ; absorption of new

Ideas and techniques, 60 ; different rates in areas, 60-63
;
little effect on duration

charactGristics, 64, 192. See aZso Manufaettiriiig

Kansen thesis of ‘'consumption recovery,” 88, 89, 114

Income : fluctuations, 6, 7 ; relation of capital formation to national, 142 ; investment
and, 142—143

; wartime expansion of personal, 167, of national, 171 ; created by
durable goods operations, 169; relation between consumption and, 192

Industrial activity: in areas, 27; measure of San Francisco’s, 50; unrelated to bank
debits, 50, or store sales, 50; interindustry relationships, 57; 1937 production, 88;
1921—1929 increase in physical output, 107 ; effect of monopolistic type, 139, 158;
area differentials in rates of growth, 143. Sec gXso ATan iifactnriTig

International economic relationships : restrictive credit policy on foreign lending in
1928-1929, 107 ;

long-term capital exports decreasing after 1928, 107; falling de*
mand for American products, 107; financial crisis, 109-110; continued uncer-
tainties after 1934, 114 ; wartime increase in foreign investments, 175

Inventories, business, 144^145, 175
Iron and steel : in Cleveland and Pittsburgh, 26, 40, 60 ; decline in relative importance,

26; automobile market for, 71, 76; construction market for, 71; tardiness of post-
war slump, 71, 76; growing emphasis on light steel products, 76, and Cleveland’s
metal fabricating, 123, 163; 1933 national and Pittsburgh’s oui^ut, 87-88, 158;
in great depression, 111—112; monopolistic organization, 158; technological ad-
vance after 1934, 158 ;

wartime expansion, 171—172

Labor : in agriculture, 2—3
;
increase in productivity of, 4r-6

;
costs and cost of other

resources, 61 ; cycles affected by heavy use of, 61 ; and population growth, 61 ; 1937

unemployed, 88 ;
Los Angeles wage rates, 90 ;

Fair Labor Standards Act, 189. See
oZso Employment

Los Angeles: rapid growth, 4, 35, 36, 62, 63, 73, 75, 90, 126; value added by manu-
facture, 13—16 passim, 37, 99, 111 ;

specialization in amusements, personal services,

and agriculture, 21; trend analysis, 37, 39, 43, 44, 64, 65, 127; diversified non-

durable consumers’ goods, 58, 111, 163, 173; importance of construction, 59, 71,

73, 75, 99, 114, 126 ;
short cycles, 64; upswing from first postwar recession, 71, 73,

75; 1938, 1939 trough, 90; 1938 wage upturn, 90; instability of export industries,

113, 162; slow recovery until 1925, 119; 1920-1923 cycle, 125; 1923-1929 cyde,

125-126, 136 ; consumers’ outlay, 146 ;
tourist expenditures, 146 ;

consumption econ-

omy, 150; 1929-1937 delayed recovery, 162; movie industry, 162; wartime employ-

ment pattern, 172, 173; wartime expansion, 172, in durable goods, 173; third

largest manufacturing center in 1946, 173; permanence? 175; 1943 decline, 185

series

:

bank debits, 18—19, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 75, 77, 90, 100, 120, 125—126, 147, 150, 178

department store sales, 10—11, 51, 64, 79, 90, 119, 120, 129, 151

employment, 21, 23, 30, 39, 64, 90, 91, 92, 111, 159, 172, 173, 183, 185, 187

power sales, 17-18, 39, 53-54, 65, 68, 86, 90, 92, 151, 153, 155, 159, 181, 187

Machine-tool industry, 40, 99 n. 5

Manufacturing: employment in, 2, 8, 12, 21, 27; index of value added, 4, 13-14, 99;

different rates of, growth in six areas, 4, 39, 59, 60-61; nation’s, 13—14; in urban

areas, 13; area and national differences in cyclical reaction, 15, 27, 30, 99, 192;
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diversification, 20, 21, 23; specialization, 23, 26; five largest groups, 27; June

peak, 51; 193^1946 changing patterns, 172-177. See also Growth trend, manufac-

turing ;
Industrial activity

Mining: employment decline, 2; emphasis on, in Pittsburgh, 21*

Nondurable goods: employment in, 26, and 1939-1946 changes, 173; food-processing

in San Francisco, 26, 65; diversified in Los Angeles, 26, 58, 111, 163, 173; lag in

turning points, 58-59; as consumers^ goods, 58—59; recent increase in production,

144; wartime expansion of expenditures on, 167—168; increased availability after

V-E and V-J days, 181

Petroleum export, 113, 116, 146, 162

Pittsburgh: slowest growth, 4, 37, 64; value added by manufacture, 13-16 passim,

37, 99, 111—112 ; least stable area, 15 ; emphasis on mining, 21 ;
specialization, 23

;

durable goods industries, 26, 58, 93-94, 111, 150, 158, 163; iron and steel, 26, 111-

112, 158; trend analysis, 37, 39; early turning point of cycles, 58; most mature
area in population growth and manufacturing increase, 63, 64; 1910-1920 popula-

tion increase, 73; leads 1923 downturn, 75, 76; 1927 recession, 85-86; unique turn-

ing points before 1930, 85-86
;
in great depression, 87, 89 ;

relatively short cycles,

93—94, 192; one month collapse in March, 1936, 151; nearly full recovery after

1933, 158; 1933 differences in national and area steel output, 158
series:

bank debits, 18-19, 51, 64, 65, 67, 68, 75, 77, 85, 87, 147, 150, 158, 177-178
department store sales, 10, 53, 68, 79, 87, 89, 100, 102, 127, 129, 136-137, 161, 158
employment, 23, 30, 85-86, 91, 92, 111-112, 136, 158, 159-160, 183, 185
power sales, 17-18, 54, 68, 87, 137, 151, 153, 155, 158, 159-160, 181

Population: continuing urbanization, 3, 5, and decline in rural, 3 ;
rates of growth in

six areas, 4, 63-64; trend analysis, 35; growth and cycles, 61, 62, 64, 93; lags
behind change in employment series, 62; difference in rate of growth between
prosperous and depressed times, 62; California increases, 73, 126, 171, 172; war-
time shifts, 169, 175

Power sales, 8, 11, 17-18; 1937 recession, 17, 88; trend analysis, 17-18, 37, 39, 65,
159-160

;
rapid pace of industrial electrification, 39, 40 ; indexes of seasonal, 53-54

;

San Francisco’s series includes residential, 53, 129, 183, 187 ;
1939 turning points,

91; cycles in, 129, 134—137 passim/ 1929—1937, 151, 153, 155; Schumpeter’s hy-
pothesis, 153, 155; relationship between employment series and, 158-160; 1933-
1934, 159; wartime expansion in 1937—1943, 181

Prices: and output, 3, 11, 113; 1920-1921 collapse, 96, 102, 116, 122; and debits, 96,

99, 100, 186; 1933-1934 pessimism concerning, 102; monopolistic organization
tends toward stability in, 113; index of wholesale, for 1933-1937, 114; unusual
increases in 1933 and 1936, 115; effect of government operations, 115, 116; de-
crease from 1937 peak, 116, and 1939 recovery, 116 ; variability of, basic element
in ^^national” cycles, 117, 192—193; change associated with cyclical movement, 118,
122, 127; change in, important to store sales, 164, 179, 186; stabilization in 1938,
177; 1941-1942 increases, 179; wartime controls, 179, 181, 186; wholesale, after
1946, 179, 186

Printing industry, 135, 173

Bailroads : employment decline, 2 ; equipment upswing from 1921 trough, 125

San Francisco : rapid growth, 4, 36; value added by manufacture, 13-16 passim, 37;
differential stability, 15, 161, 162, 163, 194; diversification, 21, 23; government
and transportation, 21; food industry, 26, 55; trend analysis, 37, 39; seasonal
variation, 51, 53-55 passim; consumers’ nondurable goods, 55, 58, 59, 89; lag in
turning points, 58, 77, 79, 85, 122—123; early stage in manufacturing increase,
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San Francisco {Continued)

o-^”
“ population growth, 64 ; 1910-1925 population increaae<3, eitea cycles, 8a, 86; financial center, 87, 89, 95, 105, 127 138 139 193. ingreat depression, 89; wartime expansion in shipbuilding, 172, in’prin’tine 'andc emicals, 173, decrease in food industry, 173 ; wartime power cyde, 181 183 185and employment, 183, 185, 187, and 1943 decline, 185

^ 185,

series

:

90- 102, 105, 126, 137, 138 147
178, linked to security trading, 86, 87, 89, 95, 105, 127, 138, 139 147 163

’

department store sales, 10, 50, 51, 64, 68, 76, 85, 86-87, 89, 90, 129, 150, 151 175
179, and luxury trade, 150, 151

» » « -lou, xoi, 1/0,

employment, 21, 23, 30, 37, 39, 54, 64, 76, 91, 183, 185, 187
power sales, 17-18, 39, 50, 53-54, 79, 89, 90, 129, 161, 162, 181, 183, 185, 187
include residential, 53, 129, 183, 187

^ ,

Seasonal variations, 31, 46-56; difference from episodic changes, 31* cyclical influ-
ences affect, 46-47; indexes, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54; “seasonal periods,” 49, and conven-
tional l^ts, 49

; results of three forces, 49
; differ in ampHtude and pattern 50

53
; regional, 50-55

; seasonals in bank debits, 50-51, in store sales, 51, 53, stabilitym power sales, 53-54, in employment series, 54r-56
; tendencies, 51, 53

; difference
in depression and in prosperity, 55

Secular change, 33—35, and trends, 35—40
Social aspects : income fluctuations, 7 ; social cost of economic instability, 20 ; family

structure and business conditions, 140-142
; old age insurance, 172—173

*

Specialization : increasing, 5 ;
basis for expanded volume of goods and services, 20

;

measure of, 23 ; in manufacturing, 23, 26
; geographic, 57

; does not affect cycles’
94, 192 ;

and consumers’ outlay, 14^146
* ^

Textiles, 26, 144, 173
Timing and duration of area cycles : trend adjustments, 42-46, 64r-65

; timing, 57-59
65-68, 94-95, of 1932, 1933 trough, 87-88, of 1938, 1939 trough, 90-92; duration^
59-64, 92-94

;
area differences, 67 ff.

; automobiles show consistent lead, 94; ampli-
tude, 96 ff . ; divergences less after 1929, 191, See also Turning points

Transportation equipment, 21, 26, 27. See also Automobiles; Bailroads
Trend analysis: of values added by manufacture, 14r-15, 37; of power sales, 17-18;

distinction between trend and cycles, 33; descriptive trend, 33 ff.; straight-line

trends, 35 ; secular trends in areas, 35 ff. ; effect of differential developments of
manufacturing, 37 ; employment trends, 39; power sales trends, 39-40; effects of
trend adjustment, 40—46, on upper and lower turning points, 42—43, on amplitude,
43—44

;
trend continuity, 47

;
and seasonal adjustment, 47

; effects of, on timiTig

and duration, 64r-65
;
of 1921—1929 cycle, 105

Turning points of cycles: effects of trend on, 42—43, 44; transmitted from origin by
interindustry relationship, 57 ; forces responsible move geographically, 57

;
timing

differentials, 58—59, and duration, 59-60, 91—92; mechanical shifting of, 60, 64;

effect of manufacturing growth on, 60, of population growth, 61
;
relatively heavy

use of labor affects, 61 ;
area differences, 68—69

; chronology of four series, 68 ff.

;

unusual dates before 1930, 85—86. See also Cycles, business
;
Timing and duration

of area cycles

Value added by manufacture, 13—16, 99

War: store sales in war years, 53; Detroit employment, 55; aircraft industry, 91;

postwar losses in employment, 91 ;
sharp setback in flrst postwar adjustments, 96

;

resemblance of second wartime cycle to others, 165, 187—188; second wartime ex-

pansion, 165 ff.; 1937-1946 government expenditures, 165—167; durable goods

manufacture, 169; postwar inflation, 179; hastens manufacturing in West, 194
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